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The wool industry in Australia was valued at around A$3 billion in 2015–16, and is 
used mainly for the manufacture of apparel fabrics. Wool needs to compete with many 
other fibres in the apparel markets, and twenty-first-century consumers expect apparel 
items to be easy care, i.e., machine washable and tumble dryable. Due to the scales on 
the wool fibre surface, untreated wool products can suffer from extensive felting or 
shrinkage during laundering. Currently, industrial shrink-resist treatment for wool 
relies on chlorination, the effluent from which is harmful to the environment. Finding 
a viable chlorine-free shrink-resist treatment has become a serious issue for the global 
wool industry, and it is urgent to find a safe and environmentally friendly alternative.  
Ionic liquids (ILs) which are liquids that are comprised entirely of ions, are emerging 
as a new generation of green solvents for catalysis. The application for enzymatic 
catalysis in ILs, and particularly IL-water mixtures, is debatable owing to their various 
unknown properties. Also, enzymatic and chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool 
surface treatment have not yet been well developed. This project aims at understanding 
the relationship between the properties of ILs and IL-water mixtures and the 
performance of wool surface-specific enzymes, and subsequently developing suitable 
IL systems to enable enzymatic and chemical catalysis for wool surface treatments. 
The project focuses on three major sections. 
Firstly, the relationship between the properties of ILs and IL-water mixtures and the 
performance of wool-specific enzyme was studied. The ILs were initially evaluated 
based on hydrophobicity, pH, hydrogen bond basicity (β) and water activity (aw). 
Findings showed that the pH of the aqueous hydrophilic ILs varied as a function of 
water, and the enzyme activity was then assayed in buffered IL-water mixtures. Two 
ILs triethylammonium mesylate (TeaMs) and choline mesylate (ChoMs) with low 
intrinsic β were shown to be preferred owing to the intrinsic β and the anion. Based on 
the correlation between the ion concentration and aw, 8.3 mol% IL where aw = ~0.6 
was shown to be the threshold of water for assured enzyme activity, which can be 
related to the formation of the hydration shell of the enzyme. Importantly, the pH of 
IL-water mixtures was demonstrated to be a key parameter for maintaining the enzyme 




of the enzyme was preserved at favourable pH and IL concentration, and pH may also 
be associated with the surface charge of the enzyme. 
Secondly, pH-metric titration showed that the pH of the buffered TeaMs-water 
mixtures was unstable as a function of the stoichiometry of base to acid. This limits its 
application to enzymatic catalysis. In this case, a simple method to achieve self-
buffering IL-water mixtures was successfully developed by titrating buffering agents, 
practically tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris). By the study of the equivalence 
points of pH-metric titration of ILs with different ionicity, the rule of the buffering 
process is proposed as IL is linearly dissociated as a function of ion concentration and 
the buffering is correlated with ionicity. Furthermore, fluorescence and CD spectra 
proved that the enzyme structure was maintained in self-buffering TeaMs-water 
mixtures at 8.3 mol% IL. In addition, it was shown that TeaMs, ChoMs and choline 
acetate (ChoAc) maintained high enzyme activity in self-buffering IL-water mixtures, 
particularly at 3 mol% IL.  
Finally, buffered TeaMs-water mixtures and self-buffering IL-water mixtures were 
applied to wool surface treatment. At 8.3 mol% IL, SEM showed the scales of treated 
wool were slightly etched, while the felting ball test indicated that the anti-felting 
property conferred by these two treatments was poorer than the treatment by the 
enzyme in buffer. In addition, the enzyme in self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 3 
mol% IL was shown to improve wool scale removal. Felting ball and fabric shrinkage 
tests showed that this treatment improved the anti-felting and shrink-resist properties 
of wool, with less weight loss. In addition, one-pot chemical catalysis in IL systems 
for wool surface treatment was explored. Based on the wool dissolution and 
morphological change, H2O2/AcOH in IL systems was found to be able to disrupt the 
wool surface. FTIR further demonstrated that the disulfide bonds were broken by this 
treatment. However, the felting ball test showed that it conferred poor anti-felting 
properties to wool, probably due to the disruption of disulfide bonds and the breakage 
of intact fibres. By prolonging the treatment time of chemical catalysis in IL systems, 
new wool structures including microfibres and wrinkled fibre surfaces were observed 




This project has provided knowledge on the use of new routes (ILs and enzyme) 
toward applying green solvent approaches to wool surface treatment. Specifically, this 
work provides a further understanding of the relationship between IL properties and 
enzyme performance, which facilitates the selection of ILs and IL systems for 
enzymatic catalysis. In addition, the enzymatic and chemical catalysis could be 
explored as green solvent approaches for other applications, which could have 
profound implications environmentally. The study, therefore, contributes to the 
application of ILs to wool surface treatments, thereby addressing the significant issue 
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Wool is a keratin protein fibre and an important material in the textile industry. The 
surface of wool is covered with cuticle scales, like tiles on a roof (for details, see 
Section 2.5 in Chapter 2). This morphology of wool results in the felting or shrinkage 
of untreated wool fabrics during laundering. Although chlorine-containing chemicals 
are effective in removing or blunting the scales to reduce wool shrinkage, such a 
treatment creates carcinogenic and unfriendly adsorbable organic halides (AOX)1. 
Consequently, wool products that have been subjected to chlorine treatments are 
restricted from entering the European market2. Therefore there is an urgent need to 
find new chlorine-free and environmental-friendly methods that impart anti-felting and 
shrink-resistance to wool.  
Treatments with ionic liquids (ILs) and enzymes, have both been regarded as green 
tools in chemical and bioprocesses, hence they could provide a viable environmentally 
friendly process and have the potential to replace chlorination for the wool surface 
treatment. Although wool treatment with enzymes has been studied for many years, 
the enzyme hydrolysis of the wool surface is usually inefficient to remove the compact 
cuticles. Also, the enzymes work by nonspecific hydrolysis which often penetrates into 
the wool3. Conversely, IL treatment, as a novel technique, has been proposed and 
trialed but has not been well developed4-6. The drawbacks include the use of high 
temperatures and strength loss of wool, because of the partial dissolution of keratin.  
Recently, research has shown that pretreatment using ILs, prior to enzyme treatment 
could effectively assist with wool shrink-resist5, 7. The specific chemical catalysis in 
ILs has been shown to improve the wool treatment8. Also, on the basis of enzymatic 
and chemical catalysis, ILs have been shown to be an effective solvent, whereas the 
application of ILs and IL-water mixtures is still debatable owing to the various 
unknown IL properties9-10. Meanwhile, this green approach has not yet been applied 
to wool surface treatment. Thus, understanding the IL properties that may affect 
enzymatic catalysis in ILs is necessary for the development of green solvent 




1.2 Research gaps  
Based on recent developments (the details are shown in Chapter 2), the concept of 
green solvents is emerging owing to the adverse effects of some volatile organic 
solvents on the environment. In the wool processing for shrinkage and felting, it is 
possible that IL systems could be used for enzymatic and chemical catalysis to enable 
wool surface treatment. Knowledge gaps that have been identified are described 
below: 
Knowledge gap 1: Limited understanding of the influence of key properties of ILs 
and IL-water mixtures on the catalytic performance of wool-specific enzymes 
A range of ILs as solvents could be selected for enzymatic catalysis. However, the 
major barrier is the understanding of the relationship between properties of IL and IL-
water mixtures and wool-specific enzymes. Whereas hydrophobicity, pH, the effect of 
water, specific ion effect and Kamlet-Taft parameters of ILs are important factors, 
which affect the behaviour of the enzyme. These factors have not been well studied 
systematically in a range of IL systems, particularly IL-water mixtures at high IL 
concentrations. 
Knowledge gap 2: Limited development of the enhancement of enzyme activity in 
IL-water mixtures 
The development of IL-water mixtures for enhancing enzyme activity has not yet been 
fully explored. Based on the current understanding of the relationship between IL 
properties and enzymes, a range of improved IL systems for enhancing the 
compatibility with enzymes can be developed. In particular, the study of IL buffers for 
enzymes has been confined to hydrated ILs and salt solutions. A self-buffering IL-





Knowledge gap 3: Using ILs as solvents for enzymatic and chemical catalysis for 
wool surface treatment has never been reported 
Enzymatic catalysis in ILs as a new method for wool surface treatment has yet to be 
explored. Chemical catalysts have been shown to be improved by the use of ILs as 
solvents, but their application for wool surface treatment has not been investigated. 
Therefore, the use of IL solvents to modify the wool surface, either using enzymes or 
via chemical catalytic approaches, is a new area of research. In addition, this method 
may provide a green and controllable route for obtaining wool structures such as 





1.3 Research aims and outline of thesis 
1.3.1 Research aims 
Based on the three major knowledge gaps identified above, the research aims and plan 
for this project are highlighted below.  
This project is aimed to utilize IL and wool surface-specific enzymes toward 
developing an environmentally-friendly approach for wool surface treatment. The 
solvent approach is achieved by investigating and developing IL systems, particularly 
IL-water mixtures, to enable surface enzymatic catalysis. Furthermore, chemical 
catalysis using IL systems for wool surface treatment is explored. 
Within the overall goal, the research strategy can be divided into two research aims. 
1. To understand the relationship between properties of IL and IL-water mixtures and 
performances of a wool-specific enzyme for IL selection (Chapter 4), and to develop 
improved IL systems for enzymatic catalysis (Chapter 5). 
2. To explore the effect of the developed systems on wool surface treatment and to 





1.3.2 Research plan 
Based on the research aims, this PhD project can be separated into three sections: 
understanding the relationship between IL properties of and enzyme performances for 
IL selection, developing improved IL systems for enzymatic catalysis, studying 
enzymatic and chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool surface treatment. These three 
sections correspond to the three experimental chapters, which are specifically 






1.3.3 Thesis chapters 
This thesis consists of seven chapters. The contents of the chapters and the research 
plan introduced above are outlined as below.  
Chapter 1:  
This chapter introduces the thesis topics, including background, research aims, and 
research plan of this PhD project. 
Chapter 2: 
Chapter 2 reviews the literature of the related work, which accordingly defines the 
knowledge gaps, research aims and plan. It covers the five sections: green solvents, IL 
properties related to enzymes, enzyme performances in ionic liquids, strategies to 
activate or stabilize enzymes with ILs and wool surface treatment. 
Chapter 3: 
This chapter describes the experimental procedures including materials and 
preparation, the methodology of characterization with key techniques used, and 
finally, methods used for data analysis. 
Chapter 4: 
This chapter investigates the influence of key IL properties on the activity of wool-
specific enzymes. Firstly, several ILs and IL-water mixtures are evaluated based on 
their hydrophobicity, pH, hydrogen bond basicity and water activity. Then the key IL 
properties are explored and correlated with enzyme activity. Accordingly, the impact 
of ILs on enzyme performances is proposed. 
Chapter 5: 
This chapter focuses on exploring self-buffering IL-water mixtures for enzymatic 
catalysis. It initially investigates the influence of stoichiometry of the IL on proton 
transfer and pH. A strategy to overcome the intrinsic pH limitations of IL-water 
mixtures was then developed, and the mechanism of buffering was applied to several 





Chapter 6 examines both enzymatic and chemical catalysis in ILs for wool surface 
treatment. Firstly, the systems developed in Chapters 4 and 5 (enzymatic catalysis in 
IL systems) are applied to wool surface treatment. Then, chemical catalysis in IL 
systems for the surface treatment is investigated. The catalysts and ILs are screened in 
terms of wool morphological change and dissolution, and the H2O2/AcOH system is 
further explored for wool surface treatment. In addition, several unusual wool 
structures are produced by the chemical catalysis in IL systems. 
Chapter 7: 
This chapter summarizes the key outcomes of this research and gives 





 Literature Review 
This literature review is divided into the following sections: green solvents, IL 
properties related to enzymes, enzyme performance in ILs, strategies to activate or 
stabilize enzymes with ILs and wool surface treatment. Accordingly, the currently 
available published literature defines the knowledge gaps, research aims and plan as 
introduced in Chapter 1.  
2.1 Green solvents 
2.1.1 Concepts and categories 
The introduction of “green chemistry” or “sustainable technology” has become a major 
concern in both industry and academia in recent decades11. Thus, the Twelve Principles 
of Green Chemistry were introduced in 1998 (Figure 2-1)12. They are a guide for 
application to all chemical products and processes. They range from the raw materials 
to the efficiency and safety of the transformation, toxicity and biodegradability of 
products and reagents.  
In chemical production, solvent normally contributes ~80% of the process mass 
intensity. Therefore, choosing a green solvent is a key role of green chemistry and thus 
one of most active areas of the research11, 13-14. The 5th rule of twelve principles of 
green chemistry promotes the use of safer solvents. In other words, this concept refers 
to the aim of minimizing the environmental impact by the use of solvents. However, 
it is a comprehensive and qualitative concept. The framework for the environmental 
assessment of solvents includes the environmental impact, health and safety issues and 
sustainability and life cycle15. However, there is no perfect green solvent, which can 
be applied to all situations and each solvent should be reviewed on a case-by-case 





Figure 2-1. The twelve principles of green chemistry14. 
Solvents, on a molecular level, can be classified into molecular liquids, in the form of 
molecules, and ionic liquids (IL) which consists of ions, i.e., equimolar cations and 
anions. Traditional molecular liquids cover a broad range, including water, various 
organic solvents (aromatic compounds, alcohols and amines) and even supercritical 
carbon dioxide. Conversely, ILs are salts in the liquid state. However, since increasing 
numbers of new ILs are synthesized and developed for varieties of applications, the 
definition of IL has evolved and this is discussed later. 
As the most important molecular solvents, organic solvents are widely used in 
chemistry, since they range from non-polar to polar and are easily accessible. 
However, most organic solvents are volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which 
means in many cases that they easily vaporize at room temperature and emit toxic 




depletion and smog. Based on several solvent selection guides, only a few organic 
solvents can be used as green solvents. It includes simple alcohols (methanol, ethanol) 
or alkanes (heptane, hexane)15-16, and hence the choice is limited for many chemical 
applications.  
Alternatively, the most popular green solvents are acknowledged as water, 
supercritical carbon dioxide, and room temperature ILs. Although water is abundant, 
nontoxic and inexpensive, it has the poor solubility for most organic compounds and 
it is difficult to separate some soluble products from the water. Supercritical carbon 
dioxide is abundant, dissolves most organic compounds, and can be removed easily, 
but it needs specialized, expensive plant and very high energy input to generate 
pressures required to operate the process. Conversely, ILs have drawn a great deal of 
attention recently as they have numerous advantages as green solvents16. They can be 
nonflammable and nonvolatile (a few are distillable17). Their biodegradation, toxicity 
and recycling are considered as green based on the current development of ILs18-19. 
Importantly, by changing the ions, ILs have a designable range of properties for 
chemical processing, such as it polarity, melting point and reactivity.  
2.1.2 Ionic liquid 
2.1.2.1 Definition of IL 
Ionic liquid is defined as a liquid that is comprised entirely of ions. Although ILs are 
developing and evolving rapidly, this definition is still widely accepted10, 18, 20. There 
are a few other names to describe ILs, such as molten salts and fused salts. However, 
IL is the widely-acknowledged name for describing a salt in the liquid phase10. 
Two decades ago, interest in ILs dramatically increased in the research field21-22. Those 
ILs referred to room-temperature ILs, since most researchers avoided using solvents 
that require heating to hundreds of degrees and nowadays most studies are carried out 
at ambient temperature. More recently, numerous studies have shown some 
advantages for using ILs, which have a melting point above 100 °C for some 
applications23. The melting point may be practically difficult to find and measure in 




widely used for proteins24-25. Hence the melting point becomes an unnecessary 
restriction.  
Based on the recent work, a number of systems are not composed solely of ions but 
have similar properties to ILs. These include deep eutectic solvents26 (similar to salts 
mixed with molecule solvents), some protic ILs with poor ionicity (which is similar to 
a mixture of acid and base)27, solvate ILs (mixtures of salts and a solvent, e.g., lithium 
salts and oligoether)28 and IL-IL mixtures29. These systems are normally mixtures. 
2.1.2.2 Category of IL and IL systems 
In recent decades, studies on ILs have been developing rapidly and ILs have been 
classified into many subclasses according to their different properties and applications.  
Aprotic versus protic ILs 
From the viewpoint of the combination of cation and anion, ILs can be separated into 
two categories: aprotic ILs (AILs) and protic ILs (PILs). AIL is an IL without a 
transferable proton between the cation or anion, and it covers a broad range. The 
properties of AILs commonly depend on the selection of cation and/or anion. 
The distinguishing feature of the PILs is the proton transfer from a Brønsted acid (HA) 
to a Brønsted base (B) (Equation 2-1)27, 30. Thus, the transferred proton can be used to 
build up a hydrogen-bonded network.  
HA + B ⇌ [BH+][A−] (2-1) 
Therefore, PILs may have one more property compared to other ILs, and this leads to 
a number of unique physicochemical properties. Some of the properties depend on the 
relative strengths of the precursor acid and base. This is associated with ΔpKa (the 
difference between the pKa values of acid and base) and ionicity (as discussed further 
in Section 2.2.6.4). The free-energy change of acid and base and ΔpKa primarily 
influence the extent of proton transfer of PILs30. In other words, some neutral species 
(both acid and base) may be present, which consequently influence the melting point 




pure IL should be > 95% (ideally 99%), i.e., less than 5% of the neutral species should 
be present. Otherwise, they should be treated as ionic mixtures. It important to note 
that the acid/base stoichiometry of a PIL is sometimes not 1:1, as genuine 1:1 
stoichiometry is difficult to achieve18. If the stoichiometry of the compositions is too 
high, it should be treated as an ionic mixture. 
Ammonium-based ILs and various anions 
Currently, the cations used for ILs are predominantly nitrogen-based, mostly 
ammonium ions in various forms. The ammonium-based ILs can be classified as 
primary, secondary, tertiary and quaternary ammonium ILs. The first three belong to 
PILs, while quaternary ammonium ILs are generally APILs and cover a range of types 
such as imidazolium and aliphatic. The common ammonium cations are shown in 
Figure 2-2. 
 
Figure 2-2. Some commonly used ammonium cations for ILs. 
Phosphonium cations are now also becoming increasingly common and can impart 
high stability to ILs32. A few sulfonium cations can also form ILs33. 
 




In terms of the anions used in ILs, a large variety of anions can be coupled with cations, 
with commonly used ones are shown in Figure 2-3. Noticeably, most anions are 
nucleophilic, therefore, they tend to interact more with solutes as a solvent10, 34. The 
impact of ions is further discussed later in Section 2.2.5 (specific ion effect). 
Task-specific ILs 
In the early days of IL development, it was realized that the bulky and unsymmetric 
cations coupled with much smaller anions can decrease the melting point of high-
temperature molten salts. Over the decades, researchers have explored a number of 
different ions for making ILs. The tunability of properties is thus one of the advantages 
of ILs. A few ILs are called task-specific ILs, and are prepared by functionalizing the 
alkyl groups of the ions35-38. For example, (1) imidazolium-based ILs have physical 
properties such as low melting point, low non-volatility, non-flammability and thermal 
stability; (2) ILs with chemical properties including reactivity, electrochemical 
window, solvation, acidity; (3) ILs with targeted biological properties such as 
antibacterial, emollient and biodegradable abilities combined with chemical/physical 
properties.  
However, in practice, it is quite difficult to tune the IL properties by cation/anion 
combination. In particular, their physical properties have not been fully understood. 
The selection of ions, especially the cation, is still limited. Furthermore, the complexity 
of the relationship between chemical and physical properties of ILs still needs further 
investigation.  
IL mixtures 
With the rapid development of research on ILs, the use of IL mixtures tends to achieve 
a greater range of desired properties. ILs can be mixed with any types of chemical 
(organic solvents39, oil40 and water41) to become emulsions, binary systems or 
homogeneous solutions. Importantly, since water is the most abundant solvent in 
nature, IL-water mixtures or biphasic IL/water system have become a more popular IL 





2.1.3 Applications of ionic liquids for catalysis 
The applications of ILs are generally related to their unique properties. Major efforts 
have been devoted to understanding their physical properties in order to utilize them. 
Most studies use ILs as solvents for catalysis, including synthesis10, acid-catalyzed 
reactions and transition metal catalyzed transformations44, electrochemistry38, 
dissolution and/or pretreatment of biomass, such as cellulose, silk and wool45, and 
biocatalysis9. 
In particular, the use of ILs can not only greatly enhance the reaction rate of the 
catalysis, but also improve the selectivity of the products significantly46. Moreover, it 
can provide a unique ionic environment for catalysis, which may play a positive role 
in stabilizing catalytic species or reaction intermediates47. Therefore, ILs have often 
been shown to have improved catalytic activities and to create new reaction routes48.  
Biocatalysis is an environmentally friendly and practical alternative to traditional 
organic catalysis both in the laboratory and on the industrial scale49-50. Biocatalysis 
normally refers to enzymatic catalysis, which includes systems of isolated enzymes or 
whole cells. In this thesis, the term “enzymatic catalysis” will be used to describe 
biocatalysis performed by enzymes. Over the decades, enzymes have been found to 
possess excellent levels of activity and selectivity in non-aqueous solvents9, 51. Sheldon 
and coworkers first reported an example of a free enzyme Candida antarctica lipase 
used in an IL to catalyze alcoholysis, ammonolysis, aminolysis, and perhydrolysis 
reactions52. Currently, the practical applicability of enzymatic catalysis has undergone 
dramatic improvements, and using ILs as an alternative to organic and aqueous 
solvents especially has benefited enzymatic catalysis9.  
However, most enzymes generally suffer from low activity, stability and selectivity in 
IL systems, and in recent years, research efforts have been devoted to developing more 
compatible and better IL systems for enzymatic catalysis 9, 53-54. Although enzymatic 
catalysis in ILs is extremely challenging, it has huge potential. The prerequisite for 
this application still depends on a fundamental understanding of the effects of IL 




2.2 Ionic liquid properties related to enzymes 
To understand the effects of IL properties on enzymatic catalysis, this section provides 
knowledge about the various properties of ILs which are relevant to the performance 
of enzymes. Several IL properties, such as melting point, viscosity, density and surface 
tension are not included, as these properties may be not significant for enzymes.  
It is well known that pH and temperature are two critical factors for enzymatic catalysis 
in most cases. Temperature is normally easily controllable, while the pH is undefined 
in neat ILs and can only be applied in IL-water mixtures. Therefore, several factors 
relevant to IL-water mixtures are discussed. In addition, physical properties of ILs, 
such as acidity, ionicity and Kamlet-Taft parameters are summarized.  
2.2.1 Hydrophobicity 
Hydrophobicity generally refers to the water miscibility. It can directly affect the 
course of biocatalysis reactions (including both the use of whole cells and enzymes) 
in ILs (Figure 2-4). The reaction can be in two phases (often in a microemulsion) or in 
one phase. Two-phase systems benefit from easy and convenient separation 
procedures, while one-phase systems may promote better efficiency57. 
 
Figure 2-4. Scenarios for biocatalysis in ILs57. 
However, there is no normalized scale for the hydrophobicity of ILs. Hydrophobicity 
can be related to polarity. Generally, the Log P scale has been used to quantify the 
hydrophobicity of ILs, which describes the hydrophobicity of a species in term of the 




that in some cases, Log P could not be a good predictor of water miscibility. For 
example, Log P values of water-immiscible IL 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
Hexafluorophosphate (BmimPF6) and water miscible 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
acetate (BmimAc) and 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Nitrate (BmimNO3) are −2.4, 
−2.8, and −2.9, respectively59. This may be because an IL partitions in an octanol/water 
mixture as an ion pair, and hence the log P value may depend not only on the 
concentration of the cation but also on that of the anion, and of ion pairing in both 
phases58-59. Further, Ropel 62 used the slow-stir method to measure the Log P of several 
ILs (Table 2-1), and the measurement is confined to imidazolium and pyridinium ring 
ILs, which have the absorbance in the UV range 58, 60. Conversely, a number of 
researchers predicted IL Log P by computational work61-62. In most cases, Log P can 
be a useful value for prediction of the hydrophobicity of ILs. 
Table 2-1. Calculated Log P values of ILs based on octanol-water partition 
coefficients from reference 62. 
IL Log P 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Tetrafluoroborate (BmimBF4) −2.52 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Nitrate (BmimNO3) −2.42 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Chloride (BmimCl) −2.40 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Bromide (BmimBr) −2.48 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Hexafluorophosphate (BmimPF6) −1.66 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (EmimTf2N) −1.00 
1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium Bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (BmimTf2N) −0.44 
1-Hexyl-3-methylimidazolium Bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (HmimTf2N) 0.19 
3-Methyl-1-octylimidazolium Bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (OmimTf2N) 0.94 
Generally, it is acknowledged that anions play an important role in the  
hydrophobicity of ILs. For example, bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (Tf2N
−) and 
hexafluorophosphate (PF6
−) based ILs are hydrophobic, while most other ILs are 
hydrophilic63. Kaar et al.58 observed that lipase was only active in hydrophobic 
BmimPF6 while inactive in other hydrophilic ILs during a transesterification reaction. 
Goto et al. found improved activities of immobilized lipase64 and  
subtilisin65 in hydrophobic EmimTf2N. On the contrary, some studies  
reported relatively high enzyme activities in hydrophilic ILs, e.g., BmimBF4,  
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate (EmimBF4) and 1-butyl-3-




hydrophobic ILs are capable of stabilizing or even activating the enzymes (normally 
suspended), they often have very low hydrogen bond basicity (described in Section 
2.2.6.3.) with solutes. Consequently, the hydrophobicity of ILs prevents the solubility 
of substrates or products such as glucose and cellulose. In contrast, hydrophilic ILs 
(e.g., chloride, acetate-based) could dissolve many substances that are insoluble in 
common solvents. Unfortunately, enzymes are not always activated in these 
hydrophilic ILs owing to strong interactions (such as hydrogen bonding) between the 
protein and the medium. Recently, a range of hydrophilic ILs has been used by mixing 
with water, whereas other properties of ILs should be also considered in these IL-water 
mixtures25, 41. 
2.2.2 Concentration of ILs in water 
Water has been extensively used as a co-solvent of hydrophilic ILs or organic solvents 
in relation to enzyme activity and stability. Indeed it is believed that there is a 
minimum required amount of water necessary to stabilize the protein or enzyme. It has 
been pointed out that aqueous ILs possess pH shifts caused by acidic or basic ions, 
which may deactivate the enzymes9. Thus, numerous studies used low concentration 
of ILs in buffer, in order to maintain a constant pH. However, enzymatic products may 
exhaust the buffer capacity and shift the pH toward acidity or basicity. Table 2-2 listed 
some ILs containing water at certain concentrations for enzymatic catalysis.  
In addition, various IL-water concentrations have been identified. Kohno et al.41 
considered IL concentration in regard to protein stability but this also applies to 
enzymes. In Figure 2-5, four key IL-water states include pure IL, hydrated ILs, IL-
water mixtures and salt solution. It is likely that the boundary of the three states varies 





Figure 2-5. Functions of IL-water mixtures for proteins as a function of 
water content41. 
I. Pure IL. The compatibility of neat ILs with enzymes usually depends on the 
physicochemical properties of ILs (mentioned in Section 2.2.6), whereas the 
absence of free water may affect the enzyme structure and activity59.  
II. Hydrated IL. A hydrated IL does not contain free water (normally around 80 
wt% or 25 mol% ILs) and the hydrated states of ILs depend on the degree of 
interaction between the IL ions (particularly the anion) and the water10, 68. It 
was reported that hydrated ILs can stabilize proteins24, however, the medium 
was too viscous to perform enzymatic reactions69. This pattern was supported 
by Ohno’s theory70, i.e., about seven molecules water to one molecule IL is 
basically required for biological functions.  
III. IL-water mixture containing 20–80 wt% water (~2–20 mol% ILs). As the 
amount of water increases, the IL hydrogen bonding network is broken and 
becomes ion pairs and incompletely dissociated ions41, 70-72. In this region, the 
viscosity decreases and the properties of ILs are maintained, and thus IL-water 
mixtures can be used for enzymatic catalysis73-75.  
IV. Salt solutions with dissociated ions in more than 80 wt% water (below 2 
mol%), have mainly been studied, but most IL properties are lost and the 
medium resembles the ordinary salt solution. It is likely to be involved in 




Table 2-2. Examples of enzymatic catalysis in IL-water mixtures77. 
Enzyme Reaction Usage Media Enzyme performance  
3α-Hydroxysteroid 
dehydrogenase 
Production of androsterone 
Improving substrate 
solubility 
20% BmimLactate 1.6-fold increase in activity  
Chloroperoxidase 
Enantioselective sulfoxidation of 
thioanisole in the presence of H2O2  
Improving substrate 
solubility 
50% MmimMe2PO4 2-fold higher conversion rate  
β-Galactosidase 
Transfer of galactosyl group from 
lactose to N-acetylglucosamine 
a. Suppressing side reactions 
b. Improved selectivity 
25% MmimMeSO4 
2-fold increase in yield  





(Transfer of galactosyl group from 
lactose to glycerol) 
a. Suppressing side reactions 
b. Improved selectivity  
45% MmimMeSO4 
Up to 3-fold increased selectivity 
Yield increase by 10 % 
 
Laccase C 
Mediator assisted oxidation of 
veratryl alcohol 
Improving substrate or 
mediator solubility 
25% BMPyrBF4 30-fold higher conversion rate  
Laccase 
Oxidation of 2,2-azino-bis(3-
ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid)  
Model reaction - improve 
substrate or mediator 
solubility 
35% MmimMeSO4 and 
BmimMeSO4 
1.7-fold increase in reaction rate (Vmax)  




Hydrolysis of p-nitrophenyl phosphate 
(pNPP) to p-nitrophenol pNP 
Study of Hofmeister series 
4.14% w/v NHMe3MeSO4, 
NMe4Ac, Choline Acetate 
Up to 3.2-fold increased activity  
Lipase 
Hydrolysis of  
d,l-phenylglycine methyl ester 
Improved enantioselectivity 20 % BmimBF4 3-fold increase in E value  
Lipase 
Resolution of  
N-(2-ethyl-6-methylphenyl)alanine 
Improved enantioselectivity 50% ETOMGBF4 
E value increased from 16.7 to 44.7 and  
ee from 78.7 to 92.3 
 
Papain and pepsin Hydrolysis of casein 
Florescence microscopy 
study 
Up to 0.004 mol L−1,  
1-(2-aminoethyl)-BIMBr 
Up to 1.7-fold increased activity  
Tyrosinase 
Hydroxylation of l-tyrosine  
Oxidation of l-DOPA 
Improved specificity 40% EtNH3NO3 and BmimBF4 
Up to 5-fold increase in the 




Ligation reactions of  
cleavage-sensitive peptide 
a. Solubility of products 
b. Suppressing side reactions 
Up to 70% MmimMe2PO4 Yields increase from 0–45 % to 78–87 %  
Papain 
Asymmetric hydrolysis of d,l-p-
hydroxyphenylglycine methyl ester 
Improved enantioselectivity 12.5 % BmimBF4 
1.5-fold increase in reaction rate and  





2.2.3 Water activity 
It is acknowledged that an essential amount of water and favourable pH condition in 
organic solvents and ILs is required to assure the desired enzyme performance. The 
enzyme activity in organic solvents depends on the amount of water associated with 
the enzyme molecules (namely, free water) rather than the water content added in the 
solvent78, which can be quantified by the thermodynamic water activity (aw) in the 
reaction system.  
Since the interactions between water molecules and the solute ions reduce the vapor 
pressure of the mixed solutions, water activity (aw) is defined as the ratio of the partial 
pressure of aqueous salt solutions (p) to that of pure water (p0) (i.e., aw = p/p0)
79. 
Nowadays, aw can be measured using certain instruments
70. 
The aw of a solution can be controlled by adding an aqueous saturated salt with known 
aw into the pre-equilibrated the solution, and the aw will change due to the change of 
reactants and products during the reaction80. An improved method using salt hydrate 
pairs to maintain aw is well-recognized, although it has a drawback due to the high 
concentration of salts which could possibly influence enzyme behaviour81-82. Lee et 
al.83 suggested that water activity is one of the major factors of the transesterification 
of lipases in ILs. Eckstein et al.84 observed a higher enantioselectivity of lipase at low 
water activities (aw < 0.53) in ILs than in organic solvents. Whereas it was suggested 
that the enzyme was active in ILs at aw > 0.74
85. It is acknowledged that the required 
aw is essential for the hydration of enzymes (the hydration shell is described in  
section 2.3.3).  
In general, it can be said that aw plays an important role over a certain range of water 
contents in ILs and needs to be investigated in different situations to enable 




2.2.4 pH of IL-water mixtures 
2.2.4.1 pH definition 
pH is a measure of the acidity of a solution. It is defined as the negative logarithm of 
hydrogen ion activity as shown in Equation 2-2, where the activity aH
+ is the effective 
concentration of the hydrogen ion in solution86.  
pH = −log(aH
+) (2-2) 
The hydrogen ion is normally in its solvated form H3O
+ in an aqueous solution. The 
hydrogen ion activity is related to concentration through a salt effect and a solvent 
effect, which means the pH of the solution is accurate at a particular temperature, ionic 
strength and stated solvent composition87. 
2.2.4.2 pH measurement 
There are two common methods for the measurement of pH, namely pH paper and the 
pH meter. The measurement by pH indicator basically involves the comparisons of the 
standard colour corresponding to a known pH with the colour of a set of dyes immersed 
in the tested liquid. In particular, the paper usually includes a set of pH indicators, 
which are not only natural dyes but also weak acids. The colour change of indicators 
is caused by the dissociation or association of the H+ ion of the indicator, and this 
change depends on the concentration of H3O
+ in a solution (Bronsted acidity/basicity). 
However, indicators always have a range of pH within which only they are sensitive, 
such as methyl yellow (2.9–4.0), methyl red (4.2–6.3), phenol red (6.4–8.2) and 
phenolphthalein (8.3–10.0). In commercial pH papers, the dyes are mixed and 
calibrated in a certain range. Although this method is simple, it renders errors owing 
to visual judgment, resolution of pH range, viscosity, hygroscopicity and diffusion of 
coloured test solutions. 
For a pH meter, among the different types of pH measuring electrodes, the glass pH 
electrode is commonly used because of its performances in relation to the slope, long-
term stability, reproducibility, selectivity, detection limit and insensitivity vs. redox 




reference electrode (Figure 2-6). Voltages caused by different potential between the 
two half cells can be detected and displayed as pH. In the reference half-cell, chloride 
ions with a constant concentration of hydrogen ions are chosen as the electrolyte, and 
the chloride establishes a constant potential with a silver-silver chloride internal 
reference element89. In the pH half-cell, the hydrogen ion of the solution establishes 
an ionic exchange equilibrium with the inner glass surface leading to produce 
potentials. During measurement, proton transfer occurs at the phase boundary between 
the hydrated layer (caused by water penetration, red in Figure 2-6) of the glass 
membrane and the solution87, thus causing a potential difference between the two half 
cells. As for the calibration, pH meter uses either a single-point standardization with 
100% slope or a two-point calibration with the first point for a span adjustment through 
use of a slope control (mV/pH). However, errors might occur in some particular 
solutions87: (1) cations other than hydrogen ions with strong ion exchange ability 
penetrate into the inner layer; (2) strong acid causes the reduction of water activity and 
hydrated layer and this acid effect depends on the pH, temperature and size of anions; 
(3) high ionic activity such as sea water, which can be solved by using Tris-buffered 
seawater as a reference. 
 
Figure 2-6. Typical pH electrode90. 
2.2.4.3 pH measurement in ILs 
pH measurement is invalid in pure ILs. In IL-water solutions, ILs (which should be 
hydrophilic/water-miscible) and water, in principle, are in the form of ionic pairs or 
clusters at high IL concentration and of dissociated ions at low concentration. The 




Using a pH meter for detecting the pH of IL-water solutions, the associated H3O
+ and 
ionic strength are of great importance.  
The measurable pH range of IL-water mixtures is debatable. A pH meter is widely 
used in highly aqueous IL solutions lower than 50 wt% ILs. However, there are several 
publications using a pH meter to detect the pH of aqueous ILs solution at higher 
concentration. For instance, Trindade and coauthors92 monitored the pH change of 50 
wt% BmimBF4 while adding different salts to the system. Kaftzik et al.
93 detected the 
pH of 25%, 50% and 75% v/v of 1,3-di-methyl-imidazol-methyl sulfate 
(MmimMeSO4) in buffer. They found at 25% v/v IL, the enzyme was more active 
while the negative effect of 75% IL might be that it could not maintain pH over the 
long term. Moreover, even at 80 wt%, the pH of ILs including BmimCl, 1-butyl-3-
methylimidazolium methane sulfonate (BmimMs), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium 
methyl sulfate (BmimCH3SO4) and 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (EmimCl) 
have been measured and adjusted to pH 0.4–6.094. Generally, at 80wt% ILs, it is 
assumed as no free water is present (for example, a paper on choline dihydrogen 
phosphate (ChoDHP) 69), and hence the pH would be unmeasurable Likewise, at such 
high concentration, high ionic strength might affect the pH measurement, and large 
errors might occur. It could be assumed that pH measurement at high concentrations 
of ILs but lower than 80wt% might still be valid, however, this threshold basically 
depends on the individual IL. 
Conversely, owing to the unknown liquid junction potential, the pH measurements in 
non-aqueous ILs are referred to as “apparent pH”95. Ou and coworkers96 tested the 
apparent pH of the pure IL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hydrogen phthalate 
(BmimHP) and 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium hydrogen tartrate (BmimHT) during the 
titration of acid or base. However, this apparent pH normally has no significant 
meaning. 
Regarding other simplified techniques, some dyes used as pH indicators have been 
used to assess the acidity/basicity of ILs97, whereas this method could not provide the 
actual values of acidity and basicity. In addition, the acidity and basicity might be 
influenced by the proton activity of PILs due to the interaction between the proton and 




In terms of the pH values of the IL-water mixtures, the pH of aqueous ILs normally 
shifts due to the acid and base properties and this is discussed in Section 2.2.6.1.  
2.2.5 Specific Ion Effects 
With regard to using ILs in water containing enzymes, the Hofmeister Series is a set 
of ions in aqueous solution that have a consistent trend on the solubility and/or stability 
of the secondary and tertiary structure of proteins. Intensive efforts have been devoted 
to exploring specific ion effects on the molecular level, however, the mechanism is 
still not clearly known since it contains a complicated system involving interactions 
between ions, water and proteins.  
In Figure 2-7, it is seen that an enzyme solution is normally stabilized by kosmotropic 
anions and chaotropic cations. For example, fractional ammonium sulfate precipitation 
is commonly used for protein separation without denaturation76. However, this concept 
is very complicated and qualitative. To quantify the specific ion effects, various 
thermodynamic parameters were considered56, 59, 98-99, including Jones-Dole viscosity B-
coefficients, structural entropies, structural volumes, structural heat capacities, NMR B’-
coefficients, and very recently chemical shift of H2O. Although these parameters 
provide valuable knowledge on the interactions of the hydrated ions, the overall order is 
too complicated to summarize and the mechanism behind some phenomena and 
properties is still under exploration.  
 
Figure 2-7. The Hofmeister series and classification of ions into 
kosmotropes and chaotropes56. 
Several studies, using a range of ILs, suggested that the Hofmeister series could 
explain the behaviour of enzymes in the aqueous solution of ILs, as ILs dissociate into 




cation or anion singly affects enzymes based on this ion effect, whereas they might 
function cooperatively as well. Moreover, the effect of IL on enzyme behaviour varies 
depending on the actual system and factors such as reaction, IL concentration and 
enzyme. Further, this specific ion effect is the behaviour of enzymes in IL-containing 
aqueous solution thus might be significantly different from it in IL-dominating 
systems, and the order varied in different cases. Thus, it is suggested to use specific ion 
effect rather than Hofmeister series or other terms56, 100. 
Table 2-3. List of enzymes affected by IL-water mixtures (modified based 
on literature76). 




Direct: (Cl− as an anion): Emim+ > Bmim+ > Hmim+ 
Direct: OH-Emim+ > OH-Pmim+ > OH-Hmim+ 
Lipase Initiate rate  
(10–25%)  
Direct: (BF4− as an anion): Emim+ > Pmim+ > Bmim+ 
Reversed: (BMIm+ as a cation): BF4− > Cl− > Br− > NO3− > 
HSO4− 
Protease P6 Stability  
(0.7 M) 
Direct: EmimCH3COO ∼ EmimCF3COO > EmimBr > 
EmimTOS > BmimCF3COO 
Activity (0.5 M) Direct: EmimCF3COO > BmimCF3COO 
Cytochrome c Stability  
(20 wt%) 
Direct: CholineDHP > CholineDBP > BmimCH3COO > 




Direct: (Cl−/Br− as anions): K+ > Na+ > C 1,1,1,1 N+ >Li+ > C 
2,2,2,2 N+ > Emim+ > Bmim+ > C3,3,3,3N+ > Hmim+ 
Direct: (EMIm+ as an anion): SO42− > HPO42− > Cl− > 
EtSO4− > BF4− ∼ Br− > MeSO4− > TfO− > SCN− ∼ 
N(CN)2− > Tf2N− 
Tyrosinase Half-life (2%) Reversed: BmimBF4 > BmimPF6 > BmimMeSO4 
Activity (2%) Reversed: BmimPF6 > BmimBF4 > BmimMeSO4 
a: the reaction performed in the IL solutions while values in the parentheses stand 
for IL concentration. b: the order in terms of the reaction while direct or reverse 
means if the order follows the Hofmeister series directly or reversely.  
In most cases, the design of ILs could take this property into account. For example 
cations with chaotropicity (as shown in Figure 2-7) such as choline combined with 
anions with kosmotropicity (Figure 2-7) such as dihydrophosphate anion as ChoDHP 




2.2.6 Physical properties of ILs 
Unlike the properties of IL-water mixtures (water activity, pH and specific ion effect), 
which may be greatly affected by the presence of water101, most physical properties of 
ILs are intrinsic and can be considered as significant for enzymes. Importantly, the 
physiochemical properties of ILs may interact with each other and consequently 
impact upon other properties of IL-water mixtures. For instance, acidity and ionicity 
may both influence the pH of IL-water mixtures. Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, 
these properties are singly discussed as they relate to enzymes. 
2.2.6.1 Acidity or basicity 
Because the pH of the IL-water mixtures is significant for enzyme activity, this section 
reviews the acidity or basicity properties of ILs. The role of proton/electron donor 
(cation) or proton/electron acceptor (anion) of ILs impacts on their acidity or 
basicity22. Table 2-4 lists different techniques employed to provide a measurement of 
the acidity. The acid dissociation constant pKa (aqueous) of the conjugated acid is 
considered as a good indication for comparison with ILs having the same cation. This 
is important while considering the ionicity of PILs (see Section 2.2.6.4). Proton 
activity has been shown to be related to the refolding of lysozyme101, and so it is only 
applicable in PILs. Hammett acidity (Ho) has been correlated with catalytic activity in 
organic reactions102-103. However, the values are limited (tend to be very acidic) and 
cannot be linked to enzymatic catalysis.  
Table 2-4. Techniques of measuring of IL acidity. 
Acidity Measurement 
Consideration of pKa  In the case where the same cation is used, the relative 
acidity was considered from the pKa of anion104 
Proton activity (NH shift) NH shift for the transferred proton was measured from 1H 
NMR, while larger shifts refer to higher Bronsted acidity58 
Hammett acidity (Ho) The absorbance of protonated/unprotonated indicator in IL 
solutions61, , 105; NMR-probe mesityl oxide as a new 
technique106 
MacFarlane and co-workers 97 used probe indicators, such as m-cresol purple, to 




bases, i.e., accepting or donating an electron pair (including Bronsted type with proton 
transfer), they classify some ILs into three types in Figure 2-8. In addition, in aqueous 
ILs, it should be noted that the polar nature of ILs can increase the ionization of acids, 
thereby increasing their acidity, for example, the acid HNTf2 is more acidic in 
BmimNTf2 and BmimBF4 than it is in water
105. 
 
Figure 2-8. Anions and cations according to their observed Lewis 
acid/base properties97. 
2.2.6.2 Amphoteric behaviour and IL buffer 
As shown in Figure 2-8, there is a unique type of IL containing amphoteric anions 
(hydrogen sulfate, HSO4
− and dihydrogen phosphate, H2PO4
−/DHP) with the ability to 
accept and donate protons depending on the solute. Thus, amphoteric anions could 
become IL buffers with the ability to maintain the pH of proteins, similar to  




A remarkable advantage of hydrated ChoDHP (containing 20 wt% water) on the 
solubility and stability of Cytochrome c was found by Fujita et al.24 The secondary 
structure of cytochrome c was retained in the IL, similar to that in the buffer. 
Furthermore, this IL dramatically increased the thermal stability of the enzyme24. 
However, due to the high viscosity, there was no enzyme activity in 20 wt% ChoDHP, 
but some at 30%69. Recently, hydrated ChoDHP has been found as a favourable IL for 
the stability of cellobiose dehydrogenase69, metallo proteins107, lactate oxidase108 and 
even DNA duplexes109.  
A number of ILs can couple with self-buffering anions such as 
Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), Tricine, TES, CHES, HEPES and MES. 
These ILs are self-buffering, biocompatible and biodegradable and can be used for 
protein separation110-112. These interesting properties of anions prompt further 
development of the use of ILs for many other protein types. 
However, a major problem of these IL buffers is the limitation of the pH (if it is in 
aqueous solution). For example, the ion concentration of hydrated ChoDHP was totally 
changed by adding the conjugated acid/base species113-114. 
2.2.6.3 Kamlet-Taft parameters 
On the basis of the classification of molecular liquids to dipolar aprotic and polar 
protic, the polarity has been separated into three contributions of different interactions 
using a set of dyes, namely Kamlet-Taft (KT) parameters115, 116. These values can be 
applied to ILs. The KT parameters include hydrogen bond acidity α, hydrogen bond 
basicity β and dipolarity/polarizability π* by empirically calculating the shift of the 
charge-transfer absorption band of the probes such as Reichardt’s dye, 4-nitroaniline 
and N,N-diethyl-4-nitroaniline in the solvents117. It is reported the polarity is more 
related to the solubility of substrates/products and water association between solvent 
and enzyme78. Some works even claimed no obvious trend of enzyme activity related 
to imidazolium-IL polarity58.  
Among the KT parameters, β is considered as a significant parameter. It specifically 




protons of a solute117. β has been considered as a significant value in biomass 
treatment, for instance, BmimCl containing chloride anion with high β (as H-
acceptors) is able to interact with the hydroxyl group of cellulose, while Bmim+ 
combined with a range of other anions such as thiocyanate (SCN−), PF6− and BF4− has 
weaker hydrogen-bonding basicity, and therefore is impractical for dissolving 
cellulose118. The β threshold of some ILs for cellulose treatment has been proposed 
around 0.8 even in the presence of small amount of water119. However, the strong 
basicity tends to be incompatible with enzymes. Rogers et al.120 observed using 
BmimCl that denatured cellulase is not simply due to the high Cl− ion concentration 
that results in inactivation of the enzyme. A similar problem was reported for lipase in 
OmimCl121. Lau et al.122 deduced that the low lipase activity in BmimLactate was very 
likely triggered by the hydrogen bonding interaction between anions and protein 
chains. To date, ILs which can activate enzyme activity possess lower hydrogen bond 
basicity anions, e.g., BF4, Tf2N and PF6 in which BF4 anion spreads its negative charge 
over four fluorine atoms, and the PF6 anion over six fluorine atoms and the NTf2 anion 
over five atoms. It is concluded that lower hydrogen-bond basicity minimizes 
interference with the internal hydrogen bonds of an enzyme123.  
Before using the IL for enzymatic catalysis, some studies are focused on the enzyme 
structure (or stability) in the ILs. Additionally, to reduce to hydrogen bonding 
interaction, water is added into ILs as a co-solvent, even to a dilute concentration  
(˂ 20 wt%), whereas such amount of water may change the KT parameters. Thus, 
water is supposed to be added in small amounts so as to retain the remarkable 
properties of the ILs. 
2.2.6.4 Ionicity 
Ionicity refers to the degree of association of both ions of ILs124. The ionicity of AILs 
is normally very high while that of PILs can vary. In addition, there is proton transfer 
between the cation and anion of AILs, and hence this concept is more applicable to 
PILs104, 124. It can be represented as the degree of proton transfer of PILs30, 125. 
Therefore, it is assumed that the ionicity influences the ion dissociation especially in 





A Waldon plot, which considers the conductivity against fluidity (inverse viscosity), 
is an acceptable indication of the ionicity of ILs, as shown in Figure 2-9. Negative 
deviation towards the straight line represents an incomplete proton transfer or 
aggregation of ILs. Moreover, Angell and co-workers30 proposed ΔpKa (the 
subtraction of aqueous pKa of acid and base) of PILs while considering the 
completeness of proton transfer. A ΔpKa larger than 10 (stronger acids and/or stronger 
bases) leads to a complete proton transfer. For some PILs with low ΔpKa, e.g., ILs 
containing carboxyl anions or tertiary amines, they have poor ionicity127. However, 
MacFarlane et al.127 proposed that a ΔpKa of 4 indicates sufficient completion of 
proton transfer. With regard to the handling of proteins in ILs, the proton activity of 
the transferable proton was investigated (measured by NMR) and it was found that the 
denaturation temperature of both lysozyme and RNase A were sensitive to the proton 
activity of PILs101, 128. 
 





2.3 Enzyme performances in ionic liquids 
Proteins are composed of amino acids connected via peptide bonds by condensation 
reactions with loss of water. Enzymes are biologically active proteins (exclude 
ribozymes) which act as catalysts with 3D spatial structure. Based on the chemical 
reactions they catalyze, a wide range of enzymes can be classified, such as 
oxidoreductases, transferases, hydrolases, lyases, isomerases and ligases. These 
groups have been recorded as Enzyme Commission number (EC number) from 1–6, 
respectively. Among them, hydrolases are the largest group and can be further 
classified into several subclasses based upon the bonds they act upon, e.g., ester bonds 
for esterases and lipase, peptide bonds for proteases. 
Enzyme activity is always affected by a variety of factors such as pH, salts type, ion 
strength, oxide condition, detergent and impurities. Moreover, the same enzyme would 
usually have different catalytic activity under different conditions9. In other words, 
enzymes are solvent dependent. Recently, the catalytic performance of enzymes in ILs 
has been reported. As mentioned, a range of IL properties may affect enzyme 
performance, whereas these properties are coordinating to act on enzyme rather than 
singly affect enzyme behaviours. In the following sections, the key factors which can 
affect the efficiency of enzymatic catalysis are highlighted. 
2.3.1 Solubility 
As enzymes are usually at dilute concentration in enzymatic catalysis and ILs tend to 
be polar as alcohols and have changeable hydrophobicity, some enzymes can be 
dissolved in ILs while others including lyophilized or immobilized enzymes are 
suspended in the media. However, highly saline solutions lead to enzyme denaturation 
(reversible or irreversible) or degradation. It is found that dispersed enzymes can 
maintain activity over a longer period than in aqueous buffer owing to the slow rate of 
breaking and remaking hydrogen bonds9. This is related to enzyme structural change, 
which is discussed below. 
In addition, the solubility of reactants and/or products influences enzyme activity. 




suspension of the substrate and/or enzymes. Mixed aqueous-IL (or organic solvents) 
media has been applied to improve the solubility of the enzyme129.  
2.3.2 Activity and stability 
Stabilizing and activating enzymes to perform their important functions are the key 
aspects of enzyme performance. The active cavity is considered as the catalytic centre, 
which the substrate can readily access and be catalyzed. In most cases, the active site 
and structure dominate the activity and stability of enzymes. However, since the active 
site involves a 3D space that is dictated by the arrangement of several amino acids, it 
can be hard to monitor experimentally, it is commonly studied by simulations. Thus, 
the active site of enzymes is detailed in Section 2.3.3. 
A certain enzyme normally has its own specific bonds to catalyze, while it may not 
focus on only one type of reaction. Enzymatic reactions may vary depending on the 
solvent system. Taking lipase as an example, it performs hydrolysis in water, but 
esterification, transesterifaction or ammonolysis in anhydrous solutions, such as 
organic solvents and hydrophobic ILs (e.g., PF6
− based ILs)130-131. Moreover, enzymes 
can be more active in ILs or IL-water mixtures than in water. The reactions and 
concentrations of ILs have been mentioned in Table 2-2. Although some of the enzyme 
activity increased in IL solutions compared with buffer, most of these aqueous ILs are 
basically salt solutions rather than ILs. Enzyme enhancement still needs to be further 
developed in this regard.  
Enzyme stability normally refers to the loss of activity with increasing time during 
incubation of enzymes under experimental conditions. The stability can be represented 
as the half-life, which is the time for loss of half of the initial activity. As mentioned, 
the breakthrough finding by Fujita et al. showed hydrated ChoDHP was able to 
solubilize a considerable amount of cytochrome c and retained its structure and 
functional activity even at high temperature, better than in aqueous solution24. 
However, in order to perform enzymatic catalysis in ILs, enzyme activity is still the 
major factor rather than stability, including thermal and long-term stability. Sometimes 
the enzyme activity and stability are even not related, because viscous ILs can preserve 




2.3.3 Conformational change 
Enzyme structure is normally directly related to the enzyme stability and activity. And 
it is sustained by disulfide bridges, hydrogen bonding and hydrophobic interactions. 
Disulfide bridges and hydrogen bonding are able to maintain the backbone of the 
enzyme structure. Hydrophobic interaction is entropically driven to exclude areas rich 
in hydrophobic groups buried in the internal structure from contact with water. Water 
interacts insufficiently strongly to dissociate the structural hydrogen bonds. With a 
small amount of salt (i.e., buffer) to maintain pH and to increase the ionic strength, the 
protein solubility can be improved (namely salting-in effect), and hence these aqueous 
solutions are able to maintain enzyme structure and therefore improve enzymatic 
catalysis9.  
For enzymes in ILs, it is commonly accepted that the dissociation of some hydrogen 
bonds and the transformation of hydrophobic regions from the interior of protein by 
the solvent can lead to the unfolding of enzymes. Therefore, the mechanism of enzyme 
dissolution, deactivation and destabilization in ILs proposed is that ILs break the 
hydrogen bonds which maintain the structural integrity of the α-helices and β-sheets, 
causing whole or partial protein unfolding9. This conformational change involves a 
reversible first step and an irreversible second step. The destruction of hydrogen 
bonding is primarily affected by anions of ILs, e.g., 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium 
ethylsulfate (EmimEs), EmimNO3 and 1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanoamide 
(EmimN(CN)2) induced enzyme irreversible deactivation by breaking the hydrogen 
bonds to form enzyme aggregations132. In addition, it is acknowledged that the 
essential water on the enzyme surface (namely the hydration shell) is normally 
important for its structure and functions133-134. The ILs may interact with this water 
and hence induce the structural change of the enzyme. However, some enzymes may 
not need the hydration shell135. 
Therefore, in terms of the impact of IL on enzyme structure, the ILs may (1) interact 
with the amino acid residues of enzymes and (2) strip off the required water of 
enzyme136. Both can lead to the conformational change of enzymes (Figure 2-10)76, 137. 




excluded from the protein surface. Thus, the formation and maintenance of the 
hydration layers of protein promote the stabilization of the enzyme structure138-139. 
 
Figure 2-10. Mechanisms reflecting different modes of stabilization and 
destabilization of proteins in the presence of ILs137. 
Importantly, the active site of enzymes is the core of the catalysis. Generally, the 
structural change that occurs in ILs is linked to the conformation of the active cavity. 
However, some ILs may not directly interact with the active site, and hence the enzyme 
activity may remain the same although the structure is changed140. The conformation 
of the active cavity is difficult to evaluate, although some molecular dynamics studies 
are able to estimate the change by ILs141.  
In order to determine the secondary and tertiary structure and other related 
information, various approaches have been introduced (Table 2-5). The UV-vis 
spectrum can detect the absorbance of aromatic amino acid residues but is influenced 
by the IL signal. ATR-FTIR and circular dichroism (CD) are typical techniques for 
detecting secondary and tertiary structure. Fluorescence spectroscopy can be used to 
evaluate the intrinsic fluorescence intensity of tryptophan residues, which changes due 
to unfolding in different solvents142. Iborra and coworkers143 reported the use of both 
fluorescence and CD spectroscopy to analyze trypsin in EmimNTf2. The differential 
scanning microcalorimeter (DSC) was widely used to evaluate the structural stability 
of enzymes incubated in ILs based on thermodynamic parameters (the unfolding 
temperature and the enthalpy of unfolding). Moreover, molecule dynamic (MD) 
simulation144 as a novel technique draws researchers’ attention in terms of the 
interaction between ILs with water or enzyme. To evaluate the effects of ILs, 




Table 2-5. Techniques used to study the effect of ILs on protein 
confirmation (modified based on reference129). 
Technique Property Observations 
UV-vis Protein native and 
unfolded state; complex 
formation between protein 
and IL 
Change in polypeptide backbone structure and 
changes in degree of immobilization of aromatic 
amino acid residues 
Far-UV CD Protein secondary 
structure 
Changes in polypeptide backbone structure 
FT-IR Protein secondary 
structure 
Amide I band analysis (change in backbone 





Change in position of Amide I and III band of 
protein on binding of IL 
Protein tertiary structure Skeletal bending and C–C–N stretching 
frequencies of the peptide backbone, and S–S 
and the C–S stretching frequencies of the 
disulfide bonds 
Near-UV CD Protein tertiary structure Changes in degree of immobilization of aromatic 
amino acid residues 
Fluorescence 
spectrophometer 
Protein tertiary structure 
and Mechanism of 
complex formation 
between protein and IL 
Changes in Trp microenvironment due to 
changes in protein conformation or binding of IL 
Dynamic light 
scattering 
Size and structure of 
protein aggregate in ILs 
Change in hydrodynamic radii of protein as a 
result of protein–IL interaction 
Small angle 
neutron scattering 
Shape, Size and structure 
of protein aggregate in IL 
Use deuterated IL or deuterated proteins to get 
information about either component. Major 
contrast between solvent D2O and micellar 
hydrocarbon core. Requires access to neutron 
source, e.g., Swiss Pallation Source 
Tensiometry Stoichiometry of binding Change in surface tension on adding IL 
(determine critical aggregation concentration 
(CAC) and critical micelle concentration (CMC) 
in order to determine protein–IL interaction) 
Microcalorimetry Stoichiometry of binding Binding of IL to proteins is associated with 
enthalpy change which is exothermic for 
electrostatic interactions and endothermic for 
unfolding 
NMR Protein conformation in 
presence of IL 
Spectral variation 




Surface charge and 
conformational change 
Investigation of the IL/enzyme interface145, 




2.3.4 Surface charge 
It has been assumed that surface charge is one of the reasons for enzyme deactivation 
in ILs due to the electrostatic interactions. Enzymes contain many free amine groups 
–NH2 and carboxylic groups –COOH. The constituent amino acids can be classified 
as acidic, basic or neutral. pH can have an effect on the state of ionization of acidic or 
basic amino acids. Acidic amino acids have carboxyl functional groups while basic 
amino acids have amine functionality in their side chains. The equilibrium is shifted 
to the left when acids are increased (low pH) as shown in Figure 2-11. This is related 
to the isoelectric point of the enzymes. If the state of ionization of amino acids is 
altered, the ionic bonds that help to maintain enzyme 3-D structure can be altered. This 
leads to changes in the tertiary structure. Consequently, the active site will be disrupted 







Figure 2-11. Two amino acids terminals of enzymes are charged at acidic, 
neutral or basic pH. 
Since there is no definition of pH in neat ILs, surface charge, as one of the factors of 
enzyme conformational change in ILs, influences both the activity and stability. At 
high salt concentrations, enzymes need to maintain their negative/positive charges and 
charge distribution (apparent pH) in order to resist the denaturing environment. 
Meanwhile, the charge of enzymes is dependent on the last aqueous solution before 
lyophilization. Recently, a study on two cellulases with different surface pH indicates 
that the enzyme enriched with negatively charged acidic amino acids on the surface 
(the lower row in Figure 2-12) may be easier to form a solvation shell that may stabilize 





Figure 2-12. Electrostatics of the cellulase (neutral protein) from Erwinia 
chrysanthemi (top) and the homology model of the cellulase domain 
(acidic protein) from Halorhabdus utahensis (bottom)146. 
In addition, the ionization state of the amino acid residues of the active site is 
determined by the surface pH147. The specific ion effect seems to be one of the reasons 
why salt concentration and ionic species affect the surface pH of proteins. Molecular 
dynamic simulations conducted by Klahn et al.144 have suggested cations (such as 
Bmim+) could obstruct the substrate getting access to the active site of lipase. A more 
chaotropic cation may help to protect the enzyme in its closed conformation, thus 
making it more stable. These studies are mostly performed by molecular dynamics 
simulations. 
2.3.5. Enzymes in other solvents  
Currently, non-aqueous solvents for enzyme catalysis other than ILs are organic 
solvents and deep eutectic solvents. Unlike the other two, organic solvents lack 
electrostatic interaction with enzymes. Organic media may be damaging to the water 
shell on the enzyme surface. Klibanov 78,148 controled optimal water contents (with 
certain aw) of several organic solvents, the enzyme activities remained 20% to 40% in 
these solutions. The study indicates that the required water in nonaqueous solvents 
offers sufficient conformational flexibility needed for catalysis. The aw of the media is 
an important parameter in this case (as discussed in Section 2.2.3). Basically, the 
interaction results from the polarity of the solvents. Solvents such as DMSO and DMF 




Deep eutectic solvents are systems formed from a eutectic mixture of Lewis or 
Brønsted acids and bases, which can contain a variety of anionic and/or cationic 
species. Thus, they can be regarded as a class of IL mixture since it did not fit the 
definition of IL. They share similar characteristics with ILs, and particularly can be 
regarded as green solvents for enzymatic catalysis149. Choline chloride and choline 
acetate-based deep eutectics have been used as suitable solvents for lipase activation 
and enzymatic preparation of biodiesel150. 





2.4 Strategies to activate or stabilize enzymes with ILs 
To stabilize enzymes in ILs, several strategies such as changing IL systems, adding 
additives (stabilizing agents) and enzyme modification have been developed. 
Although these strategies do not fully address the irreversible denaturation of proteins 
in solvents151, it is still worthwhile to investigate their effects on enzyme activity and 
stability. 
2.4.1 IL selection 
IL selection is complicated since various IL properties mentioned above need to be 
considered. Also, investigation of the effect of different ILs on enzyme performance 
is required. The specific ion effect may be a good indicator for the selection, whereas 
this effect may depend on the concentration of the ILs. It is still challenging to fully 
understand the role of ion selection56, and it is essential to analyze the impact of IL 
properties on enzyme performance. 
2.4.2 Co-solvent or additives 
As aforementioned, water is the most widely used co-solvent for ILs since it promotes 
the hydration of the enzyme and modulates the interaction between IL and enzyme70. 
However, the concentration should be carefully controlled as it may change the various 
IL properties.  
Additives of IL systems can play important different roles, such as to increase the 
solubility, prevent denaturation and aggregation of enzymes. Additives such as sugars 
and salts have generally been used152-154. It should be mentioned that the addition of 
salts, especially buffer salt would help to maintain the pH of the aqueous solutions. In 
addition, some organic-phase buffers (suitable mixtures of organic-soluble acids and 
their conjugate bases) have been employed155. These approaches provide another way 
to increase the catalytic activity of enzymes in ILs, similar to organic solvents156.  
Therefore, with the addition of other agents, the ILs would become IL systems. 




most IL properties can be retained. On the contrary, some ILs were only used for 
additives154, 157. And they can be regarded as the salt solution since the ILs are 
completely dissociated. 
2.4.3 Enzyme modification 
Several strategies of enzyme modification have been developed to improve enzyme 
stability in ILs.  
To enhance enzyme activity, enzymes can be modified with polyethylene glycol by 
forming physical complexation or covalent interaction with amino acid residues e.g., 
lysine residues156. Additionally, using charge modification (based on the surface 
charge of enzymes) by cross-linking certain amino acids of enzymes has been applied. 
For example, the stability of α-chymotrypsin in BmimCl and EmimEs dramatically 
increased 158-159 after the modulation of surface charge of the enzyme. It may help to 
alter the charge state of enzyme residues and reduce electrostatic interactions and/or 
hydrophobic interactions between ILs and enzymes.  
Further, enzymes can be immobilized (via both physical adsorption and covalent 
attachment) on solid carriers (acrylic resin, chitosan, porous silica particles, ceramic, 
glass beads, glass carbon electrode, magnetic nanoparticles and carbon nanotubes 
and160, 161) and even with ILs158 162 to facilitate the recycling of enzymes and their 
stabilization in ILs.  
However, disadvantages of these techniques often include cumbersome preparation, 





2.5 Wool surface treatment 
To understand the feasibility of applying novel enzymatic catalysis in ILs to wool 
surface treatment, this section provides fundamental knowledge of the surface of wool 
and current surface treatment techniques used to confer shrink resistance. 
2.5.1 Overview of wool 
Wool fibres produced by sheep have been commercially used in the textile industry 
for centuries. Wool is a natural fibre having excellent biodegradability and exhibiting 
desirable material properties. Wool is commonly used for clothing, upholstery and 
carpets. Today, wool is a high demand commodity and in Australia, wool exports were 
valued at 3 billion dollars in 2015–16163.  
The wool fibre is a proteinaceous material, containing 20 amino acids, which mainly 
form α-helix type keratin164. In terms of the chemical components, wool is primarily 
composed of three parts: (a) keratinous protein (~82 wt%), a hard fibre due to the high 
concentration of sulphur (>3%) in the form of crosslinked cystine residues (b) non-
keratinous proteins (~17%), which has a low cysteine content165; and (c) non-protein 
matter (~1%), consisting of waxy lipids and small amounts of polysaccharide material. 
Regarding the main constituents of keratin, it should be noted that the cysteine residues 
account for approximately 10% of wool. This is the same percentage as another 
abundant amino acid, serine, while other amino acids are lower than 10%.  
The bonds of polypeptide chains in keratin include covalent bonds, such as disulfide 
and isopeptide crosslinks, and weaker interactions such as hydrogen bonds, coulombic, 
Van der Waals and hydrophobic interactions166. The reactivity of keratins is complex 
and it depends on the ability of the reactants to diffuse into the cortex of the fibre.  
The morphological structure of wool consists of two major components: cuticle and 
cortex, separated by the cell membrane complex (CMC) as shown in Figure 2-13a. For 
wool fibres, the complex components are schematically shown in Figure 2-13b, and 
Table 2-6 shows the proportions of the three components existing in the cuticle and 








Figure 2-13. Wool Fibre Structure167. (a) simplified diagram of the cuticle 
and cortex of wool, (b) morphological component of a fine wool fibre. 







Cuticlea    
-exocutile 6.4   
-endocutile  3.6  
Cortexb    
-intermediate filaments 35.6   
-matrix 38.5   
-nuclear remnants and 
intermacrofibrillar 
material (NRIM) 
 12.6  
Cell membrane 
complexc 
   
-soluble proteins from 
the cell membrane 
complex (SPCMC) 
 1.0  
-resistant membraned 1.5   
-lipids   0.8 
Total 82.0 17.2 0.8 
a: Total cuticle 10%; b: Total cortex 86.7%; c: Total cell membrane complex 3.3%; 




2.5.2 Wool surface 
Wool has a unique surface structure primarily due to the arrangement of scales, namely 
cuticles. The cuticle, which is cystine-rich (with 7–20 mol% cystine residue) and 
highly cross-linked, consists of a micro-sized layer of flat overlapping cuticle cells 
(occupies more than 10 μm) surrounding the cortex. The cuticle occupies around 10 
% of the fibre volume on the surface (Figure 2-14a). These cuticle cells impart wool 
properties such as hardness, resistance to chemicals, ability to felt and fibre stability164.  
 
Figure 2-14. Wool cuticle structure and its directional frictional effect169. 
(a) SEM of the wool surface, (b) cuticle structure, (c) directional frictional 
effect of wool cuticles.  
The unique surface results in the felting behaviour. The exposed edges of the cuticle 
cells are able to move away from the root end, hence there is more friction when 
rubbing the fibre in one direction than the other (Figure 2-14c). This gives it the ability 
to felt especially when fibres are aligned in opposite directions and they become 
entangled, and this is called the directional frictional effect (DFE)169. The movement 
from tip to the root is more frequent and occurs more readily as opposed to that of 




The wool cuticle cells possess two distinct major layers, the exocuticle and endocuticle 
(Figure 2-14b). These two layers differ in their cysteine content166. There is a surface 
membrane-like thin outer layer called the epicuticle on each cuticle, which can be 
swelled using chlorine water to form Allworden sacs170. Although the epicuticle only 
accounts for 0.1% of the total mass of the wool fibre, it has an important influence on 
the properties of wool, such as hydrophobicity, felting and dyeing behaviours164. It has 
been demonstrated that bound to the epicuticle is the F-layer which also has relevance 
in shrinkage171. The F-layer refers to a C21 fatty acid named 18-methyl eicosanoic acid 
(18-MEA) linked to the epicuticle by ester or thioester bonds172 (Figure 2-15). Besides 
the covalent bonds between amino acids, there are various noncovalent interactions, 
such as hydrophobic interactions, ionic bonds and hydrogen bonds among amino acids 
and polypeptides of wool, resulting in a chemically stable and complex structure. 
Meanwhile, the elasticity, crimp, swelling, to some extent, may have a great effect on 
the wool shrinkage. 
 
Figure 2-15. Surface F layer and covalent bonds of wool166. 
2.5.3 Wool surface treatment  
To overcome the felting shrinkage of wool, a range of methods have been developed 
for the wool finishing process. With the intent of reducing the DFE, both chemical and 
biological methods have been used. Generally, the current commercial processes 
include scale edge removal (oxidation or reduction), coating (synthetic resin layer) and 
a combined scale edge treatment/polymer coating process (e.g., chlorine/Hercosett 




been perfected and well-understood in recent decades174-175. Importantly, the 
chlorine/Hercosett process is the most successful and widely used commercial process 
due to its low cost, effectiveness and robustness. However, this process creates 
carcinogenic and unfriendly adsorbable organic halides (AOX). Thus, it is urgent to 
develop green approaches for wool surface treatment. It remains a challenge to develop 
alternatives and new green approaches in commercial use. For example, using enzyme 
or plasma for surface modification has been mostly studied in the laboratory due to 
their high cost and efficiency3, 166. The popular treatments have been reviewed in detail 
below. 
2.5.3.1 Chlorine treatment 
The most frequently used method incorporates the surface-oxidizing agent chlorine, 
which could reduce the cuticle height (removing the hydrophobic 18-MEA layer and 
eroding the edge of the scales) and alter the surface to facilitating a cationic resin 
coating. Normally, the chlorine treated wool possesses anionic groups (SO3
− based 
groups), which are able to crosslink with cationic resins175. The resin is a critical 
procedure for improving the shrink resistance as it provides extra fibre-fibre 
lubrication and improves the feel of the wool. In addition, it has been shown that the 
role of resin is to form a complete sheath over each fibre, masking the untreated scales 
by the chlorination176. The most widely used one is Chlorine/Hercosett, which uses 
sodium hypochlorite177, Hercosett resin178, and sometimes anionic surfactants179. 
Some other widely used chemical techniques include the Basolan treatment using 
dichloroisocyanuric acid (DCCA)180, the Dylan method (potassium permanganate and 
sodium hypochlorite)181 and the Wurlan method, which mainly focused on polymer 
resin coating such as polyethylene derivatives, polyurethanes, polyacrylates, amino 
polyamides or polyethers181. Makinson and Lead176 suggested the most satisfactory 
resin for shrink-proofing is polyamide-epichlorohydrin polymer (Hercosett), and this 
is because the chlorination only softens the scales on the fibres and this resin could be 
the sheath for masking the scales. Hercosett is capable of adhering to the wool in water. 
All the advantage of chlorine treatment is the effectiveness, efficiency and robustness. 
Such treatment has been perfected for over 50 years and it provides the most 




methods result in the formation of adsorbable organohalogens (AOX) which are 
identified as carcinogenic and environmentally unfriendly182, thus environmentally 
friendly alternatives are urgently required. An increasing number of green techniques 
are also under exploration, which are discussed below. 
2.5.3.2 Oxidation or reduction 
Oxidants and reductants are mainly focused on disulfide bonds, as they are most 
abundant and are the main bonds responsible for the stabilization of wool fibres. 
However, most chemicals are not applicable and not environmentally-friendly, e.g., 
reductants such as dithiothreitol or beta-mercaptoethanol as reducing agents are used 
for wool dissolution183-184, as they are toxic and too harsh on wool leading to 
permanent rupture of disulfide linkages. 
Permonosulphuric acid (PMS) is an oxidant that can be used in the shrink-resist 
treatment of wool. The treatment is given in 10% H2SO5 at pH 0.46 and terminated by 
a reductive step with sulfite or bisulfite175. McPhee185 reported other oxidizing agents 
such as acid iodate, peracetic acid or persulfate produced a higher degree of shrink 
resistance in concentrated salt solutions than water. The most frequently used reductant 
is sulfite. These chemicals generally result in damage to the wool fibre surface and 
some loss of fibre strength, although strength losses are small. The use of sulfite suffers 
from poor efficiency186. Sulfite can react with disulfide bonds and result in a cysteine 
thiol and S-sulfonated residue. 
However, most oxidative or reductive treatments in aqueous solution have oxidized 
the disulfide bonds on the wool surface and are normally combined with polymer 
coating175. Moreover, the selection of oxidants is limited. 
2.5.3.3 Enzymatic treatment  
Current development of enzymatic treatment 
Enzyme treatment has been regarded as an eco-friendly approach in recent decades173. 
It could possibly replace chlorination since enzymes are biodegradable and used under 




cutinase, which are able to hydrolyze peptide bonds in most proteins164, 187-189. It should 
be noted that subtilisin, a protease, is one of the most used enzymes. Various enzymes 
and their effects are listed in Table 2-7. 
Table 2-7. Enzyme effects on wool structure164. 
Enzymes Structure Type, proportion Characters 
cutinase, lipase 
cuticle 
epicuticle lipid, keratin, 0.1% lipid like 
keratinase exocuticle keratin, 6.4% sulfur concentrated 
protease endocuticle nonkeratin, 3.6% chemically active 
protease cortex 
matrix keratin, 74% chemically active  
NRIMa nonkeratin, 12.6% dye active 
 
CMC 
lipid lipid, 0.8% internal lipid 
protease SPCMCb nonkeratin, 1.0% soft, swellable  
 resistant membrane keratin, 1.5% chemically stable 
a: refers to nuclear remnants and intermacrofibrillar material (NRIM); b: refers to 
soluble proteins from the cell membrane complex (SPCMC) 
However, one major drawback of the enzymatic treatment is that the surface scales are 
found to be unevenly affected by this treatment. The reasons are: (1) enzymes are 
reluctant to attach on the wool surface, and this inhibits the efficiency of enzyme 
hydrolysis due to the compact cuticle and the F-layer; (2) if the enzyme can penetrate 
into the cortex it rapidly breaks down the CMC damaging the wool structure and 
weakening the fibre. Although a combination of time, temperature and correct enzyme 
usage could provide an environmentally friendly solution for wool processing188-190, 
to limit the hydrolysis only to the cuticle region of wool remains a challenge.  
Currently, to improve the effectiveness of enzymatic treatment, a number of studies 
are still focusing on the isolation and investigation of the new type of enzymes191-192. 
One approach is to attach a short polymer chain to the enzyme to limit its effect to the 
cuticle scale edges and prevent its diffusion into the wool cortex193, 217.  
In addition, pretreatment (e.g., lipase187, alkaline peroxide194, plasma195, cutinases and 
peroxycarboximidic acid196) before enzyme treatment can improve the surface 
treatment. Wool shrinkage and strength losses can be improved by chitosan deposition 
after enzyme treatment197. Another way of recovering the strength loss of wool is to 




However, most methods are complicated with multiple steps and could not reach the 
level of chlorine treatment. 
Effect of salts on enzymatic treatment 
In terms of the effect of solvents on the enzyme treatments, it has been proposed that 
salts may restrict the penetration of enzymes into the cortex by preventing the fibre 
from swelling. The wool can have a 16% diametric swelling in water which allows the 
attack of chemicals and enzymes on CMC 174, while in salt, the wool surface may 
suppress the swelling. Kaur et al.201 incorporated NaCl in the solvent during the 
treatment by bromelain and achieved a desirable anti-felting range i.e., <6% for 
machine washable wool. The salt was proposed to reduce swelling of the wool surface 
and avoid the penetration of enzyme into fibres (Figure 2-16). Lenting et al.202 
suggested pretreatment of wool with hydrogen peroxide in the presence of high 
concentrations of salt, and similarly, the salt suppressed the swelling of wool fibres.  
 
Figure 2-16. SEM of (a) Wool treated with bromelain for 60 min in 
absence of NaCl, (b) wool treated with bromelain for 45 min in absence of 
NaCl, (c) wool treated with bromelain for 60 min in presence of 0.5 wt% 




Generally, the use of enzymes as a green shrink-resist method is a promising area, 
although enzymes have high cost and can lead to excessive weight loss of the fibre. 
More simple and robust low-cost treatment methods are required to produce high-
grade, comfortable and machine washable effects. To achieve this the activity and the 
specificity of enzymes need to be enhanced. The salts solutions have been reported to 
promote the enzymatic catalysis specifically on the wool surface, therefore, ILs may 
have the similar effect.  
2.5.3.4 IL treatments 
As a green solvent, ILs have been used in wool research, whereas most works aimed 
at the wool dissolution and regeneration into functional materials203-204. This is because 
ILs normally attack the hydrogen bonds in wool, and have non-specificity leading to 
keratin swelling, dissolution and strength losses 205. Surface treatment using ILs has 
not yet been well developed.  
Fan identified that treatment with BmimCl eroded the wool surface and promoted 
improved dyeing behaviour206-207. Subsequent studies achieved better improvements 
by using Bacillus lentus subtilisin (BLS) pretreated wool for BmimCl treatment5, 7. 
Treatment with BmimBr for cuticle removal, followed by chitosan coating conferred 
good shrink resistance6.  
2.5.3.5 Other treatments 
Various other eco-friendly methods such as polymer deposition, liquid ammonia 
treatment and plasma modification have been studied over the years. Polymer 
deposition can work well on the wool surface in terms of the anti-felting, but it requires 
additional steps such as oxidization, reduction or enzymatic treatment208. The liquid 
ammonia treatment method has had restricted application, owing to the need for high 
pressure and low-temperature plant209. Low-temperature plasma could induce an 
oxidative effect, which could significantly improve fibre dyeing, wetting and adhesion. 
However, the treatment is harsh on wool, producing a very poor fibre handle, and 




2.5.4 Novel wool structures  
Apart from its applications in household textiles, wool has also been explored for use 
in other applications. These include various forms of energy, environmental, 
biotechnological and medical applications, such as films211-212, sponges213, fibres214 
and other commodities, alone or blended with polymers215. These wool materials are 
normally keratin, which is extracted by the cleavage of the disulfide bonds via 
reduction or oxidation treatments and regeneration. However, the keratin structures are 
mostly damaged and even over-hydrolyzed into peptides, and the regenerated wool 
materials have poorer physical properties compared with the raw wool. In addition, 
most approaches can be toxic and harmful. Thus, using green methods may better 
control the wool disruption and obtain more useful keratin structures to explore novel 
wool applications. Maintenance of the keratin proteins and the controlled breakdown 
of important bonds (hydrogen bonds and disulfide bonds) is important for such 
treatments.  
As mentioned, the unique structure of wool results from the keratin proteins (95%) 
having a large amount of disulfide bonds. The wool cortex (mainly keratin) consists 
of elongated cortical cells oriented parallel to the fibre axis. The cells contain micro-
fibrils of low-sulfur, alpha-helix crystalline proteins (embedded within an amorphous 
matrix of high-sulfur) and glycine/tyrosine-rich proteins (Figure 2-13). Thus, the 
extracted micro- and nano-fibres have been investigated for a few applications. 
Patrucco et al.216 utilized ultrasonic irradiation for the disassembly of cortical cells for 
bio-composite keratin films. They also produced wool fibril sponges for biomedical 
applications217. The micro-fibres extracted from wool have been also used for filler or 
blends for biopolymers218, 215. Other structures that originate from wool, such as 
oxidized keratins, have been used to build tough structures, e.g., protective films on a 
hair fibre surface, wound-care membranes or biodegradable plastics and other 
biological systems186, 219-221.  
Therefore, these recent developments in this topic (reviewed in this chapter) 
correspond to the main research gaps, research aims and research plan, which are 




 Experimental Design 
In this chapter, materials that have been used for experiments are listed, and the 
characterization methods and instruments used in this study are presented in detail. 
3.1 Experimental details 
3.1.1 Chemicals 
1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium acetate (>95%), 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride 
(>98%), 1-Butyl-3-methylimidazolium hexafluorophosphate (≥97.0%), ethylamine 
(70% in methanol), propylamine (≥99%), n-Butylamine (99.5%), heptylamine (99%), 
ethanolamine (99%), triethylamine (≥99%), choline hydroxide (45% in methanol), 
choline hydroxide (46% in water), nitric acid (70%), formic acid (≥95%), glacial acetic 
acid (>99.8%), propionic acid (>99.5 %), methanesulfonic acid (>99.5%), 
trimethylamine (>99.9%), 1-octanol (>99%), casein from bovine milk (technical 
grade), 4-nitroaniline and N,N-diethyl-4-nitroaniline, urea (≥98%), guanidine 
hydrochloride (≥99%), OXONE® monopersulfate compound (PMS), sodium sulfite 
(>98%), N,N-dichloroisocyanuric acid (DCCA), hydrogen peroxide solution (30 wt% 
in water), choline chloride (≥98%), ethylene glycol (>99%) and glycerol (>99%) were 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, USA. 1-Allyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (>98%) 
and choline dihydrogen phosphate (>98%) were purchased from Io-Li-Tec, Germany. 
1,5-Diazabicyclo[4.3.0]none-5ene (>97%) was purchased from Merck, USA. 
Acetone, ortho-phosphoric acid (technical grade, >85%) was purchased from Ajax 
Finechem, Australia. DMSO d6 was purchased from Cambridge Isotope Laboratories 
Inc, USA. ECE non-phosphate detergent purchased from SDC Enterprises Limited, 
UK. A Bradford protein assay kit (5× protein dye reagent concentrate) was purchased 
from Bio-Rad, USA. The protease Savinase 16L (Bacillus lentus subtilisin, BLS) was 
supplied by Novozymes, A/S, Denmark. All chemicals were used as received without 
any further purification, unless otherwise stated in the experimental.  
3.1.2 Wool samples 
Merino wool with an average diameter 19.5 µm and knitted wool fabric were kindly 




3.1.3 Preparation of ILs 
3.1.3.1 List of cations and anions 
The chemical structures and abbreviations of cations and anions used in this study are 
shown in Table 3-1. The pKa of the amine and conjugated acid is provided. Based on 
different combinations, the ILs include PILs and AILs. The PILs are EaMs, EaN, 
EaPn, PropaFor, BtaAc, HptaAc, EoaPn, TeaMs, TeaDHP and DBNAc, while the 
AILs are ChoMs, ChoDHP, ChoAc, ChoPn, BmimCl, BmimAc and AmimCl. Some 
of the ILs (EaMs TeaDHP, DBNAc, ChoMs ChoDHP ChoAc BmimCl and AmimCl) 
are in the solid state at room temperature. 
Table 3-1. Cations and anions of pILs used in this study. 
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3.1.3.2 Synthesis of Ionic Liquids 
Synthesis and NMR 
In brief, the ILs except for BmimCl, BmimAc and AmimCl were synthesized by 
neutralizing equimolar amounts of the corresponding acid and base according to the 
established procedure125, 222. A typical example of a procedure is as follows. 
Triethylammonium mesylate (TeaMs): triethylamine (10.12 g, 0.1 mol) was added 
drop-wise to methanesulfonic acid (9.61 g, 0.1 mol) in a round bottom flask (250 mL) 
whilst stirring with a magnetic stir bar in an ice bath for 2 h. The mixture was then 
allowed to stir overnight at room temperature before drying under reduced pressure 
for 4–12 h at 40 °C. After drying, a transparent clear liquid (19.70 g) was obtained. 
The ILs were further verified by proton NMR as shown below. 
EaMs: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.14 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 2.41 (3H, s, 
SCH3), 2.81 (2H, q, NCH2), 7.68 (3H, s, NH3) 
EaN: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.12 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 2.83 (2H, q, 
NCH2), 7.77 (3H, s, NH3) 
EaPn: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.92 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.12 (3H, t, 
CH2CH3), 1.94 (2H, q, CH3CH2), 2.75 (2H, q, NCH2), 7.57 (3H, s, NH3) 
PropaFor: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.87 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.54 (2H, 
m, CH2CH3), 2.70 (2H, t, CH2CH2), 8.35 (3H, s, NH3), 8.43 (H, s, COOH) 
BtaAc: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.87 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.31 (2H, m, 
CH2CH3), 1.47 (2H, m, CH2CH2), 1.70 (3H, s, COOCH3), 2.66 (2H, t, NCH2), 6.07 (3H, 
s, NH3) 
HptaAc: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.87 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.25 (8H, m, 
CH2CH2CH2CH3), 1.45 (2H, m, NCH2CH2), 1.72 (3H, s, COOCH3), 2.63 (2H, t, NCH2), 
5.50 (3H, s, NH3) 
EoaPn: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.93 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.97 (2H, q, 
OCH2), 2.76 (2H, t, CH3CH2), 3.52 (2H, t, NCH2), 7.27 (3H, s, NH3) 
TeaMs: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 2.39 (3H, s, 
SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.16 (H, s, NH) 
ChoMs: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 2.40 (3H, t, SCH3), 3.14 (9H, s, 3 




ChoAc: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.60 (3H, s, COOCH3), 3.14 (9H, 
s, 3 × NCH3), 3.43 (2H, m, CH2OH), 3.83 (2H, m, NCH2) 
ChoPn: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 0.89 (3H, t, CH2CH3), 1.83 (2H, q, 
CH2CH3), 3.14 (9H, s, 3 × NCH3), 3.44 (2H, m, CH2OH), 3.85 (2H, m, NCH2) 
DBNAc: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.66 (3H, s, COOCH3), 1.86 (2H, 
m, CH2CH2CH2), 1.99 (2H, m, CH2CH2CH2), 2.77 (2H, t, CCH2), 3.26 (2H, t, NCH2), 
3.34 (2H, t, NCH2), 3.54 (2H, t, NCH2), 2.75 (2H, q, NCH2), 8.56 (H, s, NH) 
Purification 
A typical procedure for the purification of ChoDHP and TeaDHP was performed. 
Taking ChoDHP as an example, it was dried under reduced pressure to obtain a 
crystalline white solid. The dried ChoDHP was recrystallized in ethanol at room 
temperature following the literature procedure to remove impurities114. The obtained 
recrystallized ChoDHP was further dried under reduced pressure and was stored in a 
vacuum desiccator. 
Synthesis of non-stoichiometric TeaMs 
The non-stoichiometric TeaMs was prepared by adding excess base or acid during the 
synthesis, and the stoichiometries of base to acid were calculated. The stoichiometries 
of base to acid (nbase : nacid = x : 1) were further confirmed by NMR as below.  
TeaMs x = 0.950: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 
2.39 (3H, s, SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.19 (H, s, NH) 
TeaMs x = 0.967: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 
2.39 (3H, s, SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.18 (H, s, NH) 
TeaMs x = 1.000: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 
2.39 (3H, s, SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.16 (H, s, NH) 
TeaMs x = 1.016: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 
2.39 (3H, s, SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.14 (H, s, NH) 
TeaMs x = 1.030: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 
2.39 (3H, s, SCH3), 3.09 (6H, m, 3 × NCH2), 9.14 (H, s, NH) 
TeaMs x = 1.051: 1H NMR (500 MHz, DMSO-d6), δ (ppm): 1.18 (9H, t, 3 × CH3), 




3.1.4 Preparation of IL-water mixtures 
For the ILs in aqueous solutions, a specified amount of ILs with known water content 
was gravimetrically mixed with MilliQ water to reach the required concentration 
(Table 3-2).  
Table 3-2. The weight percentage (wt%) of ILs corresponded to molar 
















EaN 108.1  35.3     
EaMs 140.2  41.4     
EaPn 118.2  62.6     
EoaPn 135.1  40.6 45.5 51.7 60.0 71.4  
BtaAc 136.1  40.7 51.9    
PrpaFor 105.1  34.6     
HptaAc 175.2  46.9 58.1 66.1   
TeaMs 197.3 25.3 49.9  55.0  61.0  68.7  78.5  
TeaDHP 199.2  49.8     
ChoMs 200.3 25.6 50.3  55.3  61.4  69.0  78.8  
ChoAc 163.2 21.9 45.2     
ChoPn 178.3  47.4      
ChoDHP 201.2  49.6     
DBNAc 184.2  48.2      
BmimAc 198.3  50.0      
BmimCl 174.7  46.9      
AmimCl 158.6  44.5      
3.1.5 Preparation of buffered and self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
3.1.5.1 Buffered IL-water mixtures 
The IL-water mixtures were buffered to pH 8 by titrating HCl (2 mol/L, for DBNAc, 
BmimAc, BmimCl and AmimCl), NaOH (2 mol/L, for ChoMs, ChoPn) or the neat 
amines corresponding to the other ILs. The volume used while buffering was recorded 




3.1.5.2 Self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
Similarly, the IL-water mixtures were buffered to pH 8. The buffering agents for 
titration used are Tris (2 mol/L) and phosphate mixtures (disodium hydrogen 
phosphate (2 mol/L) and sodium dihydrogen phosphate (2 mol/L) at different mass 
ratios (10:0, 7:3, 5:5 and 4:6)). The volume used while buffering was recorded and the 
molar concentration was calculated accordingly.  
The pH-metric titration profile was plotted by titrating the buffering agents to 1 mL 
IL-water mixtures. Each titration was repeated at least two times. The changes in molar 
concentration by buffering pILs were calculated and less than 10% of their original 
values. The titration curve was fitted by Origin Lab 8.0 software (Origin Lab 
Corporation). The equivalence point was identified based on the differentiation of the 
pH-metric titration curve. 
3.1.6 Log P measurement and estimation of ILs 
The slow-stirring method was used for measuring the Log P of the ILs BmimAc, 
BmimCl, AmimCl and DBNAc as described60. The setup was shown in Figure 3-1. 
The mixture of water and 1-octanol was saturated at room temperature for 24 h and 
collected respectively. 100 mM ILs were mixed in 10 mL 1-octanol and then added to 
10 mL water in a centrifuge tube. The mixture was maintained with steadily stirring 
for 12 h followed with equilibrating for 24 h. The concentration of ILs in both phases 
was detected under around 211 nm (λmax) using a UV/Vis spectrophotometer and was 
calculated by using the molar extinction coefficients ε (Table 3-3) from the calibration 
curve for the various ILs. All the measurements were performed in triplicate.  
Table 3-3. The maximum absorbance (λmax) and extinction coefficients 
(ε) of the ILs in water and octanol. 
IL λmax in 
water (nm) 
ε in water  
(mol−1 cm−1) 
λmax in  
1-octanol (nm) 
ε in 1-octanol  
(mol−1·cm−1) 
BmimCl 211 4.4049 213 24.9842 
AmimCl 211 214.6411 213 307.8105 
BmimAc 210 224.6372 211 258.6413 





Figure 3-1. The setup used for the slow-stirring method60. 
The predicted Log P (ALogP) of the ILs in this study was estimated using VCCLab223. 
This was obtained from the sum of predicted values of the cation and anion as 
described224.  
3.1.7 Determination of hydrogen bond basicity (β) 
The β of ILs and IL-water mixtures was measured and calculated as reported225. 
Experimental conditions were slightly modified based on methanol and water, and the 
obtained values were in good agreement with the literature226. To be specific, stock 
solutions of 4-nitroaniline (NA, 1 mol/L) and N,N-diethyl-4-nitroaniline (DENA,  
1 mol/L) were dissolved in methanol prior to use. Their structures are shown in  
Figure 3-2. A 1 μL portion of the stock solution was transferred to 1 mL IL solutions 
and the mixture was vigorously agitated using a vortex. The λmax of each sample was 
measured using UV/vis spectrophotometry. Deionized water or blank IL samples were 
measured and were background subtracted. UV/vis measurements for each sample 
were repeated at least twice. The β and π* were calculated according to  
equations 3-1 and 3-2. 
 








𝛽 =  
1.035 𝜈 max(DENA) + 2.64 − 𝜈max (NA) 
2.8
 3-2 
3.1.8 Enzyme activity assay 
3.1.8.1 Casein as substrate 
Initially, the concentration of the original Bacillus lentus subtilisin (BLS) solution was 
estimated as 36 mg/mL by using Bovine serum albumin (BSA) standard with Bio-Rad 
Protein Assay (molar extinction coefficient 0.6741 mol−1·cm−1).  
In Chapter 4, the activity of BLS was determined by the hydrolysis of casein in the 
solution. The stock solution of BLS was prepared by diluting the original enzyme 
solution 40 times with phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 8), and kept at 4 °C prior to use. 
The stock solution of casein (130 mg/mL in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8) was 
homogeneously dispersed by gradually increasing the temperature with gentle stirring 
to 80 °C for 10 min. The casein solution (50 μL from stock solution) was mixed with 
1 mL buffer (50 mM phosphate buffer for pH range 6–8, 50 mM Tris-HCl buffer for 
pH 8–9) or IL solutions for the assay. A Bradford protein assay kit (5× protein dye 
reagent concentrate) was employed to detect the concentration of casein in the buffer 
and ILs, based on the interactions between Coomassie Brilliant Blue G-250 and the 
amine groups on the protein surface227228. The activity assay was conducted by the 
addition of 5 μL BLS from stock solution to 1 mL buffer or IL solutions at 50 °C for 
exactly 10 minutes. 20 μL samples (before and after the hydrolysis) were added into 
1× dye reagent and then vigorously mixed using a vortex until a homogeneous colour 
formed. After 5 min, the absorbance of the dye was measured by UV/vis 
spectrophotometry at 595 nm. The schematic of the procedures has been shown in 
Figure 3-3. 
The specific activity of BLS was determined by measuring the amount of casein 
reduced by enzyme hydrolysis. This was determined using the prepared standard curve 
for casein (the molar extinction coefficient 0.4912 mol−1·cm−1). The molecular weight 




0.2234 μmol min−1·mg−1 and taken as 100% for comparison (relative enzyme activity 
%). One unit was defined as the amount of enzyme necessary to hydrolyze 1 μmol of 
casein per minute under standard conditions (50 °C pH 8). Each sample was repeated 
at least once, with less than 10% error for each data point. 
 
Figure 3-3. Schematic of enzyme activity assay of BLS in buffer and IL-
water mixtures (Casein as substrate). 
3.1.8.2 AAPF as substrate 
In Chapter 5, the activity of BLS was determined by measuring the amount of N-
Succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide (AAPF) hydrolyzed by BLS. The stock 
solution of BLS was prepared by diluting the original enzyme solution 500 times with 
phosphate buffer (pH 8), and kept at 4 °C prior to use. A stock solution of AAPF (10 
mM in 50 mM phosphate buffer, pH 8) was prepared. The AAPF solution (50 μL from 
stock solution) was mixed with 1 mL buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl buffer for pH 8) or IL 
solutions for the assay. The activity assay was conducted by the addition of 2 μL BLS 
stock solution in 1 mL buffer or IL solution at 50 °C for 5 minutes. Then the samples 
were boiled for 5 min (to denature the enzyme). The absorbance of the released p-
nitroaniline at 401 nm in the assay, against a blank without enzyme, was monitored. 
Figure 3-4 shows the schematic of the procedures. 
The specific activity of BLS toward AAPF was determined using the prepared standard 




activity in the buffer was calculated as 0.2884 μmol min−1·mg−1 and taken as 100% 
for comparison. One unit was defined as the amount of BLS necessary to hydrolyze 1 
μmol of AAPF per minute under standard conditions (50 °C pH 8). The relative 
enzyme activity was calculated as the remaining amount of AAPF in IL solutions 
divided by the amount in buffer. Each sample was repeated at least once, with less than 
10% error for each data point. 
 
Figure 3-4. Schematic of enzyme activity assay of BLS in buffer and IL-
water mixtures (AAPF as substrate). 
3.1.9 Wool surface treatment 
Wool tops were washed using ethanol and acetone and dried at 80 °C for at least 3 h. 
Then they were conditioned in a standard atmosphere (a temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and 
a relative humidity of 65 ± 3%) for 24 h. In the assays of enzymatic treatment for wool 
samples, 1 g of wool top was incubated in buffer or IL-water mixtures (pH 8) at liquor 
ratio 25 : 1 with 2% o.w.f. (weight of fabric) BLS (Figure 3-5). The treatments were 
conducted at 50 °C without agitation for 1, 3 or 6 h. Wool fabric samples (70 mm × 70 
mm) were treated with BLS under the same conditions. Finally, the wool samples were 
thoroughly washed with distilled water and dried at 80 °C for 12 h. The final weight 






Figure 3-5. Schematic of wool surface treatment by BLS in buffer and IL-
water mixtures. 
3.1.10 Felting ball test 
The test is based on the standard felting test method with slight modifications229. 
Around 1 g of treated wool top was added to 50 mL of wetting solution (0.25% wetting 
agent ECE Non Phosphate Detergent A) in a 150 mL standard stainless-steel container 
(pot). The sealed pots were then fitted into Ahiba IR Pro Dyeing Machine (Datacolor 
AG). The bath was pre-heated to 40 °C at 2 °C/min and the machine was set to run for 
20 min at 10 rpm. The felt balls were generated and then gently rinsed with running 
cold water (not squeezed) and dried at 80 °C for 12 h and conditioned in the standard 
atmosphere.  
The diameters of the balls were measured with an absolute digimatic caliper (Mitutoyo 
(UK) Ltd.) in eight directions, and the average diameter recorded for each ball as 
illustrated in Figure 3-6. The smaller the ball, the greater the felting. In other words, 
the lower the value of the diameter, the greater the feltability of the fibres. 
 
Figure 3-6. The wool felting ball. (a) The treated wool top before felting 




3.1.11 Fabric shrinkage test 
The method of fabric shrinkage test was based on the standard method 191 with slight 
modifications. The dimensions of the original wool fabrics were 80 mm × 80 mm and 
four points were marked for the dimension of 70 mm × 70 mm (Figure 3-7a). The 
edges of knitted fabrics were overlocked by sewing machine (Brother 1034D Sewing 
Machines) to prevent fraying. After the treatments, shrinkage tests were conducted by 
a standard detergent according to the method of ISO 6330 program 4G in Wascator 
FOM71 CLS Washing Machine (SDL Atlas). The wash cycle was repeated three 
times. The results were expressed with the percentage of area shrinkage (Figure 3-7b) 
and the arithmetic means of three different samples. 
 
Figure 3-7. The wool fabric. (a) The treated wool fabric before washing. 
(b) The measurement of the area of shrinkage.  
3.1.12 Dissolution of wool in IL systems 
The screening of chemical catalysis in various IL systems was initially evaluated based 
on the wool dissolution. 40 mg of wool tops were added into 1 mL IL systems without 
agitation and maintained at 50 °C for 12 h. The morphological change of wool was 




3.2 Experimental instruments 
3.2.1 Karl Fisher coulometer 
After the drying of ILs, the water content of the ILs was measured using a Karl Fisher 
coulometer (Figure 3-8, Metrohm 899, MEP Instruments). For liquid RTILs (~300 
mg), they were injected into the instrument by syringes. For solid ILs (~100 mg), they 
were dissolved in methanol (~200 mg, water content of methanol was measured 
beforehand) and then the water content of ILs was calculated. All the measurements 
were repeated three times and the average of triplicate readings was calculated. 
 
Figure 3-8. Karl Fisher coulometer (Metrohm 899). 
3.2.2 Proton nuclear magnetic resonance (1H NMR) 
NMR of the IL samples after synthesis was used to evaluate their purity. All NMR 
samples were prepared in DMSO-d6 or chloroform-d6 and NMR experiments were 
acquired at 298 K (20 °C). 1H spectra of the samples were acquired at 20 °C using 500 
MHz Bruker Avance III nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometer (1H at 500.130 
MHz) equipped with a 5 mm broad-band probe using Topspin software Version 3.2 pl 
6 (Figure 3-9). Chemical shifts (δ) were expressed in ppm with reference to the residual 
solvent signal (2.50 ppm for 1H). The purity of the ILs synthesized was verified by the 




triethylammonium mesylate (TeaMs) was obtained from δ (N–H). The stoichiometries 
of base to acid (nbase : nacid = x : 1) of TeaMs were calculated based on the ratio of the 
integrated peaks. 
 
Figure 3-9. 500 MHz Bruker Avance III NMR Spectrometer. 
3.2.3 pH meter 
The pH of the IL-water mixtures (liquid state, 1-3 mL) was measured using a pH 
electrode (Figure 3-10, InLab micro Pro, Mettler Toledo) with triplicate readings under 
room temperature (20 °C). The pH probe was calibrated with buffer solutions of pH 7, 
pH 4 and pH 10 (two-point calibration) at room temperature before and after each 
study.  
 




3.2.4 Water activity instrument 
The water activity of IL-water mixtures (liquid state, 3 mL) was measured using a 
water activity instrument (Figure 3-11, LabSwift-aw, Novasina AG). The principle was 
detailed in section 2.2.3. The solutions were placed in a container of the instrument 
and placed in the panel for readings. All the measurements were determined in a 
nitrogen atmosphere (Aldrich AtmosBag, Sigma-Aldrich) with triplicate readings. 
 
Figure 3-11. Water activity instrument (LabSwift-aw). 
3.2.5 Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
To measure the melting point of IL sample (non-stoichiometric TeaMs), DSC 
experiments were performed on a differential scanning calorimeter (Figure 3-12, TA 
DSC Q 200) using 4–6 mg of the sample. The IL samples were heated from 0 °C to 
200 °C under N2 atmosphere at a heating rate of 10 °C/min (second scan). The melting 
points of ILs were observed in the scan of the samples. 
 




3.2.6 UV/vis spectroscopy 
During the measurements of Log P (Section 3.1.6), hydrogen bond basicity (Section 
3.1.7), enzyme activity (Section 3.1.8), the change of the absorption intensity of the 
indicators was monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy. The samples were all in liquid state 
and ranged from 2-3 mL. The absorption was recorded at room temperature on a Cary 
3 UV-Visible spectrophotometer (Figure 3-13) using standard quartz cuvettes with 
either a 1 cm path-length or a 2 mm path-length. 
 
Figure 3-13. UV/vis spectrophotometer (Cary 3). 
3.2.7 Fluorescence measurements 
To evaluate the structure of BLS, the fluorescence spectra of the enzyme samples were 
measured using a spectrofluorimeter (Figure 3-14, Hitachi F4500). Enzyme samples 
were prepared by mixing the enzyme solution (5 μL, 52.53 mg/mL) in phosphate 
buffer (50 mM, pH 8.0) or IL solutions. The denatured enzyme sample was prepared 
by boiling the enzyme solution for 5 min and then cooling down to room temperature 
(no activity was detected). The fluorescence was determined for emission from 290 to 
450 nm with excitation at 290 nm. Blank buffer or IL samples without the enzyme 
were subtracted to remove the influence of the fluorescence of the buffer or ILs on the 
enzyme spectra. The fluorescence spectra were plotted with a process of smoothing 
and the relative fluorescence was calculated by the division between the fluorescence 





Figure 3-14. Spectrofluorimeter (Hitachi F4500). 
3.2.8 Circular dichroism (CD) 
To evaluate the structure of BLS, circular dichroism was conducted on Jasco J-815 CD 
Spectrophotometer (Figure 3-15) using a rectangular quartz cuvette (1 × 10 mm 
internal diameter, PTFE stopper, Starna Scientific Ltd.). Wavelength scans were 
collected using a 1.0 nm bandwidth, 2.0 s averaging time, over an average of 5 
accumulations. Samples were measured over a wavelength range 190–260 nm at an 
enzyme concentration of 60 mM. Measurements below 190 nm were disregarded due 
to signal noise. Control samples consisting of solvent were measured prior to each 
enzyme sample and used as the baseline. Circular dichroism data was analyzed on 
Spectra Manager Version II (Jasco Analytical Instruments) and corrected with a 
process of smoothing. The secondary structure of the enzyme was further determined 
by deconvoluting CD data using SELCON3 in CDpro230. 
 




3.2.9 The Illustration of the structure and surface charge of BLS 
The illustration of the structure of BLS is based on PDB code 1SVN of BLS obtained 
from The Protein Data Bank. The structure of BLS was created by PyMol v0.98. The 
surface charge of BLS caused by pH 8 and pH 2 was obtained from PDB2PQR Server 
and visualized by PyMOL using the APBS tool. 
3.2.10 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)  
In order to explore the infrared spectrum of absorption of wool samples, FTIR spectra 
of wool samples were measured on a Bruker LUMOS FTIR microscopy in ATR mode 
(Figure 3-16). Wool samples were scanned in the frequency range of 600 to 4000 cm−1 
at the scan resolution of 4 cm−1. All spectra were background subtracted and baseline 
corrected and averaged over 64 scans. FTIR measurement was repeated at least 2 
times, taken over 3 places on the same sample.  
 
Figure 3-16. FTIR microscope (Bruker LUMOS). 
3.2.11 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
To observe the wool morphology, scanning electron micrographs were taken using a 
Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM or Jeol Neoscope JCM5000 SEM (Figure 3-17). Samples were 
placed onto carbon tape mounted on an SEM stub and vacuum dried. Samples were 




further dried under vacuum overnight. Samples were imaged at a working distance of 
5 mm using an EHT of 5.00 kV for Zeiss Supra 55VP SEM. 
 
Figure 3-17. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). (a) Zeiss Supra 55VP 
SEM. (b) Jeol Neoscope JCM5000 SEM. 
3.2.12 Optical microscopy 
To observe the wool morphology at micro-scale, wool samples were imaged at 
magnifications of ×40 on a Linkam optical microscope (Figure 3-18). A small amount 
solutions (around 2 drops) with a few wool fibres were placed on a microscope slide 
and observed by the microscope. 
 




3.2.13 Wool felting and shrinkage 
In order to measure the wool behaviour of felting and shrinkage, the tests were 
conducted by Ahiba IR Pro Dyeing Machine (Datacolor AG) and Wascator FOM71 
CLS Washing Machine (SDL Atlas) as shown in Figure 3-19. The procedures were 
shown in sentions 3.1.10 and 3.1.11. 
 
Figure 3-19. Instruments for the tests of wool felting and shrinkage. (a) 
Ahiba IR Pro Dyeing Machine. (b) Washing Machine. 
3.3  Error analysis 
All the sample preparations and experiments were at least duplicated (and in most 
cases triplicates) in order to verify the reproducibility of the experimental data. Error 
bars (or standard deviations) determined from the multiple runs have been displayed 
wherever possible. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to examine 
differences in the felting ball test and fabric shrinkage test of wool between BLS 
treated and BLS blank samples (including in buffer and IL-water mixtures). Tukey’s 
test was used for post hoc tests of significant differences between means. Between 
BLS treated and BLS blank samples, the significance of the means is significant at the 
0.05 level (p ˂ 0.05). 
The next chapters of the thesis comprehensively discuss the results obtained from the 
work carried out according to the research plan showed in Section 1.3.1. Above 
mentioned starting materials, sample preparation methods and suitable techniques 




 Understanding the Influence of Key 
Ionic Liquid Properties on Enzyme Activity  
4.1 Introduction 
As explained in the literature review, enzymatic catalysis is a practical and 
environmentally friendly approach for chemical process both in the laboratory and on 
an industrial scale231-232. It is able to reduce waste generation and solvent usage, 
minimize energy input, improve safety, material and cost efficiency. Numerous 
enzymes are available to be used in different applications including pharmaceutical, 
fine chemistry and even energy applications232.  
Subtilisins [EC 3.4.21.62] belong to hydrolase, which is industrially important as they 
are able to perform a number of reactions including hydrolysis and organic 
synthesis233. The applications of this hydrolase have increasingly grown particularly 
in the food, detergent, textile and pharmaceutical industries due to their ability to 
maintain catalytic activity in both aqueous and non-aqueous solutions234, 235. As a 
green catalyst, the attraction of using the hydrolases in the textile industry is for the 
wool surface treatment to produce shrink-proof wool194. However, a common problem 
is the low activity and specificity of the enzyme in the aqueous solution for wool 
surface3.  
It has been mentioned in Chapter 1 that ionic liquid (IL), has been regarded as an 
alternative and green solvent for enzymatic catalysis9. ILs are organic salts in the liquid 
state at low temperatures (<100 °C)10, 22, 236. Due to the vast number of combinations 
of anion and cation, their physicochemical properties vary significantly. These 
properties play a crucial role in the native conformation of enzymes and thus their 
activity and stability. Meanwhile, water has been employed as the co-solvent of ILs 
for enzymatic catalysis in ILs68, 70, 82. In this case, the relationship between properties 
of ILs and IL-water mixtures and enzyme performances is still debatable. Therefore, 
to screen and select proper IL systems for the enzyme and understand the properties 




In this chapter, a series of ILs with varying properties were focused and a range of IL-
water mixtures was selected to systematically understand the correlation of some key 
properties of ILs and IL-water mixtures including hydrogen bond basicity, ion 
concentration, water activity, specific ion effect and pH with the activity of the wool 
specific enzyme (Bacillus lentus subtilisin, BLS). The schematic of the main context 
is shown in Figure 4-1. Particularly, the IL properties were initially investigated and 
the impact of ILs and IL-water mixtures with different properties on the enzyme 
activity was subsequently evaluated. As such, the mechanism of the correlation 
between IL properties and enzyme performances was proposed in terms of enzyme 
activity, conformational change and surface charge.  
 





4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Impact of pH and temperature on enzyme activity 
To determine the optimum range of pH and temperature for the enzyme selected 
Bacillus lentus subtilisin (BLS), the enzyme activity was assayed in standard 
phosphate buffer. 
Figure 4-2 shows the activity of the BLS as a function of temperature and pH, 
respectively. It can be seen that at pH 7.5, the maximum activity occurred at 50 °C, 
which is in agreement with the previous work237. To determine the effect of pH on the 
enzyme activity, the pH was varied from 6 to 9 whilst the temperature was maintained 
at 50 °C (Figure 4-2b). The optimal activity was determined to occur in the pH range 
of 8 to 9, indicating that it is an alkaliphilic enzyme which is reported in the previous 
study237. 
 
Figure 4-2. BLS activity as a function of (a) temperature and (b) pH. 
Therefore, it was shown that a pH of 8 and a temperature of 50 °C are the optimum 
conditions for the study of the BLS.  
  














































4.2.2 Evaluation of IL properties 
As shown in Section 3.1.2.1, ammonium-based ILs are easily accessible with relatively 
known properties, as such, they were selected for this work. Their hydrophobicity, pH 
of IL-water mixtures, hydrogen bond basicity and water activity were evaluated as 
below.  
4.2.2.1 Hydrophobicity of ILs 
As mentioned in the literature review, the hydrophobicity of ILs is an important 
consideration if water is used as a co-solvent. It involves the solubility of substrates, 
enzymes and products. Lop P is a measurable parameter for hydrophobicity and refers 
to 1-octanol-water partition coefficient. Also, it could be calculated and predicted 
using VCCLab based on the ALogP238.  
The Log P values of the ILs were shown in Table 4-1. As seen, the predicted Log P of 
most of the ILs was under −2, except for DBNAc (0.77). The low value means 99% 
of the compound partitions in water and 1% in octanol. In other words, most of the IL 
in this study are highly hydrophilic in nature. However, as for the correlation of the 
hydrophilicity with enzymes, it has been proposed Log P of ILs is normally in a narrow 
range without distinct differences thus may not be comparable among the numerous 
hydrophilic ILs59.  
Since the prediction of ALogP is used for carbon structure, the values of ChoDHP and 
TeaDHP were not available. In addition, the Log P values of four ILs with 
chromophores (DBNAc, BmimAc, BmimCl and AmimCl) were measured 
experimentally. It can be seen the experimental and predicted values of the four ILs 
were not following the same trend but relatively stay in the similar range, indicating 
that the experimental and predicted Log P were in the rough approximation. The 













Experimental Log P 
ChoMs -3.59 -0.87 -4.46  
TeaMs -1.71 -0.87 -2.58  
EaMs -2.29 -0.87 -3.16  
ChoPn -3.59 0.29 -3.30  
EoaPn -3.03 0.29 -2.74  
EaPn -2.29 0.29 -2.00  
ChoDHP -3.60 -b -  
TeaDHP -1.71 - -  
DBNAc 1.06 -0.29 0.77 -2.7261 ± 0.0516 
BmimAc -2.78 -0.29 -3.07 -2.2461 ± 0.0148 
BmimCl -2.78 0.61 a -2.17 -2.4010 ± 0.0514 
AmimCl -3.30 0.61 a -2.69 -2.3276 ± 0.0305 
a: The ALogP values are predicted from VCCLab. The predicted Log P of ILs 
was obtained from the addition of ALogP of the cation and anion. b: not available 
due to the inaccessibility of non-carbon structure 
4.2.2.2 pH of IL-water mixtures 
Then the hydrophilic ILs above were mixed with water since water has been shown to 
be a good co-solvent of ILs. As ILs shift the pH of IL-water mixtures with changes in 
IL content, pH of the IL-water mixtures as a function of IL content was measured in 
Figure 4-3. The IL content ranged from I salt solution to II IL-water mixtures 
(mentioned in Section 2.2.2).  
It can be seen that pH of these ILs generally remained consistent across the IL-water 
region (2.5 mol%–30 mol%). However, a notable increase of the pH was observed for 
the systems of EaPn, EoaPn, BmimAc, ChoPn and DBNAc as a function of water 
content (pH change 6.0–7.7, 7.0–7.8, 7.2–8.8, 6.8–8.2 and 9.2–11.6, respectively). The 
basicity of these solutions may result from the carboxylic acids, which have been 
regarded as basic anions for ILs27, 97, 239. In aqueous solutions, they might be partially 
dissociated and associated with H2O in consideration of the dissociation equilibrium 
of water. These anions tended to couple with H3O
+, while the excess OH− leads to the 
basicity of the solution. In addition, the PILs (EaPn, EoaPn and DBNAc) and AILs 
(BmimAc and ChoPn) both were shown the similar increase of the pH, indicating the 




relatively lower ionicity and proton transfer compared with APILs, they did not 
perform differently. 
 
Figure 4-3. pH of the IL-water mixtures as a function of molar 
concentration of ILs (mol%). Dashed lines represent the defined 
limitations of salt solution of ILs, IL-water mixtures and hydrated ILs. 
Therefore, it is very likely that the pH of ILs is linked to the pKa of the anion of the 
conjugated acid of the ILs. For the pH of the mesylate based IL-water mixtures 
(ChoMs and EaMs with pKa −1.9 for methanesulfonic acid), a pH range between 4 
and 5 was observed. This acidity is likely because the strength of the conjugated acids 
of ILs is stronger than the conjugated bases. Regarding the ΔpKa of the two PILs (the 
difference between the pKa values of acid and base), their ionicity is a good indication 
of ion dissociation30, 104 and hence they may change the pH of aqueous PILs. However, 
although TeaMs and EaMs have the same ΔpKa (12.6) and their conjugated base 
triethylamine and ethylamine have the same pKa (10.7), TeaMs-water mixtures had a 
lower pH than EaMs-water mixtures. It is reported that PILs formed by simple primary 
amines possess highly ionized pairs, while tertiary amines tend to form ion clusters 
with a lower level of proton transfer104. In this case, as formed by the primary amine, 
EaMs-water mixtures contained more stable and neutral ion pairs than TeaMs-water 
mixtures. In other words, TeaMs might be more dissociated and form more negatively 
charged ion clusters in aqueous solution than EaMs. Therefore, the pH of TeaMs-water 
was more acidic.  










IL content in water (mol%)
 ChoMs      TeaMs     EaMs
 ChoPn       EoaPn      EaPn       
 ChoDHP   TeaDHP  
 DBNAc     BmimAc 
 BmimCl     AmimCl




The solutions of BmimCl and AmimCl maintained pH at around 5.5. It is obvious the 
anion Cl− dominated the pH of these solutions. Since these two ILs are aprotic, the pH 
was not comparable with others even the hydrochloric acid is the strong acid with a 
pKa −7. It is reported imidazolium ILs tend to have high basicity240. It could be imaged 
that the pH of the two ILs tended to be neutral. 
A pH range between 2.6 and 3.7 of dihydrogen phosphate based IL solutions (ChoDHP 
and TeaDHP) were obtained. The pH results from the nature of phosphoric acid. This 
acid has three dissociation constants, pKa1=2.12, pKa2=7.21, and pKa3=12.67, and the 
first one dominates the acidity of pH of the ILs in aqueous solutions. Moreover, the 
dihydrogen phosphate anion could be both protonated and deprotonated hence helps 
in maintaining the pH of this systems. However, this could be a drawback if use for 
enzymatic catalysis since this pH region is limited241. Thus, they are excluded in the 
following study. 
Therefore, it is emphasized that the pH of these IL solutions (including both PILs and 
AILs) are more related to the pKa of their conjugated acid.  
Importantly, to overcome the intrinsic pH of these IL-water mixtures, different ways 
were used to buffer the pH. However, mixing with the universal buffer, e.g., phosphate 
and Tris buffer (including 50 and 100 mM) failed to maintain both the pH and ion 
concentration. Interestingly, the conjugated base of ILs successfully buffered the pH. 
This method for buffering was used in the following work in this chapter (details 
shown in Section 3.1.4.1). 
4.2.2.3 Hydrogen bond basicity 
The polarity of ILs is a crucial parameter which influences the solvent-solute 
interactions. An important IL property, hydrogen bond basicity (β) of the ILs is one of 
the polarity parameters (Kamlet-Taft parameters117) and it is recognized to be related 
to hydrogen bond interaction between the IL and peptide chains119, 121-122. It is known 
the addition of water could decrease the β225. However, it is still unclear whether the 




concentration, 8.3 mol% was chosen since it is in the region of state (III) IL-water 
mixtures. 
In Table 4-2, it can be seen that the β value varied based on different combinations of 
cation and anion. It is observed that the intrinsic β of all the mesylate based ILs were 
lower than 0.8, while carboxylate (propionate and acetate) contained ILs has β around 
1. The β of BmimCl and AmimCl were 0.83 and 0.89, respectively. This indicates that 
the β value depends largely upon the anion as supported by previous studies117, 240, 242.  
Table 4-2. β of pure ILs and IL-water mixtures at 8.3 mol%. 
ILs Intrinsic β of pure ILs β of IL-water mixtures 
Buffer  0.12 0.12 
ChoMs 0.50a 0.18 
TeaMs 0.74 0.42 
EaMs 0.57a 0.29 
ChoPn 0.98222 0.57 
EoaPn 0.91243 0.36 
EaPn 1.02 0.40 
DBNAc 1.11 0.36 
BmimAc 1.09 0.55 
BmimCl117 0.89 0.47 
AmimCl 0.83 0.41 
a: denotes β of 80 wt% ILs with water were measured due to the high melting point of the ILs.  
Regarding β of IL-water mixtures (8.3 mol%), since water interacts with ILs by 
hydrogen bonds, β of IL-water mixtures considerably decreased. However, the 
decrease of β did not follow the trend of intrinsic β, probably owing to the different 
types of interaction of the ILs with water. For example, β of TeaMs decreased from 
0.74 to 0.42, while EaPn one decreased from 1.02 to 0.40 at the same IL concentration. 
Likewise, β of TeaMs, EaPn and AmimCl-water mixtures shared the similar value 
(around 0.42), while their intrinsic β is 0.74, 1.02 and 0.83, respectively. This indicates 
that the β of IL-water mixtures might not present the intrinsic β.  
It has been reported that the ILs with high β values tend to denature the enzymes9, 121. 
It could be assumed that the ILs with intrinsic β > 0.9 (ChoPn, EoaPn, EaPn, DBNAc, 
BmimAc, BmimCl and AmimCl) may inactivate the enzyme. DBNAc, BmimAc, 




very likely to damage the enzyme structure. The enzyme may remain active in the 
mesylate-based ILs owing to the low intrinsic β. 
Furthermore, to study this key hydrogen bond character influenced by water, β of the 
IL-water mixtures at various IL content were measured as in Figure 4-4. TeaMs and 
ChoMs sharing the same anion were studied, as they were assumed as enzyme-
compatible ILs with low β and they were reported to be used for enzymes25, 244. Since 
water significantly alter the polarity of ILs particularly in the dilute concentration 
(namely salt solution), the concentration investigated here ranged from 66.67 mol% 
(hydrated ILs) to 8.3 mol% (the IL-water mixture). 
 
Figure 4-4. β H-bond basicity as a function of IL content in water.  
It is shown that β of both IL-water mixtures increased as a function of IL content. The 
β of TeaMs-water mixtures rapidly increased from 8.3 mol% to 12.5 mol% of TeaMs, 
and steady increase till 50 mol%. In particular, it seems that water played a significant 
role in regard to hydrogen bonding capability of TeaMs-water mixture. This range fits 
the theory of transition from hydrated ILs to IL-water mixtures. The ions of the IL 
become dissociated as a function of water41. As for ChoMs, since it has high melting 
point and stayed as solid, the β of this region was not detectable.  
4.2.2.4 Water activity 
Since it is identified that water largely changed the hydrogen bond basicity, it would 
be important to consider the contribution of water molecules to the enzymatic catalysis 































in ILs. Water activity (aw) is a parameter related to the amount of free water in the 
solution and involved in the solvation of the solute245. To illustrate the variation of 
water activity in ILs, other two choline-based ILs were included as shown in  
Figure 4-5. These choline-based ILs have been shown to possess favourable 
biocompatibility and protein stabilization70, 222, 246. 
 
Figure 4-5. Water activity of ILs as a function of molar concentration.  
It is observed that the water activity ranged from 1 to almost 0 as a function of the 
molar concentration of ILs in the solution. However, owing to the hydrophilicity and 
nucleophilicity of the ILs, the trend was different. ChoPn possesses strong hydrogen 
bonding capabilities and is hydrophilic222, 247. At same water content, ChoPn tends to 
have the lowest aw, indicating it has more affinity with water, while TeaMs and ChoMs 
shared the similar aw. It could be assumed that the order of water activity follows the 
trend of the hydrophilicity, probably the water activity might be directly related to the 
hydrogen bond capabilities of ILs with water. 
Enzyme activity in organic media and ILs are sensitive to the amount of residual water. 
It is reported aw higher than ~0.8 could maintain the enzyme activity including 
mandelate racemase85, Candida rugosa lipase248 and Pseudomonas sp. lipase249. In 
corresponding to the IL concentration of the 4 ILs investigated, 8.3 mol% could assure 
the aw to 0.8. Thus, the concentration investigated in the following work was 8.3mol%. 
  

























4.2.3 Correlation of IL properties with the enzyme activity 
To explore the IL nature relative to the enzyme activity, the enzyme activity in IL-
water mixtures was compared. The candidates were ChoMs, TeaMs and EaMs. 
Another IL ChoPn included for comparison of the cation. However, the other ILs are 
likely to be incompatible based on the properties investigated in the last section. To be 
specific, β of carboxylate based ILs are too high and pH of dihydrogen phosphate 
based ILs cannot be easily buffered. The molar concentration of ILs at 8.3 mol% 
(molar ratio of water and ILs at 11:1) was investigated considering this is in the region 
of IL-water mixtures rather than salt solutions. The pH was maintained constant at 8 
by the buffering of the base, e.g., triethylamine and ethylamine. The ion concentration 
increased to around 8.7 mol% which was increased as low as 5% of the original value 
of IL content (see Section 3.1.4.1). Figure 4-6 highlights the parameters investigated. 
 
Figure 4-6. Schematic of the correlation of IL properties with the enzyme 
activity in this section. 
4.2.3.1 The impact of hydrogen bond basicity and specific ion effect on the enzyme 
Figure 4-7 shows the BLS activity in buffered IL-water mixtures, while the pH and 
molar concentration of the ILs remained the same. However, it is noted the substrate 
casein had poor solubility in some ILs including EaMs. Only three ILs, ChoMs, TeaMs 
and ChoPn were included. It is seen that the most enzyme activity remained in ChoMs 
and TeaMs with nearly 74% and 88%, respectively, while the BLS lost most of the 





Figure 4-7. BLS activity in buffered IL-water mixtures at 8.3 mol% (molar 
ratio 11:1) at pH 8. Casein as the substrate.  
Therefore, it could be assumed that the enzyme activity in IL-water mixtures depends 
on the IL nature. When relating the β to the enzyme activity (Table 4-2), it is observed 
that both ChoMs and TeaMs have an intrinsic β lower than 0.8, which have been shown 
to be compatible with the enzyme (and lipase as seen in supporting information). For 
ILs with large β values, ChoPn had negatively impacted on the enzyme activity. It 
should be noted that other ILs including DBNAc, BmimAc, BmimCl and AmimCl 
denatured the enzymes with no activity detected (data not shown). Hence it could be 
proposed that ILs with intrinsic β higher than 0.8 might induce the enzyme 
denaturation.  
As for β of buffered TeaMs-water mixtures shown in Table 4-2, it seemed to be not 
directly related to the enzyme activity. Hydrogen bond basicity β of TeaMs-water 
mixtures was 0.42 where was capable to maintain both enzyme activity, whereas 
AmimCl-water mixtures with similar β inactivated the enzymes. This is probably 
because the β of buffered IL-water mixtures might be not directly present the hydrogen 
bond capability. Therefore, the intrinsic β is a more reliable indicator for evaluating 
enzyme-compatibility.  
  

























It should be noted that the most IL properties (including polarity, β, viscosity, and 
nucleophilicity) interact each other and influence the enzyme76, 154. Thus, it is assumed 
that the physiochemical properties of ILs contribute together to the effect, and it could 
be called specific ion effect, as reported previously56. In this regard, mesylate is 
possibly a preferred anion for the enzyme, which is in agreement with previous studies 
on the specific ion effect25. Meanwhile, the cation triethylammonium (Tea) might be 
a chaotropic cation since the favourable effect of triethylamine on enzymes has been 
reported previously250-251. Conversely, most studies on ion specificity are in highly 
aqueous solutions. The ion effect might be different as a function of water and more 
complicated factors (such as solvent-solute interactions of hydrogen bonding and 
electrostatic interaction) could be considered56, 252.  
Although ions in this work are not typical ions of Hofmeister series, a trend was still 
observed. In the presence of the ILs containing the same cations (choline and 
ethylammonium), the specific ion effect reads mesylate > propionate, while for the ILs 
with the same anions (mesylate and propionate), it reads triethylammonium > choline. 
4.2.3.2 Impact of ion concentration and water activity on the enzyme 
Since aqueous TeaMs and ChoMs have both been shown positive effects on the 
enzyme25, 153, 244, the activity of BLS in these IL-water mixtures was evaluated as a 
function of IL content at pH 8. The pH of TeaMs and ChoMs was again buffered by 
trimethylamine and sodium hydroxide, respectively. The molar concentration of the 
ILs (i.e., IL ion concentration) ranged 8.3 mol% to 25 mol% which is equivalent to of 
molar ratio of water to IL 11:1 to 3:1. Several studies have indicated the aw in IL-water 
mixtures influenced the enzyme activity84, 253, therefore, enzyme activity was 
correlated with aw as a function of ion concentration.  
Figure 4-8 shows the BLS activity was maintained at the high level (more than 50% 
relative activity) from 8.3 mol% to 16.7 mol% in both TeaMs and ChoMs-water 
mixtures. It is likely that the enzyme mildly adapted at these high concentrations of 
ILs, whereas the enzyme activity was inhibited in ChoMs solutions. Interestingly, it is 
noted that most of the enzyme activity was lost at 25 mol% where the molar ratio of 




by the dashed line in Figure 4-8) is possibly a threshold of water for assured enzyme 
activity, which is consistent with the previous report70. In correlation with the enzyme 
activity and aw, it is obvious that the required aw was 0.57 for assured enzyme activity 
in TeaMs-water mixtures (Figure 4-8a), and the required aw in ChoMs-water mixtures 
was 0.56 (Figure 4-8b). Thus, the aw at approximately 0.6 is assumed as the threshold 
of water for the enzyme activity.  
 
Figure 4-8. Correlation BLS activity and aw as a function of IL-water 
mixtures in (a) TeaMs and (b) ChoMs-water mixtures at pH 8. The relative 
activity (%) refers to the percentage of the enzyme activity in the IL-water 
mixtures relative to buffer.  
  


























































































It is well-known that the enzyme activity is normally associated with the structural 
change of enzymes which can relatively reflect the change of enzyme active sites. 
Understanding of the possible structural changes caused by ILs may shed light on the 
impact of ILs on enzyme performances. Fluorescence spectroscopy is used to 
investigate the conformational changes of proteins, such as their unfolding and 
denaturation25, 254, through monitoring the changes in the environment of the 
tryptophan (Trp) residues. BLS contains three Trp residues: Trp 6, Trp111 and Trp235 
which can undergo change.  
Figure 4-9 shows the fluorescence spectra of BLS in both buffered TeaMs and ChoMs-
water mixtures as a function of IL concentration. As compared to the native form, the 
incubation of high concentration buffered TeaMs-IL mixture at 8.3 mol% resulted in 
a considerable reduction (100%-63%) in Imax, and the negligible shift in Imax. This 
suggests that although the Trp residues were not much exposed, a more loosely packed 
conformation of the protein might be present. As for the buffered TeaMs-water 
mixture at 25 mol%, a dramatic decrease was observed. Thus, such high concentration 
of TeaMs (25 mol% where molar ratio 3 : 1) is detrimental to the protein structure. No 
red-shift in Imax and an 83% reduction in Imax was observed. It assumes that this high 
concentration of IL leads to the exposure of the Trp residues to the IL thus results in 
the total change of the microenvironment of the enzyme. Generally, the IL-induced 
variation in the BLS structure was basically supported by the data of enzyme activity. 





Figure 4-9. Fluorescence spectra of BLS in phosphate buffer and in (a) 
TeaMs and (b) ChoMs-water mixtures at various concentrations (pH 8). 
The data are normalized in regard to the maximal fluorescence intensity 
obtained in the buffer solution. The 8.3, 16.7 and 25 mol% represented as 
molar ratio of water to IL 11, 5 and 3, respectively. 
However, in regard to the BLS in buffered ChoMs-water mixtures (Figure 4-9b), the 
exposure of ILs on the enzyme all caused significant reduction of Imax (more than 
80%) as shown in Figure 4-9b. This deteriorated trend was the opposite of what was 
obtained with enzyme activity in ChoMs in Figure 4-9b. It is important to note that 
different enzymes have different behaviours on fluorescence spectrophotometer. This 
may be because the position of Trp could not well present the conformation of active 
site. Thus, the BLS presented a relatively different spectrum correlated with its activity 
in ChoMs. In other words, ChoMs induced a relatively low fluorescence while yielding 
high activity. L. Iborra et al.140 have proposed that the folded state does not always 
induce enzyme activation since the conformation of active sites might not be directly 
reflected by the structural change. This result seems to be in agreement with it.   
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4.2.3.3 Impact of pH on the enzyme  
The previous study was performed in buffered IL-water mixtures. The pH of the IL-
water mixtures was buffered by the precursor base such as trimethylamine. However, 
choline hydroxide is normally in dilute aqueous solution (48 wt%) and it could 
significantly increase the ion concentration after buffering. Hence 2 mol/L NaOH was 
used for buffering. It should be noted that the change of molar concentration of ILs 
after buffering was calculated as low as 5% of its original value, indicating the 
buffering was achieved without altering the ion concentration. TeaMs will be a model 
for the study of pH effect since it presents the highest enzyme activity shown above. 
To demonstrate the importance of buffering the pH of IL-water mixtures, the enzyme 
activity of buffered and unbuffered TeaMs-water mixtures were compared.  
In Table 4-3, it shows that the BLS was totally denatured with no activity detected in 
the unbuffered TeaMs-water mixture, demonstrating that pH is a crucial factor  
in this system. 
Table 4-3. BLS activity in buffered and unbuffered TeaMs-water mixtures 
at 8.3 mol%. 
TeaMs-water mixture Relative activity of BLS (%) 
Buffered 88.5 ± 8.6 
Unbuffered 0 
Buffer 100.0 
Moreover, this result was further demonstrated by the conformational change of the 
BLS. The spectra for buffered and unbuffered TeaMs-water mixtures at 11:1 are 
shown in Figure 4-10. The figure includes the spectra for BLS in phosphate buffer 





Figure 4-10. Fluorescence spectra of BLS in buffer, buffered and 
unbuffered TeaMs-water mixture at 8.3 mol%. The data was normalized 
in regard to the maximal fluorescence intensity obtained in the buffer 
solution. 
As compared to the native form, the fully denatured enzyme (caused by high 
temperature) exhibited a significant drop in the maximum fluorescence intensity 
(Imax) from 100% to 61% and a notable red-shift from 339 nm to 354. This indicates 
that the Trp residues may be highly exposed and a more loosely packed conformation 
of the protein might be present.  
In buffered TeaMs solution, a decrease of Imax (62.9%) was observed for the BLS. It 
seems the Trp residues not be exposed, while a loosely packed conformation revealed. 
Regarding the spectrum of the enzyme in unbuffered TeaMs at the same concentration, 
a reduction in the intensity to 31.9% and a remarkable blue-shift in the Imax from 339 
nm to 333 nm were observed. This remarkable change in the spectrum suggests the 
enzyme denaturation. Importantly, it implies the unbuffered TeaMs-water mixture 
caused relatively severe enzyme structural change. Therefore, it can be seen that the 
IL induced variation to the enzyme structure was in agreement with the activity data.  
Furthermore, the impact of pH on the enzyme structure was evaluated by Circular 
Dichroism spectroscopy (CD) shown in Figure 4-11. As seen, the unbuffered TeaMs 
were shown the totally different trend compared with native and buffered BLS, 
indicating the severe conformation change, while the native and buffered BLS 































exhibited similar curves. For a detailed comparison, Table 4-4 displays the secondary 
structure (the ratio of alpha-helical, beta-sheet and random coil) determined by 
deconvoluting CD data. In terms of the effect of IL concentration (at same pH), it 
demonstrates that the ratio of beta-sheet decreased from 18.3% to 14.2%, while 
random coil increased from 46% to 49%, reflecting a slight structural change. 
However, as for the effect of pH when comparing BLS in buffered and unbuffered IL 
solutions, it is seen that considerable decrease of alpha-helical (37.4%–13.2%) and the 
increase of beta-sheet 14.2%–36.3%. These results further manifest the importance of 
pH on enzyme structure. Therefore, in regard to the influence of pH of TeaMs-water 
mixtures on the BLS, it could be assumed that the acidic pH of unbuffered TeaMs-
water mixture might induce the conformational change of the enzyme leading to the 
loss of its activity. 
 
Figure 4-11. CD spectra of BLS in buffer, buffered and unbuffered 
TeaMs-water mixture at 8.3 mol%.  
Table 4-4. Secondary structure determined by deconvoluting CD data 
using SELCON3 in CDpro. 
 Alpha-helical (%) Beta-sheet (%) Random coil (%) 
Native 36.8 18.3 46.0 
Buffered 37.4 14.2 49.0 
Unbuffered 13.2 36.3 47.6 
  




























4.2.4 Impact of IL properties on enzyme performances 
As highlighted in Section 4.2.4, the assured aw (more than ~0.6) was essential for 
maintaining enzyme activity in the IL-water mixtures (~16.7 mol%). The IL content 
could be presented as the molar ratio of water to IL, i.e., 16.7 mol% = molar ratio 5:1. 
In regard to this concept, it is found that the necessary hydration number of ILs for 
enzyme activity seems to be around 5, i.e., five number of water molecules per ion pair 
of ILs. This quantity of water molecules is in agreement with previous studies on a 
number of enzymes in hydrated ILs69-70, 107, 255. From the viewpoint of enzyme 
performance, this required hydration number for the enzyme might contribute to the 
formation of the hydration shell on enzyme surface as illustrated in Figure 4-12, which 
is significant for stabilizing enzymes in organic solvents and ILs as previously 
reported136, 256. Therefore, at high concentration of IL, i.e., molar ratio 3:1, it is likely 
that the TeaMs destroys the hydration shell and interacts directly with the enzyme, 
which might lead to the structural change of the enzyme.  
 
Figure 4-12. Illustrated hydration shell of the enzyme BLS at required aw 
of approximately 0.6 in buffered TeaMs-water mixture. The blue circle 
represents the hydration shell. 
In addition, the structural change of the enzyme is normally the main factor when 
considering enzyme activity. It is acknowledged that the severe structural change 
mostly causes the change of the active site of the enzymes, which dominate the enzyme 
activity. In high concentration of ILs, the conformational change is revealed as 




IL-water mixtures according to the fluorescence study (Figure 4-10). As emphasized 
in Section 4.2.3.1, the hydrogen bond basicity of the ILs is one of the key properties. 
The hydrogen bonding of between IL and the peptide chain of the enzyme could cause 
the enzyme structural change. It is assumed that the polar amino acids of enzymes are 
usually sensitive to the solvent, as they tend to participate in hydrogen bonds as proton 
donors or acceptors, thus leading to the conformational change9, 257-258. Furthermore, 
unfavourable pH of unbuffered IL-water mixtures may lead to enzyme conformational 
change. It is proposed that the Trp residuals may be exposed in the solvent with the 
observed red shift in the fluorescence spectra. The electrostatic interaction is likely to 
be one of the most important reasons. 
 
Figure 4-13. Illustrated conformation change BLS caused by the pH of 
TeaMs-water mixtures. The structure of BLS was created by PyMol v0.98 
(PDB code 1SVN for BLS).  
Considering the pH effect, the charge distribution of the enzyme surface (charged 
amino acids) caused by electrostatic interactions of the IL, might be a significant 
mechanism of the enzyme activity loss as shown in Figure 4-14. The charged amino 
acids including Arginine, Lysine, Aspartic acid and Glutamic acid usually involve in 
salt bridges which are sensitive to the IL solutions. In this case, some strategies to 





Figure 4-14. Illustrated surface charge of BLS caused by the pH of 
TeaMs-water mixtures. The structure of BLS was created by PyMol v0.98 
(PDB code 1SVN for BLS). The surface charge of BLS at pH 8 and pH 2 
was obtained from PDB2PQR Server and visualized by PyMOL using the 
APBS tool, while negatively charged regions are in red, and positively 
charged regions are in blue. 
However, it should be mentioned that the enzyme activity is normally dominated by 
the active site of the enzyme, which could be presented by the structural change of the 
enzyme. The structural change could be influenced by various factors, e.g., destroying 
the hydration shell of enzyme, hydrogen bond interaction with ILs caused by hydrogen 






Firstly, the optimum conditions of the casein hydrolysis of the BLS in buffer were at 
50 °C and pH 8. In order to choose a favourable IL for the enzyme BLS, the properties 
of several ammonium-based ILs and/or IL-water mixtures were evaluated. The 
properties include hydrophobicity, pH, hydrogen bond basicity β and water activity 
aw. Results showed the ILs were hydrophilic and the pKa of anion dominated the pH 
of IL-water mixtures. In addition, the pH can be buffered to pH 8. The intrinsic β of 
ILs depends on the anions, while β of mesylate-based IL was lower than 0.8 which 
may be favourable for the enzyme. Through the study of water activity, 8.3 mol% ILs 
could provide sufficient water for the enzyme and were used in the following work. 
Next, the enzyme activity in buffered IL-water mixture was evaluated. The intrinsic β 
of ILs is found to be more important than the β of IL-water mixtures. ILs with intrinsic 
β higher than 0.8 were shown to denature the enzyme. Based on the specific ion effect, 
mesylate was a preferred anion and TeaMs and ChoMs at 8.3 mol% remained most of 
the enzyme activity (~80 % relative activity). In addition, the ion concentration of the 
TeaMs and ChoMs was correlated with aw. 16.67 mol% where the aw = ~0.6, is likely 
to be the threshold of water for assured enzyme activity. Fluorescence spectroscopy 
further demonstrated that the enzyme structure significantly changed at high 
concentration of ILs. Importantly, pH of IL-water mixtures was shown to be a key 
parameter for maintaining enzyme activity. No enzyme activity was detected in the 
unbuffered TeaMs-water mixtures at 8.3 mol%, while the buffered TeaMs-water 
mixture retained most of the enzyme activity. Fluorescence spectra and CD spectra 
further proved the effect of pH was related to the structural change of BLS. 
Therefore, the mechanisms of the IL effect on the enzyme were proposed as: (1) the 
necessity of water in IL solutions is likely to be important for the formation of the 
hydration shell of the enzyme. Five number of water molecules per ion pair of TeaMs 
or ChoMs where aw = ~0.6 was essential. (2) The conformation of the enzyme tended 
to be severely changed particularly at IL high concentration and low pH of IL-water 
mixtures. The concentration and pH are important for the IL system. (3) The surface 





 Exploring Self-Buffering IL-Water 
Mixtures for the Enzyme  
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, a range of IL properties, including hydrogen bond basicity, 
specific ion effect, ion concentration, water activity and pH were correlated with 
enzyme performances. The buffered TeaMs-water mixture was developed with good 
ability to maintain the enzyme activity. The pH of TeaMs solution was buffered by the 
addition of a small amount of base trimethylamine without altering ion concentration. 
However, such solution may suffer from the pH change during enzymatic reactions260-
261. This system may be similar to non-stoichiometric IL-water mixtures with volatile 
components and unknown buffering region.  
Most studies on enzymatic catalysis in aqueous solutions are buffered with a small 
amount of self-buffering capability. For ILs, they were mostly mixed with regular 
buffers (lower than 3 mol% ILs)74, 75, whereas the ILs tend to be the state (IV) salt 
solution and the ions are dissociated at such low concentration. Conversely, as for neat 
or hydrated IL buffers, such as self-buffering ILs95, 110 and IL-buffer biphasic 
systems262-265, they only lie at a limited pH region and the selection of ions is 
confined113. In this case, little research has been conducted on developing stable, 
biocompatible and controllable self-buffering IL-water mixtures. The outcomes of this 
chapter have been published and provide details in this regard. 
The aim of this chapter is to develop self-buffering IL-water mixtures. Several ILs (ILs) 
were selected as candidates and the rule of buffering was proposed. As mentioned in 
the literature review, a few properties of protic IL (PILs) which are important for pH 
of IL-water mixtures are investigated. The PIL properties include proton transfer, the 
pKa values of the conjugated acid or base, ionicity (related to ΔpKa)27, 101, 104, 125, 266. 
Several AILs were also included for comparison. 
Specifically, the development of self-buffering IL-water mixtures was carried out in 




the proton transfer and pH of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 mol%) were evaluated. This 
explains the disadvantage of buffered TeaMs-water mixtures. Based on the discussion 
of ion dissociation, pKa and ionicity, a strategy by titrating buffering agents to 
overcome the intrinsic pH limitations of most PIL-water mixtures (2–20 mol%) was 
proposed. The rule of achieving self-buffering IL-water mixtures was subsequently 
applied in several ILs including AILs. Lastly, the enzyme activity was assessed in the 
self-buffering IL-water mixtures. 
 





5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Effect of Stoichiometry on proton transfer and pH 
The buffered IL solutions were developed in Chapter 4 and TeaMs was found to be 
favourable on BLS. As the ratio of acid to base (represented as stoichiometry) changed 
during buffering, this section initially investigated the effect of stoichiometry on the 
proton transfer and pH of this system. Firstly, whether the stoichiometries of base to 
acid affect the proton transfer (or proton activity) of TeaMs and pH of TeaMs-water 
mixtures was evaluated. It should be noted that the stoichiometry of base to acid also 
refers to the stoichiometry of cation to anion, and they have the same meaning in the 
following work. The proton activity is represented by N−H chemical shift from NMR 
since the shift of this exchangeable proton present how strongly the proton is 
associated with the base267. 
Figure 5-2a shows the proton activity of TeaMs and pH of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 
mol%) as a function of the stoichiometry of base to acid (nbase : nacid= x : 1). It is seen 
that the proton activity of non-stoichiometric TeaMs shifted downfield in a narrow 
range from 9.20 ppm to 9.12 ppm along with stoichiometry x from 0.955 to 1.064. The 
change in the N−H shift to slightly higher fields in acid-rich environment and to the 
slightly lower field in base-rich environments suggests that the absolute proton transfer 
is being influenced. It is expected that N−H peak is sensitive to the acidic/basic 
environment. The absolute shift observed is small (less than 1 ppm). When the larger 
amount of excess base or acid was used, the larger shift was observed in this peak124. 
Some similar observations on N−H shift have been reported for PIL mixtures268-269. 
Thus, in this study, it can be deduced that the influence of stoichiometry of the PIL on 
the proton transfer of TeaMs seems to be negligible.  
Interestingly, the pH of TeaMs-water mixtures at 8.3 mol% gradually increased 
initially (stoichiometry x=0.955–1.030), but in the range of stoichiometry x 1.030–
1.064, the pH significantly changed from 3.3 to 9.1. Generally, this two different trends 
of proton activity of non-stoichiometric TeaMs and the pH of TeaMs-water mixtures 
indicate that these two values are not directly related, considering that the addition of 




water mixtures, the anion dominates the intrinsic pH since the relative strength of 
methane sulfonic acid (pKa = −1.9) is much stronger than that of trimethylamine (pKa 
= 10.7). The excess hydronium ions resulted from the equilibrium of all ions including 
hydronium, hydroxide, dissociated cation and anion in the mixtures261. Nonetheless, 
when x reached 1.030, the pH increase indicates that the excess hydronium was 
buffered by the base triethylamine and the pH became influenced by the base.  
 
Figure 5-2. (a) Proton activity of TeaMs and pH of TeaMs-water mixtures 
(at 8.3 mol%) as a function of stoichiometry of base to acid (nbase : nacid = 
x : 1). (b) pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures (at 8.3 
mol%) with addition of triethylamine. The red circles represent the 
stoichiometry x = 1.000, 1.016, 1.030 and 1.051, respectively. 
To further understand the process of the pH increase by the excess base, Figure 5-2b 
shows a representative pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 
mol%) with the addition of neat triethylamine. It can be seen that pH of TeaMs-water 




























































1.030. Further additions resulted in a substantial pH increase, while additions beyond 
x = 1.051 led to phase separation. This is probably owing to the hydrophobicity of 
triethylamine and it is in agreement with the previous study on triethylammonium 
acetate, which shows that this tertiary amine might be not easily protonated271-272. Due 
to this limitation, no plateau was observed for additions up to x=1.051, and it could be 
assumed that precursor amine might be only an additive for TeaMs-water mixtures. It 
should be noted that the buffered TeaMs-water mixture at pH 8 used in Chapter 4 was 
in the region of x 1.030–1.051.  
In general, a small amount of excess base or acid (e.g., 3 mol% excess base) greatly 
impacted pH of aqueous PILs. These results explain the limitation of buffered TeaMs-
water mixture developed in Chapter 4. Although it could be used as a catalytic media 
for enzymes at certain pH, it is unlikely that this system could bear the pH change 
which occurs during the enzymatic catalysis261. This ultimately limits the performance 
of the proteins or enzymes. Furthermore, this approach of using the corresponding base 
of the PIL creates a volatile component of the solution273. 
The effect of various stoichiometries on pH as a function of molar concentration was 
explored in Figure 5-3. It is obvious that pH of stoichiometric TeaMs-water mixtures 
maintained relatively consistent as a function of the molar concentration of TeaMs. 
This suggests that the dissociation of the cation and anion maintained relatively stable 
as a function of water content. The relative strength of precursor acid and base 
primarily dominates pH of IL-water mixtures, while the stoichiometry impacts the 
equilibrium of the dissociation of ions, including ion pairs, dissociated ions, ion pair 
aggregates, and even neutral species. Consequently, the excess neutral species 





Figure 5-3. The effect of stoichiometries of TeaMs on pH as a function of 
molar concentration. 
In addition, it is noted that the stoichiometry of TeaMs affected the melting points of 
the IL (Figure 5-4). The melting points increased from 17.07 to 25.78 as a function of 
stoichiometry (x = 0.950–1.051). This result is an indication of a decrease in the 
melting point of equimolar TeaMs with added acid, which is in agreement with 
previous studies on other ILs114, 124.  
 
Figure 5-4. The effect of stoichiometries of TeaMs on melting point.  
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5.2.2 Titrating TeaMs-water mixtures with buffering agents 
Considering the rapid pH shift of the non-stoichiometric TeaMs-water solution, it was 
necessary to develop a method to obtain self-buffering IL-water mixtures. Thus, by 
using buffering agents, a strategy to buffer PIL-water mixtures was investigated. 
5.2.2.1 pH titration of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 mol%) by Tris 
Considering the desired pH value is 8 in this work, the buffering agent firstly selected 
is the well-known “Tris” ((HOCH2)3CNH2). pKa of Tris is 8.1 and Tris buffer ranges 
from pH 7 to 9. The protonated form of Tris possesses the buffering capability, which 
is traditionally accomplished by addition of HCl. By the addition, pH of the solution 
decreases to the desired value and the resulting solution is widely used as buffer. 
Figure 5-5 shows a representative pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures 
(at 8.3 mol%) with the addition of Tris. In general, the added Tris increased the pH 
until a new equilibrium was established, and the curve displayed three domains. 
TeaMs-water possessed a short plateau and the first plateau corresponds to the excess 
hydronium ions resulted from the relatively strong acidity of the conjugated acid of 
the anion. Increasing the amount of Tris, the equivalence point is observed showing a 
clear pH jump. Further increasing Tris concentration resulted in a new buffering 
plateau corresponding to the Tris buffer. It could be inferred that addition of excess 
Tris might reach a second equivalence point. However, the ion concentration (referring 
to the molar concentration of the PIL) will be totally changed and is not the focus of 
this study. Indeed, this buffering approach only decreased the ion concentration of 
TeaMs in water by less than 10 % of its original value (from 8.33 mol% to 8.21 mol% 
at pH 8). This enables PIL properties to be maintained in line with IL-water mixtures 





Figure 5-5. pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 
mol%) with addition of Tris (2 mol/L). 
5.2.2.2 pH titration of TeaMs-water mixtures as a function of concentration and pH  
In order to investigate if this method can be used for other ion concentrations of TeaMs 
and pH, Figure 5-6a shows pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures by 
Tris at different ion concentration ranging from 1–25 mol%. It can be seen that the 
buffering regions were all maintained at around pH 8, and dilution effects of ion 
concentration upon Tris addition were negligible (less than 10 % of the original 
values). It is observed that the amount of buffering agents (representing as the 
equivalence points of the titration) increased as a function of PIL ion concentration.  
In addition, by using the concentrated phosphate mixtures (2 mol/L), the self-buffering 
TeaMs-water mixtures at different pH can be obtained (Figure 5-6b). Because of the 
three pKa values of phosphoric acid, different ratios of phosphate mixtures were used 
to tune the pH. Generally, from all four curves, it is seen that the first equivalence point 
was reached by a small pH increase to about 3 (pKa1 of phosphoric acid = 2.12). 
Addition of excess titrant, the disodium hydrogen phosphate, or the pKa2 = 7.21, gave 
rise to a second pH jump, leading to a buffer plateau at different pH, i.e., around pH 
7.3, 6.9, 6.6 and 6.2, respectively. The pH is consistent with the trend of pH of the 
original aqueous phosphate mixtures, i.e., pH 8, 7.2, 6.8 and 6.4, respectively. In 
addition, it can be seen that more basic solutions, e. g., Na2HPO4, increased the pH 




other words, more buffering agents (or higher equivalence points) were required if the 
pH of PIL-water mixtures was closer to the pH of the buffering agent. 
 
Figure 5-6. pH-metric titration profile of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 
mol%): (a) by Tris as a function of molar concentration of TeaMs and (b) 
by aqueous phosphate mixtures (2 mol/L, the ratio denotes the mass ratio 
of sodium dihydrogen phosphate and disodium hydrogen phosphate) for 
achieving different pH regions. 
  





































































5.2.3 Rules of Buffering 
Several key IL properties related to the buffering capability and the rule of buffering 
other PILs were investigated.  
5.2.3.1 pH titration of PIL-water mixtures with different ionicity  
It has been shown that the buffering agents used for buffering TeaMs solutions depend 
on the intrinsic pH, which was influenced by the anion and dissociated ions of PILs. It 
is very likely that the ionicity impacts the equivalence point of the titration. Therefore, 
another two PILs with reported ionicity, butylammonium acetate (BtaAc) and 
heptylammonium acetate(HptaAc)104 were included for pH titration. Compared with 
BtaAc and HptaAc, TeaMs has the best ionicity with the ΔpKa 10.6 much higher than 
the other two (both around 5.6). The ionicity of BtaAc is a little higher than HptaAc 
according to Walden plot, which consists of the log (equivalent conductivity) plotted 
against the fluidity127. It should be noted that the intrinsic pH of TeaMs is different as 
pH of BtaAc and HptaAc. Thus, the latter two PILs would be better candidates for 
comparing the pH titration. 
Figure 5-7 shows the titration curves for the three PILs with the corresponding 
equivalence points. It is obvious that the equivalence points increased as a function of 
the molar concentration of the three PILs. The titration curves of TeaMs present a very 
clear trend of the pH change, and at the same ion concentration, TeaMs had the lowest 
equivalence points than the other two ILs. However, intrinsic pH of BtaAc and HptaAc 
was too close to pH 8 and only 3 or 4 concentrations (10, 8.3 and 1 mol%) for the 
titration were showed. The equivalence points of BtaAc (2.6, 16.0 and 20.0 μL, 
respectively) were slightly lower than those of HptaAc (5.5, 22.9 and 28.0 μL, 
respectively) at the three concentrations. Therefore, this may be due to the poorer 





Figure 5-7. pH-metric titration profile of PIL-water mixtures as a function 
of molar concentration: (a) TeaMs, (b) BtaAc and (c) HptaAc. The 
coloured lines indicate the corresponding equivalence points. 
Furthermore, it is interesting that a good correlation between equivalence point of the 
pH-titration curves and molar concentration was observed in all three PIL-water 
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mixtures (Figure 5-8). It is seen that the relation of equivalence point and molar 
concentration tended to be linear. Basically, the equivalence point could represent the 
degree of dissociated ions of PILs since these ions were titrated quantitatively by Tris. 
Therefore, by comparing the three different PILs, the relation between ionicity and ion 
dissociation as a function of ion concentration could be inferred. This plot emphasizes 
that (1) as for one PIL, the water dissociates the PIL linearly as a function of water 
content, and (2) at same ion concentration, PILs with poorer ionicity dissociate more 
in water (being hydrated). According to this curve, it is assumed that, if the ion 
concentration extended to 100 mol%, a self-buffering neat ILs might be achieved. This 
pH titration could be an excellent way to get insights into ionicity of PILs. 
 
Figure 5-8. Correlation between PIL ion concentration and equivalent 
point; equivalent points were obtained from of pH-metric titration profiles 
of PIL-water mixtures by Tris (2 mol/L) at different PIL molar 
concentrations (1 mol% to 16.7 mol%) (Figure 5-7).  
5.2.3.2 pH titration of PIL-water mixtures at 8.3 mol% 
The rule of buffering other PILs was explored. Figure 5-9 shows the additional 
titrations on different PILs at 8.3 mol%. Ethylammonium nitrate (EaN) has been 
reported as a good PIL with strong proton transfer, while ethylammonium mesylate 
(EaMs) with a high ΔpKa shows a good ionicity125. Another PIL n-propylammonium 
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formate (PrpaFor) with poor ionicity reported before274 was included. Generally, 
carboxylate base PILs have poor ionicity owing to the high pKa of carboxylic acids 
(weak acids). From the titration profile, the equivalence points of these ILs were 
acquired. EaN displayed the lowest equivalence point (1.1 μL). EaMs and TeaMs 
sharing the same anion showed the similar equivalence point, which is around 7 μL. 
Similarly, BtaAc and HptaAc presented the equivalence point at around 20 μL. 
Whereas the equivalence point of PrpaFor was the highest and reached 91.5 μL. 
Therefore, the order of the equivalence point of the PILs reads EaN > EaMs > TeaMs 
> BtaAc > HptaAc > PrpaFor. According to the order of the ionicity of the PILs, it 
suggests that the equivalence points were consistent with the ionicity of PILs.  
 
Figure 5-9. pH-metric titration profile of PIL-water mixtures: (a) EaN, 
EaMs and TeaMs and (b) BtaAc, HptaAc and PrpaFor. The coloured lines 
indicate the corresponding equivalence points. 
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5.2.3.3 pH titration of AIL-water mixtures at 8.3 mol% 
However, it is known that the ionicity of PILs is different to aprotic ILs (AILs). It is 
likely that the equivalence point of these two types of ILs varies. Whereas the ΔpKa 
rule is not applicable for AILs and AILs have no direct proton transfer. It could be 
imagined the rule of buffering AILs is much more complicated than PILs. To simplify 
the study of AILs, this work incorporated three AILs with same cation, i.e., choline, 
for comparison. 
 
Figure 5-10. pH-metric titration profile of PIL-water mixtures at 8.3 mol% 
(ChoMs, ChoFor and ChoAc). The coloured lines indicate the 
corresponding equivalence points. 
Since ChoMs was shown to be a positive AIL for the BLS in the last chapter, another 
two AILs including ChoFor and ChoAc were incorporated in comparison to ChoMs. 
It should be noted that the pKa of their conjugated anions read mesylate ˂ formate ˂ 
acetate. Figure 5-10 presents the pH-metric titration profile of the three AIL-water 
mixtures. The equivalence point of ChoMs seemed to be much lower than the other 
two, while ChoAc with highest pKa of conjugated acid exhibited the highest 
equivalence point. It is noted the ChoAc solution was very alkaline (pH > 7.6) which 
might render the solution more difficult to be buffered. Thus, the trend of equivalence 
points appeared to follow the order of the pKa of their conjugated acids. This suggests 
the pKa of the conjugated anion may dominate the ion dissociation of AILs holding 
the same cation. However, since the basicity of choline hydroxide (pKa = 13.9) is 
















strong, it results in the alkalinity of IL-water mixtures at high concentration. This 
might influence the buffering process and only 8.3 mol% was evaluated.  
5.2.3.4 Equivalence points of pH titrations of ILs  
Based on Figures 5-7, 5-9 and 5-10, the equivalence points of those PILs and AILs at 
8.3 mol% were summarized in Figure 5-11. Generally, the equivalence points tended 
to correspond to the trend of ionicity for both the PILs and AILs. 
In regard to PILs, it is seen that EaN required a very small amount of buffering agent 
(1.1 μL), on the contrary, maximum Tris (91.5 μL) achieved the self-buffering 
PrpaFor-water mixture at pH 8 (Figure 5-7). The trend of equivalence point followed 
the order of ionicity of the PILs. In principle, the low ionicity means the less ion 
species and more aggregates and neutral species (precursor acid/base), resulting in the 
more buffering agents used to change the pH. Since carboxylate-based PILs have low 
ionicity, it could be assumed that the weak carboxylic acid may be formed as a 
molecular state in the solution, while the simple amine normally has similar pKa 
(around 10) with a high dissociation. As a result, there is an equilibrium of the 
carboxylate ion and carboxylic acid. For example, with the addition of Tris in the 





− + CH3COOH + OH
−. However, the 
equilibrium of ions in water depends on the relative strength of precursor acid and 
base. In the case of EaN, the equilibrium in water might lead to more H3O
+ than NO3
− 





Figure 5-11. The equivalence point of pH titration profiles as a function 
of IL-water mixtures (8.3 mol%). Equivalence points were acquired from 
pH-metric titration profiles (Figures 5-7, 5-9 and 5-10). 
In terms of the choline-based AILs, it suggests that the trend of equivalence points 
follow the order of the pKa of the conjugated acids, which is mesylate ˂ formate ˂ 
acetate. However, in comparison with PILs, it can be seen the equivalence points of 
AILs were lower than the PILs with same anions except for ChoAc. As reported, the 
hydrogen bond between cation and anion of AILs differs from PILs, and the ionicity 
of AILs is in a higher level276. Thus, it seems the high ionicity of these AILs leads to 
the low equivalence points. However, ChoAc is more basic (pH around 7.6) and 





















































The change of pH during buffering IL-water mixtures can be illustrated in Figure 5-12 
and described as follows: 
1) Ionicity: PILs favour the formation of cations and anions owing to the proton 
transfer. The high ionicity of PILs (more ion species) leads to the complete 
proton transfer and strong hydrogen bonding network276-279. Depending on the 
ionicity, there might exist ion pairs, dissociated ions, ion pair aggregates, and 
even neutral species. It is likely that these certain amounts of species impact 
the acid-base property of neat PILs, as reported before101.  
2) Dissociation: Along with the addition of water, changing from a hydrated state 
to IL-water mixture, PILs tend to be linearly dissociated into separated cation 
and anion, ion pair, aggregate or precursor acid/base 72, 280. The ratio of these 
components depends on the ionicity of PILs and the equilibrium of all 
components leads to a pH value of PILs -water mixtures. In particular, pH is 
dominated by the difference of the strength of the conjugated base and acid. 
Since the pKa of the base (the simple amine) is normally similar, it could be 
assumed the pKa of anions dominates pH of the PIL-water mixtures, e.g., a 
weak acid forms a basic solution and vice versa.  
3) Self-buffering: In order to attain self-buffering PIL-water mixtures and 
maintain the PIL ion concentration, the addition of buffering agent could shift 
the equilibrium of the components even for PILs with relatively high ionicity. 
Specifically, the small amount of buffering agent competed with the associated 
ions and neutral species. Depending on the type of buffering agent, the 
buffering agent could be charged with the dissociated cation or anion to tune 
the pH. It is hypothesized that the ionicity predominates the buffering agents 
used for PIL-water mixtures, in other words, PILs with poorer ionicity requires 
more buffering agents. As it stands, this is a good strategy for achieving self-





Figure 5-12. Schematic illustration of the dissociation of ions and self-
buffering in PIL-water mixtures. n > 3 refers to the molar ratio of water 
and PIL above 3 where the ion concentration of PILs is normally less than 
25 mol%. 
In the case of AILs, the ionicity plays an important role in the dissociation of AILs, 
which affects the buffering process. Since the cation of AILs varied and they do not 
have proton transfer, the rule would be more applicable when comparing the ILs 
holding the same cation or anion. Thus, the same process shown in Figure 5-12 can be 
applied.  
It should be noted that the proposed method may be limited in some other PILs. It is 
more applicable if the pH of the self-buffering agent is much higher than the pH of 
PIL-water mixtures. For example, the typical pH titration curve was not achieved by 
using a small amount of Tris at high concentrations of BtaAc and HptaAc. In these 
cases, other buffering agents, such as a range of Good’s buffers (like HEPES, TAPS, 





5.2.4 Enzyme activity in self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
5.2.4.1 Enzyme activity in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixtures 
Based on the system developed above, the enzyme (Bacillus lentus subtilisin BLS) 
activity in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixtures was explored, as shown Figure 5-13. 
The synthetic substrate N-Succinyl-Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide (AAPF) was used 
since it has a much better solubility in IL systems than casein (used in Chapter 4). It is 
observed that the enzyme activity decreased as a function of ion concentration in self-
buffering TeaMs-water mixtures. In particular, most enzyme activity (more than 60% 
compared with it in buffer) was lost when reaching up to 10 mol% TeaMs. Although 
the last chapter demonstrated the positive effect of TeaMs on enzyme compared with 
other ILs, the enzyme activity was still low, especially at 8.3 mol%. The substrate 
might be one of the reasons, and it is likely that the enzyme activity was lower toward 
AAPF than casein. In addition, such high concentration 8.3 mol% of the self-buffering 
TeaMs-water mixture tended to inactivate the enzyme. 
 
Figure 5-13. BLS activity as a function of TeaMs concentration. 
To further understand the influence of self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture on the 
enzyme, the structural change of the BLS was examined. Figure 5-14 shows 
fluorescence spectra of BLS in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixtures as a function of 
molar concentration. An obvious decrease of fluorescence intensity was observed with 
























the increase of IL content, indicating the high content of ILs rendered the enzyme 
looser (unfolding). In addition, it is observed that slight blue shifts from 339 nm to 
around 336 nm, particularly at 8.3 mol% and 10 mol%, indicating the change of 
environment of the tryptophan residues. It reveals that the tertiary structure might be 
altered in the high concentration of TeaMs. 
 
Figure 5-14. Fluorescence spectra of BLS in phosphate buffer and self-
buffering TeaMs-water mixtures (0.5–10 mol%). 
Furthermore, circular dichroism (CD) spectra of the BLS in these self-buffering 
TeaMs-water mixtures were investigated (Figure 5-15). It could be seen that the 
spectra were maintained relatively consistent. To analyze the specific secondary 
structure, the CD spectra were deconvoluted, in terms of secondary structure content 
(Table 5-1). Notably, the beta-sheet content was decreased from 18.3% to 14.2% as a 
function of ion concentration. It seemed the beta-sheet shifted to form alpha-helical or 
random coil. This is probably because the beta sheet is normally connected by at least 
two or three backbone hydrogen bonds282, which are vulnerable in the salt solution. 

































Figure 5-15. CD spectra of BLS in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture as 
a function of ion concentration. 
Table 5-1. Secondary structure of BLS in TeaMs-water mixtures 
determined by deconvoluting CD data using SELCON3 in CDpro. 
 Alpha-helical (%) Beta-sheet (%) Random coil (%) 
Buffer 36.8 18.3 46.0 
0.5 mol% TeaMs 35.4 16.7 48.1 
3 mol% TeaMs 35.4 17.0 49.1 
8.3 mol% TeaMs 37.4 14.2 49.0 
10 mol% TeaMs 38.5 14.2 47.6 
5.2.4.2 Enzyme activity in self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
Since TeaMs did not significantly enhance the BLS activity, the other self-buffering 
IL-water mixtures for BLS were screened, as shown in Figure 5-16. In line with the 
self-buffering IL-water mixtures investigated in the last section, the enzyme activity 
varied in those IL-water mixtures. According to the selection of anion and cation, the 
three mesylate-based ILs maintained the enzyme activity between 45.6%-58.5%, 
while the enzyme had the highest activity (66.8%) in ChoAc. The enzyme in EaN and 
several carboxylate-based PILs did not show high activity. Thus, it suggests mesylate 
or acetate coupled with choline are preferred combinations for BLS. Although the pH 
could be maintained in the IL systems, the enzyme activity was still lower when 






























compared with its activity in the buffer. The high concentration of ILs still inhibited 
the enzyme performances since enzyme activity was only reached around 60% 
(ChoMs and ChoAc). It is unlikely to both maintain the solvent effect of IL (high 
concentration of IL) and high enzyme activity. 
 
Figure 5-16. Enzyme activity in self-buffering IL-water mixtures (8.3 
mol%). The dash line referred to the separation of ILs based on the anions. 
The IL content was decreased to 3 mol% and the three favourable ILs, i.e., TeaMs, 
ChoMs and ChoAc were used (Figure 5-17). Despite 3 mol% IL nearly reaching the 
region of a salt solution, it could possibly render the solution different as buffer in 
regard to the ion dissociation and specific ion effect. It is seen that the BLS remained 
the relative activity above 70% at 3 mol% TeaMs and ChoMs, while the enzyme 
activity reached 99.2 % in ChoAc solution. This indicates that acetate might be a more 











































Figure 5-17. Enzyme activity in TeaMs buffers as a function of TeaMs 
molar concentration buffer as a function of pH. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, the effect of IL on the enzyme activity includes 
conformational change and surface charge. Basically, the loss of enzyme activity may 
result from the specific ion effect and high concentration of ILs. Three ILs TeaMs, 
ChoMs and ChoAc were shown to be positive toward maintaining BLS activity. 
Therefore, the ILs at 3 mol% and 8.3 mol% were selected for the enzymatic catalysis 
in the following work.  
  



























The proton activity of TeaMs and pH of TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 mol%) as a 
function of the stoichiometry of base to acid was initially evaluated. These results 
indicate that the stoichiometry markedly changed the pH of TeaMs-water mixtures, 
while proton activity is not directly related to pH. It is assumed the excess acid or base 
can be regarded as the additive of the neat ILs. The limitation of buffered TeaMs-water 
mixture is the lack of self-buffering capability. 
In order to overcome the intrinsic pH and enable self-buffering capability, a simple 
method to achieve self-buffering IL-water mixtures was developed by titrating 
buffering agents. Taking TeaMs as a model IL, self-buffering TeaMs-water mixtures 
at various ion concentration and pH were successfully obtained. Furthermore, by 
comparing pH titration profiles of different PIL-water mixtures (several ammonium-
based cations coupled with various anions), the rule of the buffering process is 
proposed: 1) PIL is linearly dissociated as a function of ion concentration, and 2) the 
PILs with poorer ionicity dissociate more in water, which means the amount of 
buffering agent correlates with ionicity. In the case of AILs, when comparing ChoMs, 
ChoFor and ChoAc, the required amount of buffering agent followed the order of 
mesylate ˂ formate ˂  acetate, which is associated with the pKa value of the conjugated 
acid of the ILs. Therefore, the ion dissociation, pKa and ionicity were the key 
properties for self-buffering the IL-water mixtures.  
The self-buffering IL-water mixtures were used for BLS activity assay. The enzyme 
activity was decreased as a function of ion concentration of TeaMs. From fluorescence 
and CD spectra, it is noted the tertiary structure of the enzyme might be changed and 
more beta-sheet shifted to other forms in terms of the secondary structure of the 
enzyme. The enzyme activity was screened in various self-buffering IL-water 
mixtures. TeaMs, ChoMs and ChoAc were able to maintain high enzyme activity in 




 Applying Enzymatic and Chemical 
Catalysis in IL Systems to the Wool Surface Treatment 
6.1 Introduction 
As outlined in the literature review, the development of an alternative green approach 
for wool surface treatment is essential. However, the current single enzymatic 
treatment leads to hydrolysis of the cortex in the wool, which results in weight loss 
and reduction of mechanical strength6, 180, 188, 206. While the disadvantage of using 
single IL is high temperature (>80 °C), low efficiency and the partial dissolution of 
keratin5, 7. Enzymatic and chemical catalysis on wool surface treatment is normally 
performed in aqueous solution, which is inefficient on the wool surface. IL has been 
shown to be an effective solvent of catalysis 9-10. Enzymatic and chemical catalysis in 
IL systems, as viable environmentally friendly processes for wool surface treatment, 
have not been investigated. This chapter investigates such green solvent approaches 
for wool surface treatment. 
In Chapters 4 and 5, IL systems including buffered TeaMs-water mixture and self-
buffering IL-water mixtures were developed for the wool-specific enzyme BLS. This 
chapter explores the effect of enzymatic catalysis in the developed IL systems on wool 
surface treatment (Figure 6-1). In addition, the chemical catalysis in IL systems for 
wool surface treatment was investigated. Several catalysts were screened in the IL 
systems, and the H2O2/AcOH system for breaking disulfite bonds in wool was further 
investigated. Also, by prolonging the treatment time, their effect on the wool structure 
was explored.  
 




6.2 Results and discussion 
6.2.1 Enzymatic catalysis in IL systems for wool surface treatment 
6.2.1.1 BLS in buffered TeaMs-water mixtures 
In Chapter 4, the buffered TeaMs-water mixture (8.3 mol%) was developed that 
retained most of the activity of Bacillus lentus subtilisin (BLS). In this section, this 
system was initially employed in the wool surface treatment in order to degrade scales 
and provide wool with anti-felting characteristics. 
Wool surface morphology  
Figure 6-2 shows the wool surface treatment by BLS in buffer and buffered TeaMs-
water mixtures for 1, 3 and 6 h. Two blank samples (without BLS) treated for 6 h were 
also included (Figures 6-2 g, h, G and H). It can be seen that in comparison to the blank 
buffer sample (Figures 6-2 g and h), the wool surface treated by BLS in buffer 
significantly degraded as a function of time (Figures 6-2 a-f). 1 h treatment was able 
to partially remove the cuticle cells and more wool cuticles were removed at 3 h. Up 
to 6 h, the majority of the wool fibres collapsed and exposed cell membrane complex 
(CMC). Noticeably, several fibres treated at the same time presented different degrees 
of the scale degradation. For example, at 3 h, some wool scales were completely 
removed (Figure 6-2c), while cuticles of other fibres remained or even over-degraded 
leading to the exposure of CMC (Figure 6-2d). Basically, the heterogeneity of wool 
composition and non-specificity of the BLS on the wool surface led to the non-
uniformity of the treatment3, 284. In addition, it has been reported that the BLS tends to 
diffuse into the fibre causing severe damage to the wool structure, which leads to the 
loss of mechanical properties3, 193, 284.  
As for the enzyme treatment in buffered TeaMs-water mixture, the wool morphology 
generally maintained intact as a function of time (Figures 6-2 A-F). It is observed that 
the wool surface maintained well up to 6 h treatment. Compared to the blank sample 
of buffered TeaMs-water mixture (Figures 6-2 G and H), the BLS promoted the 




degraded with some of the cuticle edge removed at 3 h and 6 h (Figure 6-2, F). The 
wool remained intact and it is likely that the enzyme did not penetrate the fibre. 
However, the enzyme activity toward wool seemed to be much lower in buffered 
TeaMs-water mixture than in the buffer at the same treatment time. This is because the 
TeaMs system inhibited the enzymatic catalysis. Compared with the enzyme activity 
toward casein as substrate (Section 4.2.3.1.), the inhibition of enzymatic catalysis 
toward wool seemed much clearer.  
 
Figure 6-2. SEM of wool surface treated by BLS in buffer (a-f) and 
buffered TeaMs-water mixture (8.3 mol%, A-F) at 1, 3 and 6 h. g, h, G 
and H present the wool surface treated without BLS. The two images of 
each sample indicate different degrees of the treatment on different fibres.  
Felting ball test 
The felting ball test was performed to evaluate the effect of the previous system on 
felting property of wool (Table 6-1). The wool samples were treated at 6 h based on 




the felting behaviour of treated wool. The lower values of the diameter of the ball (the 
shape is normally like a ball) show greater feltability of the wool, while the higher 
values indicate the desired property of anti-felting. 
Table 6-1. Felting ball test of wool treated by BLS in buffer and buffered 
TeaMs-water mixtures (8.3 mol%) for 6 h. 
 Diameter of felting ball (cm) Weight loss (wt%) 
Buffer blank 3.55 ± 0.12 0.15 ± 0.03 
Buffer with BLS 5.80 ± 0.26 6.12 ± 0.50 
TeaMs blank 3.50 ± 0.14 0.21 ± 0.12 
TeaMs with BLS 3.96 ± 0.09 1.00 ± 0.50 
The blank samples (without enzyme) including buffer and buffered TeaMs-water 
mixture were shown the least diameter (both around 3.5 cm). This means that the wool 
has the most feltability. This result from the contact scales that remained on the wool 
surface, which leads to the directional frictional effect (DFE). On the contrary, in 
buffer, the enzyme-treated samples present the largest diameter (at around 5.80 cm), 
while the weight loss reached around 6 wt% and the treated wool almost did not felt. 
This is owing to the degradation of wool scales and loss of cell membrane complex 
CMC, as shown in Figure 6-2 (e and f). This unfavourable weight loss may lead to the 
loss of tensile properties of wool fibres as reported193, 285-286. As for buffered TeaMs-
water mixture, the diameter of BLS treated samples was approximately 3.96 cm, 
indicating that the treated wool was more felted than the one treated by BLS in buffer. 
It still displayed a slight anti-felting property. The slight weight loss may also result 
from the scale degradation (Figures 6-2 E and F). These results illustrate that the BLS 
in buffered TeaMs-water mixture did not impart significant anti-felting properties. It 
is very likely due to the low enzyme activity toward the wool in the IL system. 
pH change during wool surface treatment 
During the treatment, considerable pH change in buffered TeaMs-water mixture was 
noted (Table 6-2). The pH of IL systems both with and without enzyme showed a 
noticeable reduction. Conversely, in buffer, the pH was relatively stable (still around 
pH 8) for 6 h in both blank and enzyme samples. This indicates that the decrease in 




buffered TeaMs may not be stable. This may be because the pH of TeaMs-water 
mixtures was buffered by the excess base and the system did not have self-buffering 
property. Importantly, it is very likely that this disadvantage of pH change may have 
occurred in other buffered IL-water mixtures.  
Table 6-2. pH change during the wool surface treatment in buffer and 
buffered TeaMs-water mixture as a function of time. 
 pH change 
 0 ha 3 h 6 h 
Buffer blank 8.0 7.9 7.9 
Buffer with BLS 8.0 7.9 7.8 
TeaMs blank 8.0 6.0 6.0 
TeaMs with BLS 8.0 6.0 6.0 
a: refers to 0 h samples stand for the solutions before the incubation of wool 
When comparing the TeaMs blank sample and BLS-TeaMs sample, it is seen that the 
pH remained at 6.0. This demonstrates that the influence of enzymatic catalysis of 
wool on the pH was negligible. As for the incubation of wool in the solution, the amino 
acid residues could be exposed on the surface of wool, and some of them (lysine (+), 
arginine (+), aspartate (-) and glutamate (-)) could be charged leading to the change of 
pH in the solution166, 182. Thus, the buffered TeaMs was unable to buffer the pH change 





6.2.1.2 BLS in self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
In order to overcome the pH change of the buffered IL-water mixtures, the self-
buffering systems were developed in Chapter 5. They were utilized in this section for 
wool surface treatment. The concentration of IL-water mixtures used was 8.3 mol% 
which is consistent with buffered TeaMs-water mixture. Based on the investigation of 
BLS activity in self-buffering IL-water mixtures in Chapter 5 (Section 5.3.2), 3 mol% 
IL-water mixtures were also investigated as they had high enzyme activity. Three ILs 
TeaMs ChoMs and ChoAc were included. These IL systems could maintain most 
enzyme activity at both 8.3 mol% and 3 mol% ILs toward the substrate N-Succinyl-
Ala-Ala-Pro-Phe p-nitroanilide (AAPF). 
Wool surface morphology (8.3 mol% ILs) 
Figure 6-3 shows the morphology of wool surface treated by BLS in three self-
buffering IL-water mixtures (TeaMs, ChoMs and ChoAc, 8.3 mol%) at 3 h and 6 h, 
respectively. The wool scales increasingly degraded as a function of time, and most 
scales were etched at 6 h. For the comparison of the three ILs, wool in TeaMs solution 
had the least surface change, while BLS in ChoAc partially damaged the scales. This 
is consistent with the enzyme activity in those self-buffering IL-water mixtures 
(Section 5.3.2). 
The self-buffering IL-water mixtures showed the similar effect as buffered TeaMs-
water mixture (Figures 6-2 A-F). Although self-buffering IL systems can maintain the 
pH at 8 during treatment (the pH change showed later), the improvement of scale 
degradation was not obvious compared with the surface treatment by BLS in buffer 
(Figures 6-2 a-f). This indicates that the pH may not significantly influence the 
treatment, whereas the high concentration of ILs may be the main reason for the 
inhibition of enzyme activity on the wool surface.  
Based on the previous felting ball test (Table 6-1), BLS in buffered TeaMs-water 
mixture did not significantly improve the anti-felting property of wool. It is unlikely 
that this similar degradation of wool scale in self-buffering IL-water mixtures could 





Figure 6-3. SEM of wool surface treated by BLS in self-buffering IL-
water mixtures (8.3mol%): TeaMs (a-d) ChoMs (e-h) and ChoAc (i-l) at 
3 h (a, b, e, f, i and j) and 6 h (e, d, g, h, k and l). The two images of each 
sample indicate different degrees of the treatment on different fibres. 
Wool surface morphology (3 mol% ILs) 
It has been shown that the enzyme activity was higher towards the substrate AAPF in 
self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 3 mol% than at 8.3 mol% (Section 5.3.2.). To 
utilize BLS with high activity, the wool surface treatment was performed in the self-
buffering IL-water mixtures at 3 mol% (Figure 6-4).  
This shows that at 3 h treatment, the edge of the scales was slightly hydrolyzed, while 
up to 6 h, the scales were damaged and partially removed in all three IL solutions. The 
scale removal was better in ChoMs than in the TeaMs solution. In the case of ChoAc, 
it is noted that some of the scales had peeled off. This more severe damage might be 
due to the highest enzyme activity in ChoAc system than with other two ILs (Section 
5.3.2). Compared with the wool morphological change by BLS in self-buffering IL-
water mixtures at 8.3 mol%, the 3 mol% IL solutions presented much-improved scale 
degradation and did not lead to the exposure of CMC, which happened in BLS in 
buffer. Therefore, 6 h treatment in 3 mol% IL solutions was applied to wool surface 





Figure 6-4. SEM of wool surface treated by BLS in self-buffering IL-
water mixtures (3 mol%): TeaMs (a-d) ChoMs (e-h) and ChoAc (i-l) at 3 
h (a, b, e, f, i and j) and 6 h (e, d, g, h, k and l). The two images taken each 
time indicate the different degrees of the treatment on different fibres. 
Felting ball test and fabric shrinkage test (3 mol% ILs) 
To evaluate the felting and shrinkage behaviour of the treated wool, the felting ball 
test was performed. The fabric shrinkage test was employed since it can provide further 
demonstration of the favourable effect of the developed treatments. The high 
concentration of IL (8.3 mol%) greatly decreased the efficiency of the surface 
treatment, which is unlikely to be suitable for wool surface treatment. Hereby, this 
section shows the wool treated by three self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 3 mol%.  
Table 6-3 shows the diameter of felting ball and weight loss by each treatment. The 
treatment by BLS in buffer showed the diameter 7.46 cm, and the untreated wool 
presented the highest feltability (3.55 cm) with little weight loss. In the case of the 
wool treated by BLS in IL systems, ChoAc showed the lowest feltability (4.69 cm of 
the felting ball) while the other two systems present slightly higher felting behaviour 
with diameter 4.12 cm for TeaMs and 4.29 for ChoMs. The weight loss of all these 




the anti-felting behaviour of the wool, and those treatments may not lead to the 
degradation of fibres. However, the wool still felted in the treatments. 
Table 6-3. Felting ball test of wool in self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 
3 mol%. 
 Diameter of felting ball (cm) Weight loss (%) 
Buffer blank 3.55 ± 0.12 0.15 ± 0.03 
Buffer with BLS 5.80 ± 0.26 7.06 ± 0.67 
TeaMs with BLS 4.12 ± 0.20 1.82 ± 0.10 
ChoMs with BLS 4.29 ± 0.14 2.16 ± 0.13 
ChoAc with BLS 4.69 ± 0.21 2.29 ± 0.09 
To evaluate the effect of the treatments on wool shrinkage, Table 6-4 shows the fabric 
shrinkage of wool treated by BLS in self-buffering IL-water mixtures. These results 
are consistent with the felting ball results. The least shrinkage was shown by the 
treatment of BLS in buffer (10.92%), whereas the weight loss reached approximately 
8.5 wt%. This considerable weight loss may also result in the loss of mechanical 
properties of wool fabric193. In the IL-water mixtures, the shrinkage of the wool fabrics 
was slightly lower. The wool shrinkage in TeaMs, ChoMs and ChoAc systems were 
18.1, 17.0 and 15.2, respectively, while the weight loss remained around 4 wt%. These 
results are associated with the enzyme activity (Section 4.3.2.) and wool feltability 
(Table 6-4) in the self-buffering IL systems.  
Table 6-4. Fabric shrinkage of wool in self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 
3 mol%. 
 Shrinkage of fabric (%) Weight loss (%) 
Buffer blank 22.34 ± 1.68 0.01 ± 0.18 
Buffer with BLS 10.92 ± 1.45 8.52 ± 0.85 
TeaMs with BLS 18.12 ± 0.98 3.53 ± 0.48 
ChoMs with BLS 17.00 ± 1.74 4.05 ± 0.75 
ChoAc with BLS 15.25 ± 1.15 4.20 ± 0.57 
However, according to ISO 6330, the knitted wool fabric is regarded as machine 
washable when the area shrinkage ratio is below 8%. In this work, the area of shrinkage 
of the BLS-IL treated wool was still high. It is unlikely to reach the washable standard 
without compromising the treatment time and weight loss. It also should be noted that 




shrink-resist property by prolonging the treating time (data not shown). This may be 
due to the relatively low stability of the enzyme in the IL-water mixtures 55-56, 159. As 
reported, the stability of the enzyme in ILs may not be related to the enzyme activity 
in ILs24, 287. 
FTIR of treated wool (3 mol% ILs) 
To understand the effect of the BLS in IL-water mixtures on the wool surface, FTIR 
of the treated wool was shown in Figure 6-5.  
 
Figure 6-5. FTIR of wool treated by BLS in self-buffering IL-water 
mixtures (8.3 and 3 mol%) at 6 h: (a) wavelength 1000–3750 cm−1, (b) 
wavelength 1450–1750 cm−1. 
It can be seen that the intensity of the absorption bands within the regions was 
unchanged after treatment, indicating the backbone and surface of wool were 
maintained. Specifically, the band at around 3276 cm−1 is assigned to amide A (NH 
stretching bonds). The amide I (CO stretching vibrations) can be observed in the range 
of 1700–1600 cm−1. The amide II is located at band 1518 cm−1 and it has NH bending 
and CH stretching vibration bonds. Amide III bands are shown at 1200–1300 cm−1, 
corresponding to CN, CC stretching and NH, CO bending288-289. The expanded area of 
1450–1750 cm−1 (Figure 6-5b) shows a noticeable band of the α-helix structure at 
1650–1657 cm−1 (amide I), which indicates the presence of a considerable percentage 
of the α-helix structure. The bands observed below 1550 cm−1 attributed to β-sheet288. 
Very weak bands in 1670–1700 cm−1 are related to the disordered conformation. 




was noted. It may be due to the exposure of CMC of the wool treated by BLS  
(Figure 6-2). Generally, these results are in agreement with the morphological change 
of the wool.  
pH change during wool surface treatment  
The pH change during the treatment in self-buffering IL-water mixtures (8.3 and 3 
mol%) was measured in Table 6-5. It was found that the pH change was less than 0.5 
even after 12 h in the three self-buffering IL-water mixtures (with BLS). Other two 
IL-water mixtures (ChoMs and ChoAc) were also showing the pH change of less than 
0.5. In particular, in comparison considerable pH change of buffered IL-water mixtures 
(6.2.1.1), the self-buffering IL-water mixtures were able to maintain the pH for wool 
surface treatment, which ensures the enzyme activity.   
Table 6-5. pH change during the wool surface treatment by BLS in self-
buffering IL-water mixtures (8.3 and 3 mol%) as a function of time.  
 pH change 
 0 ha 3 h 6 h 
Buffer with BLS 8.0 7.9 7.8 
8.3 mol% TeaMs with BLS 8.0 7.7 7.7 
8.3 mol% ChoMs with BLS 8.0 7.8 7.7 
8.3 mol% ChoAc with BLS 8.0 7.8 7.7 
3 mol% TeaMs with BLS 8.0 7.8 7.7 
3 mol%ChoMs with BLS 8.0 7.8 7.7 
3 mol%ChoAc with BLS 8.0 7.8 7.7 
a: 0 h samples stand for the solutions before the incubation of wool. 
Discussion 
From the above results, some key points can be summarized as follows:  
1) The enzyme activity in IL systems using casein (used in Chapter 4) and 
AAPF (used in Chapter 5) is different as it uses the wool as the substrate. 
The first two substrates as macromolecules can be homogeneously dispersed 
in the solution, while the wool was immersed in the solution and hence 




period in IL systems might lead to the low stability and activity of the 
enzyme. The inhibition of IL on the enzyme was studied in Section 5.3.1. 
2) The enzyme is able to peel out the wool scales, which affects the anti-felting 
and shrink-proof properties of wool. However, due to the heterogeneity of 
wool and non-specificity of the BLS on the surface284, the enzyme tends to 
penetrate into wool and thus leads to the severe damage of the wool structure. 
In the developed IL systems, the BLS remained active and the ILs may 
relatively limit the penetration and mass transfer of enzyme in ILs, whereas 
the activity and stability of BLS decreased. 
3) The high concentration of IL (8.3 mol%) significantly inhibited the enzyme 
activity although the favoured ILs were selected (screened based on enzyme 
activity on AAPF). There was no obvious improvement of the anti-felting 
and shrink-resist of wool;  
4) At low IL concentration, i.e., 3 mol%, the enzyme activity was relatively 
high and the wool anti-felting performance was improved, but the enzyme 
activity for the wool still seemed to be suppressed. The activity toward AAPF 
was similar as towards wool, whereas the low stability of the enzyme in IL 





6.2.2 Chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool surface treatment 
As an alternative to enzymatic catalysis, wool surface treatment has been extensively 
studied by chemical catalysis, including reduction, oxidation, mechanical treatment 
and ILs186. They are normally focusing on the disulfide bonds since these bonds give 
high stability to the structure in terms of strength and stiffness175. However, most 
methods have the disadvantage of being inefficient, expensive and can be toxic and 
harmful (including the production of an unpleasant odour). Chemical catalysis is 
performed in aqueous solution, and is normally inefficient and unrecyclable. A one-
pot green method is therefore necessary.  
As the recyclable and green solvent, ILs can be as catalyst or solvent for chemical 
catalysis10. This section aims to develop green chemical catalysis in IL systems for 
wool surface treatment. The effect of the catalysts in IL systems on the wool surface 
was preliminarily evaluated. 
6.2.2.1 Screen of catalyst in IL systems 
Initially, several non-toxic catalysts have been evaluated for chemical catalysis in IL 
systems. This includes protein denaturation and oxidation. Since most reducing agents 
for wool are toxic, e.g., 1,4-dithiothreitol (DTT) and 2-mercaptoethanol (BME), they 
are not included in the following study. The agents used include sodium sulfite (for 
sulfitolysis), strong chaotropes salts (guanidinium chloride (GuHCl) and urea) and 
oxidants including permonosulphuric acid (PMS), H2O2 (Hydrogen peroxide) and 
H2O2/AcOH (peracetic acid). The wool treatment was performed for 12 h and 
morphological change of treated wool was observed (Table 6-6 and Figure 6-6, 
respectively).  
From the table, it can be seen that the single treatment of the IL systems did not show 
the effect on the wool surface except BmimAc. BmimAc had shown the ability to 
dissolve biomass as both catalyst and solvent at high temperature290-291. However, at 
mild conditions (50 °C for 12 h), the wool scales was not removed significantly (Figure 




Table 6-6. The screening of wool surface treatment by chemical catalysis 
in various IL systems at 50 °C.  





Blank × × × × × √ 
GuHCl × -a × -a × - a 
Urea × -a × -a × - a 
Sodium sulfite √ -a -a -a √ - a 
PMS √ -a × × √ √ 
H2O2 √ × × -
b × - b 
H2O2/AcOH √ √ × × × × 
× refers to the wool morphology without obvious change; √ refers to the wool 
morphology with changes which have been shown in Figure 6-6; -a: indicates the 
failed samples due to the low solubility of agents in the solutions, while -b: refers 
to the failed samples resulted from the decomposition of H2O2 in the solutions. 
 
Figure 6-6. SEM of wool surface treated by chemical catalysis in IL 
systems for 12 h at 50 °C: (a) BmimAc, (b) sodium sulfite, (c) sodium 
sulfite in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture, (d) PMS in water, (e), PMS 
in BmimAc, (f) PMS in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture, (g) H2O2 in 




In regard to the chaotropes salts, it can be seen the single treatment in all IL-systems 
did not show an effect on the wool surface. It is reported that these two denaturing 
agents could solubilize silk fibroin which contains a small fraction of disulfide 
bonds292. Unlike silk, wool fibres contain more disulfide bonds and may remain inert 
to these salts. The immiscibility of the two salts in BmimPF6 and TeaMs may be 
because the two salts possess very weak hydrogen bonds31.  
Sodium sulfite is used for sulfitolysis of the wool, which means sulfite provides a 
cysteine thiol and S-sulfonated residue and break the disulfite bonds186. However, it 
was observed that the sodium sulfite was not soluble in most IL systems due to the 
poor solubility. Only 0.5 wt% was dissolved in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixtures 
(pH 8). This is probably because these sulfite ions are not highly soluble and the 
solubility can be increased by high pH293. By this treatment, the edge of the wool was 
etched, as shown in Figure 6-6c. Its effect on wool was not as noticeable as in water. 
The wool scales were much more swollen and damaged by sodium sulfite in water. 
Therefore, the IL solution may slightly suppress the swelling of the wool and inhibit 
the effect of sodium sulfite (discussed in later Section 6.2.2.3.). 
The oxidants for imparting anti-shrink properties are oxygen-based, including PMS, 
H2O2 and H2O2/AcOH. The PMS for wool treatment was also applied in the IL 
systems. It is seen that no obvious surface change was observed in the ILs including 
EaN, TeaMs and BmimPF6. The wool scales became slightly softened in water  
(Figure 6-6d), while the edge of scales damaged in BmimAc water (Figure 6-6e). 
However, compared with the single treatment in BmimAc, the synergistic effect was 
not obvious. As for TeaMs-water mixture, the wool surface became wrinkled and 
seemed to be softened (Figure 6-6f). It was further investigated in the  
following section. 
Treatment with H2O2 slightly damaged the edge of the wool surface (Figure 6-6g). 
However, it is reported that the effect of single treatment by H2O2 on wool shrinkage 
was undesirable294, while the pretreatment by H2O2 could promote the enzymatic 
catalysis295. In other IL systems, it is noted that the H2O2 produced bubbles, which 




As for H2O2/AcOH system, H2O2/AcOH seemed to slightly soften and remove the 
edge of wool scales. H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 shows better degradation on wool than 
in water (Figures 6-6 h and i). This is likely owing to the effective rupture of disulfide 
bonds in BmimPF6. This system has been used previously for desulfurization
296. 
H2O2/AcOH could produce peracetic acid, and could partially oxidize the disulfide 
linkages of keratin, and can convert them to sulfonic groups in water297 (Schematic 6-
1). Interestingly, the wool surface change by the treatment of H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 
was much faster than in water, but it has not been investigated for the wool treatment. 
 
Schematic 6-1. Oxidation of keratin results in the transformation of 
disulfide to sulfonate. 
6.2.2.2 H2O2/AcOH for wool surface treatment 
Since H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 has shown to affect the wool surface and is very likely 
can be used for wool surface treatment, the effect of this treatment on wool was further 
investigated.  
Effect of H2O2, AcOH and BmimPF6 on wool treatment 
Initially, the effect of single components (BmimPF6, H2O2 and AcOH) has been 
studied in terms of the wool dissolution. Table 6-7 shows that the wool was dissolved 
in the prolonged time (around 24 h) in the system of H2O2/AcOH, while the H2O2 
could not fully dissolve the wool and it gradually became gel after 48 h. The wool did 
not show an obvious change in AcOH-BmimPF6 and only BmimPF6. This indicates 
that only the H2O2/AcOH (peracetic acid) may be able to degrade the wool surface. 
Low concentration of peracetic acid has been used for keratin extraction298-299. 





Table 6-7. Wool surface change and dissolution time by H2O2 and/or 
AcOH in BmimPF6. 
 Wool surface change Dissolution time 
BmimPF6 No obvious change - 
10%H2O2 Gradually softened > 48 h 
2%AcOH No obvious change - 
10%H2O2-2%AcOH Gradually dissolved as gel 24 h 
Effect of concentration of H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 on wool treatment 
Likewise, the effect of concentration of H2O2/AcOH was evaluated based on the 
dissolution time (Table 6-8). It is seen that the dissolution time of wool in the system 
decreased as a function of the concentration of H2O2/AcOH. The dissolving time can 
be reduced to 10 h at the high concentration of peracetic acid.  
Table 6-8. Wool surface change and dissolution time by different 
concentration of H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6. 
 Wool surface change Dissolution time 
5%H2O2/1%AcOH (5H1A) Gradually dissolved > 48 h 
10%H2O2/2%AcOH (10H2A) Dissolved as gel 24 h 
10%H2O2/4%AcOH (10H4A) Dissolved as gel 20 h 
20%H2O2/4%AcOH (20H4A) Gradually fully dissolved as gel 10 h 
To further demonstrate the wool surface change by the treatment, Figure 6-7 shows 
the FTIR of the treated wool by different concentrations of H2O2/AcOH. According to 
the absorption bands of the peptide bonds (-CONH-), the backbone of the wool did not 
change. However, in the region of 800–1500 cm–1, bands related to the disulfide bonds 
were noted (Figure 6-7b). Three new peaks were observed, i.e., 845 cm–1 for N-O 
stretching and both 1040 and 1175 cm−1 for S-O stretching mode of sulfonate 300-301. 
The slight increase at 845 cm−1 (stretching of N-O) is probably owing to the 
oxidization of the keratin. Comparison of the raw wool with the treated shows the 
increase on 1040 and 1175 cm−1, which indicates that the disulfide bonds were 
oxidized into cysteic acid groups (SO3
−). This is in agreement with previous work299, 302. 
The SO3
− based groups can form Bunte salts (-S-SO3
−, normally at 1022 and 1095 cm–1) 
residues303 and were identified by chemical catalysis on disulfide bonds including 




process. It should be noted that the softening of wool has also been found during 
chlorine treatment304. However, since the resin coating complicates the process, this 
study did not involve resin coating. Conversely, different from the wool surface treated 
by the enzymatic catalysis above (Figure 6 5), this chemical catalysis was focused on 
breakage of disulfide bonds. 
 
Figure 6-7. FTIR of wool surface by treatment of different concentration 
of H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6: (a) wavelength 500–4000 cm
−1, (b) 
wavelength 800–1500 cm−1. The sample names correspond to those in 
Table 6-8. 
A comparison of the different concentration of H2O2/AcOH showed that the intensity 
of functional groups generally increased as a function of the peracetic acid. In 
particular, the -SO3− group at 1040 cm−1 considerably increased, indicating the 
oxidization of wool surface increased as a function of H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6. In 
terms of the ratio of H2O2 and AcOH, it can be seen that the 10%H2O2/4%AcOH 
(10H4A) showed faster dissolution and slightly higher intensity of SO3− groups than 
10H2A. The 10H2A is equal to around 3.95 wt% peracetic acid. Considering the effect 
of acid, the concentration used was 10%H2O2/2%AcOH in the following work.  
Effect of solvents of H2O2/AcOH on wool treatment 
However, BmimPF6 is costly in the market and the hydrophobicity of this IL made the 
wool processing more difficult. It is necessary to investigate other green solvents. 




It is observed that most ILs or deep eutectic solvents did not show obvious change in 
wool morphology. Only four solvents showed the ability to dissolve the wool. In water, 
the wool softened after 24 hours incubation and the wool became gel after a longer 
period (48 h). EaN showed similar ability to dissolve the wool but the rate was low. It 
is noted the treated wool become slightly pink, which may be due to the oxidation of 
tryptophan and/or tyrosine305. Interestingly, the fast dissolution was shown in another 
hydrophobic solvent 1-octanol. It could be assumed that the peracetic acid is more 
effective in the hydrophobic solvent. Considering hydrophobicity is related to 
nucleophilicity306, the inert solvent may be the good choice for maintaining the 
reactivity of peroxide.  
Table 6-9. Effect of solvent H2O2/AcOH in various solutions on wool 
surface treatment. 
H2O2/AcOH in IL or DES systems Wool change after 24 h 
H2O Slightly softened 
TeaMs - 
EaN Slightly yellow and partially dissolved 
BmimCl - 
BmimPF6 Fused and dissolved 
ChoCl:urea 1:2 - 
ethylene glycol - 
ChoCl:ethylene glycol 1:2 - 
ChoCl:ethylene glycol 1:4 - 
Glycerol - 
ChoCl:glycerol 1:2 - 
ChoCl:urea:glycerol 1:1:1 - 
DMSO - 
Iso-propanol - 
1-octanol Fused and dissolved 
 




The wool treated by H2O2/AcOH in the four solvents presented the similar morphology 
shown in Figure 6-8. Taking H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 as an example, the surface 
became slightly wrinkled and some scales were softened. 
Then the FTIR of the wool treated by 10H2A in the four solvents is shown in  
Figure 6-9. The FTIR of wool treated by single solvents was similar to raw wool, and 
they are not shown here. The chlorine treated sample was included for comparison. 
With respect to the intensity of Amide III (1175 cm−1), the SO3
− groups at 1040 and 
1175 cm−1 varied as a function of solvents. 1-Octanol sample shows the highest ratio 
of SO3
− groups followed by BmimPF6, which agreed with the dissolution time of wool 
in the solutions. The chlorine treated sample present a similar intensity of SO3
− groups 
and Amide III. The treatment in EaN and water showed similar intensity to SO3
− 
groups. These results revealed the effect of 10H2A varied in solvents and hydrophobic 
solvents may perform best in terms of surface treatment and dissolution. 
 
Figure 6-9. FTIR of wool surface treated by 10H2A in various solvents 
for 12 h (wavelength 600–1450 cm−1). 
The systems of H2O2/AcOH in four solvents were used for wool surface treatment (12 
h), as shown in Table 6-10. In comparison with H2O2 treated and the blank samples, 
the treatment by H2O2/AcOH in water and EaN presented improved anti-felting 
behaviour with the diameter of the felting ball at 3.78 and 3.98 cm, respectively. This 
indicates that the wool surface modified by the treatment could reduce the directional 
friction effect. However, the H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 and 1-octanol did not impart 




become softened, and the treated wool tended to become hardened after washing. It 
can be assumed that the treatment leads to the loss of mechanical properties due to the 
breakage of disulfide bonds. Although the breakage of disulfide bonds could control 
the felting and shrinkage behaviour of wool, the level of anti-shrink properties 
achieved by those methods is lower than that achieved by enzyme treatment, as 
discussed previously in Chapter 4. Compared with chlorine treatment, this approach is 
still not effective since it does not involve the resin coating. 
Table 6-10. Felting ball test of wool in self-buffering IL-water mixtures.  
 Diameter of felting ball (cm) Weight loss (%) 
Blank 3.55 ± 0.13 0.15 ± 0.07 
10H water  3.64 ± 0.58 1.00 ± 0.25 
10H2A water 3.78 ± 1.32 6.12 ± 2.56 
10H2A EaN 3.98 ± 0.24 1.02 ± 0.27 
10H2A BmimPF6 - - 
10H2A octanol - - 
- refers to the unmeasurable of diameter due to the loss of fibre strength. 
6.2.2.3 Chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool structure disruption 
As highlighted in the literature review, the structure of wool is essential to physical 
and biological function. Thus, the maintenance of intact fibrous proteins without 
breaking all the important bonds within the protein is important for applications such 
as the use of wool for biomedical materials and composites. These wool materials can 
be intact keratin proteins or oxidized keratins. Thus, the disruption of wool fibre into 
its constituent keratin parts without destroying the important structure or bonds is 
essential. Based on the previous study on chemical catalysis in IL systems, several 
systems were employed for wool structure disruption. The treatment time was 
prolonged, and some new structures developed were shown below. 
Wool microfibres 
By prolonging the treatment, the microfibres were obtained by sodium sulfite in water 
and self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture (Figure 6-10). In both solvents, the scales 
were partially peeled off and damaged by sulfitolysis on the wool surface after 24 h. 




agreement with previous work using sodium sulfite in water307. However, the yield of 
microfibres by sodium sulfite in TeaMs-water mixtures was slightly lower and the 
efficiency of microfibres production by both methods was much lower than the 
enzyme treatment308. 
 
Figure 6-10. Microscope image of wool microfibres obtained in sodium 
sulfite in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture at 50 °C: (a) 24 h; and (b) 48 h. 
In addition, it is observed that wool can be dissolved in BmimAc with sodium sulfite, 
and the overall process is cuticle swelling, cortex disassembly and dissolution and 
finally cuticle dissolution (Figures 6-11 a-c). This is consistent with the previous study 
using BmimAc at 100 °C205. In addition, it is noted that several microfibres were 
released from the wool at 12 h (Figure 6-11b). However, the microfibres in the IL were 
unable to be regenerated in water (data not shown). This may be because the IL has 
strong hydrogen bonding network280, 309 and interacted with the microfibres. In terms 
of the addition of sodium sulfite, a slight increase of dissolution time was found 
(around 2 h). Since the solubility of sodium sulfite was low (0.5 wt%), the increase of 
the treatment rate was limited. At high temperature (105 °C), sodium sulfite has been 
found to be able to promote the dissolution of the feather in BmimCl310.  
 
Figure 6-11. Microscope image of wool fibres treated by sodium sulfite in 





By prolonging the time, a wrinkled wool surface was achieved by the oxidants in IL 
systems. Figure 6-12 shows the morphology of wrinkled wool by different treatments 
including PMS in self-buffering TeaMs-water mixture, H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 and 
H2O2/AcOH in 1-octanol. Generally, all the wool became softened by the three 
treatments. The treatments could oxidize the disulfide bonds and this probably resulted 
in the loss of mechanical strength. Specifically, as for PMS in self-buffering TeaMs-
water mixture, a highly wrinkled surface was observed. The wool scales appeared to 
have softened and had not retained their shape. The morphological change of wool was 
much severe in this IL system than in water. This may be due to the synergistic effect 
of IL and PMS. 
 
Figure 6-12. Wool surface treated by (a) PMS in self-buffering TeaMs-
water mixture for 12 h, (b) H2O2/AcOH in BmimPF6 for 24 h and c) 
H2O2/AcOH in 1-octanol for 24 h. All treatments were at 50 °C. 
Regarding the H2O2/AcOH systems, the wool was dissolved as gel and the wool 
surface became also wrinkled, while the edges of scales were slightly softened in both 
BmimPF6 (Figures 6-12 b) and 1-octanol (Figures 6-12c). In addition, these treated 
fibres were ruptured into powder after regeneration in methanol (for washing the 
solvents).  
In general, this wrinkled wool with the high surface area was achieved by chemical 
catalysis in IL systems and may have great potential to be used as activated carbon or 





Therefore, based on the effect of chemical catalysis on wool, it can be proposed as 
follows. 
1) The chemicals such as sodium sulfite and BmimAc may diffuse in the wool. 
Thus, these treatments are not exclusive to the wool surface but also the 
CMC of wool. This resulted in the release of microfibres or wool dissolution. 
This process depends on the interactions of the chemicals with wool. 
2) Wool possesses various bonds including hydrogen, hydrophobic, ionic and 
disulfide bonds. ILs or the catalysts used in this study have more tendency 
to break bonds in the CMC after penetration. The hydrogen bond energies 
are 13–30 kJ/mol which is much lower than the bond energies of disulfide 
bonds (210 kJ/mol)311. Therefore, it is seen the wool cortex (mostly 
supported by hydrogen bonds) was initially dissolved in BmimAc (Figure 6-
11). While catalysts including sodium sulfite, PMS and H2O2/AcOH focus 
on the disulfide bonds. Disulfide bonds are primarily abundant on the surface 
but also the backbone. Thus, sodium sulfite could affect the surface and 
release microfibres, while the oxidants were able to break the disulfide bonds 
on the wool surface, and the scales became wrinkled (Figure 6-12). 
3) The effect of IL systems to some extent promoted some of the effects of some 
chemical catalysts including H2O2/AcOH and PMS. Since IL systems are 
tunable, the choice would be more based on the understanding of the effect 





In this chapter, the buffered TeaMs-water mixture at 8.3 mol% was initially applied to 
enzymatic catalysis for wool surface treatment. Wool morphology showed the scales 
were slightly etched, whilst felting ball test showed this treatment imparted anti-felting 
property of wool (the ball diameter around 3.96 cm). Compared with the treatment by 
BLS in buffer (diameter around 5.80 cm), the anti-felting property of wool treated by 
this new approach was poorer, and it focused on the wool surface but with low 
efficiency. This is because the enzyme activity toward the wool was low in the IL 
system. Moreover, the pH change was noticed during the process (around 2 pH unit), 
which may inhibit the enzyme activity. 
The self-buffering IL-water mixtures (TeaMs, ChoMs and ChoAc) at 8.3 and 3 mol% 
were then applied to wool surface treatment. The wool morphology showed the 
considerable change of wool scales in the three IL-water mixtures particularly at 3 
mol%. Through the felting and shrinkage test, the treatments showed to improve the 
anti-felting and shrink-resist properties of wool. FTIR study indicated that the 
important bonds of wool remained. The diameter of felting ball by the treatments 
reached more than 4 cm with less weight loss, while the ball diameter by the treatment 
of BLS in buffer was 5.80 cm with significant weight loss.  
The last section investigates one-pot chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool surface 
treatment. Several catalysts including sodium sulfite, strong chaotropes salts and 
oxidizing agents in a few IL systems were screened based on the wool morphological 
change and dissolution, and H2O2/AcOH in water, EaN, BmimPF6 and 1-octanol 
showed better ability than other systems and solvents. FTIR study demonstrated that 
the disulfide bonds of wool were disrupted by these treatments. However, the felting 
ball was below 4 cm, indicating that the anti-felting property by those methods was 
poorer than enzymatic catalysis in IL systems. This attributed to the disruption of 
disulfide bonds and it consequently led to the breakage of intact wool fibres. By 
prolonging the treatment time, microfibres and wrinkled wool were achieved. These 
structures may inspire the design of keratin materials for various applications. 




 Conclusions and Future Research 
7.1 Conclusions 
This thesis aimed at developing green solvent approaches with specific application to 
wool surface treatment by utilizing ionic liquids for enzymatic catalysis and chemical 
catalysis. Based on this, this work examined the relationship between IL properties 
and enzyme performance including activity and structural change, which led to the 
selection of buffered IL-water mixtures, however, in order to maintain the pH during 
the process, an improved IL-water mixture with self-buffering capability was 
developed. Subsequently, these systems of enzymatic catalysis in ILs were applied on 
wool surface treatment and showed the improved behaviour on wool felting and 
shrinkage compared with buffer solutions. In addition, chemical catalysis in ILs was 
investigated for wool treatment and it showed the specificity on the breakage on 
disulfide bonds. In conclusion, using ILs for both enzymatic and chemical catalysis 
provides new green solvent approaches to improve the anti-felting and shrink-resist 
properties of wool. Specifically, the key findings and future research are provided in 
the following sections.   
7.1.1 Understanding the influence of key IL properties on enzyme activity  
Chapter 4 demonstrated how the properties of ILs and IL-water mixtures influenced 
enzyme performances. ILs were initially evaluated based on hydrophobicity, pH, 
hydrogen bond basicity β and water activity. Then the BLS activity was assayed in 
buffered IL-water mixtures (8.3 mol%) at pH 8. TeaMs and ChoMs with low intrinsic 
β were shown to be preferred owing to the anion, which is related to specific ion effect. 
The ion concentration of ILs was correlated with aw, while 8.3 mol% IL where aw = 
~0.6 is the threshold of water for assured BLS activity. This is related to the formation 
of the hydration shell of BLS. Importantly, pH of IL-water mixtures is a key parameter 
for maintaining the activity of BLS. Favourable pH and IL concentration can preserve 




7.1.2 Exploring self-buffering IL-water mixtures for the enzyme 
In Chapter 5, it was shown that the pH of buffered TeaMs-water mixtures was unstable 
as a function of stoichiometry of base to acid. This suggests that the limitation of 
buffered TeaMs-water mixture is a lack of self-buffering capability. A simple method 
to achieve self-buffering IL-water mixtures was developed by titrating buffering 
agents. The rule of the buffering process is proposed to be that IL is linearly dissociated 
as a function of ion concentration and the buffering is correlated with ionicity. TeaMs, 
ChoMs and ChoAc were able to maintain high enzyme activity in self-buffering IL-
water mixtures particularly at 3 mol% IL.  
7.1.3 Applying enzymatic and chemical catalysis in IL systems to the wool 
surface treatment 
In Chapter 6, the BLS in buffered TeaMs-water mixture and self-buffering IL-water 
mixtures at 8.3 mol% were shown to slightly etch the wool scales, while the anti-felting 
property by these two treatments was poorer than the treatment by BLS in buffer. BLS 
in self-buffering IL-water mixtures at 3 mol% improved the wool scale removal, and 
it improved the anti-felting and shrink-resist properties of wool with less weight loss. 
In addition, one-pot chemical catalysis in IL systems for wool surface treatment was 
explored. H2O2/AcOH in IL systems disrupted the wool surface, whereas they 
provided poor anti-felting property owing to the disruption of disulfide bonds and the 
breakage of intact wool fibres. By prolonging the treatment time using a few chemical 
catalysis in IL systems, wool structures including microfibres and wrinkled surface 





7.2 Recommendations for further research 
Over the years, the development of treatments for reducing the felting and shrinkage 
problem of wool has proven to be very difficult. The current method employs toxic 
and cancer-causing chemicals such as chlorine, and chlorine treatment gives the best 
results so far. In the development of green alternatives, very few of the explored 
options have been shown to be better than chlorine treatment. This project evaluated 
and developed green solvent approaches for wool surface treatment, with the ultimate 
goal of achieving a favourable alternative to chlorine treatment. Thus, to achieve this 
ultimate aim and build on the finding presented in Chapters 4 to 6, the following 
recommendations for future research can be conducted based on three objectives.  
Objective 1 aims at further understanding IL properties for IL selection and developing 
improved IL systems. This can include two sections:  
1) In Chapter 4, it is proposed that a few IL properties including hydrophobicity, 
water activity and hydrogen bond basicity may be correlated. Future studies can 
focus on understanding IL properties and their relation to hydrophobicity. A 
broad range of ILs can be included to further understand of the properties. This 
would present new insights into relating serval measurable IL properties and 
thereby promote an in-depth understanding of IL properties for IL selection. 
2) The approach to achieve self-buffering IL-water mixtures (Chapter 5) was not 
applied to hydrated ILs and neat ILs. This is because the ILs did not show much 
enhancement on enzyme activity at high concentrations. Thus, developing improved 
IL systems such as the addition of additives and self-buffering IL systems 
(hydrated ILs and neat ILs) can be explored. This provides new strategy for 





Objective 2 aims at enhancing enzyme activity and stability in ILs systems. The IL 
systems developed in phase I should be evaluated in terms of enzyme activity. In 
chapter 6, it is proposed that the enzyme stability may be low which resulted to the 
loss of enzyme activity during wool treatment. This phase should consider all the 
important factors including the activity, stability and structural change of the enzyme 
in the developed IL systems.  
Objective 3 focuses on utilizing ILs as green solvents of catalysis for wool surface 
treatment. This include enzymatic catalysis and chemical and enzymatic (chemo-
enzymatic) catalysis. Firstly, the improved enzymatic catalysis in ILs will be applied 
to wool surface treatment. Second, the current work focused on a one-pot method for 
wool treatment and this may not be an optimal method for the wool treatment. The use 
of chemo-enzymatic catalysis can be investigated based on the understanding of IL 
selection and development of IL systems. In particular, techniques for controlling 
catalysis on the wool surface are needed. The breakage of disulfide bonds by chemical 
catalysis and scale removal by the enzyme can be synergistic. The enzyme treatment 
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